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When I said the new seeker worship services expressed biblical principles, I encouraged the young minister using this new worship format, but some older ones were not pleased with my opinion. Then I said the older Lutheran liturgy expressed biblical principles, making the older ministers happy.

I pointed out the new seeker services could be superficial and frothy, hence becoming unbiblical. Also, the old Lutheran liturgy could be dead and meaningless, also becoming unbiblical.

The essence of my addresses at Talbot Theological Seminary and to the Missouri Lutheran ministers is in this book.

While the thoughts of this book have been developing for twenty years; I am grateful to Broadman/Holman for giving me an opportunity to put them into printed expression for others to examine.

I want to thank my secretary Linda Elliott for typing and proofreading the manuscript. My friend and long-time research assistant Dr. Doug Porter helped gather data for this volume. His commitment to the health and growth of the church has been an inspiration to me. This book is the product of many who have influenced my thinking and contributed to my ministry. I give credit to so many who have influenced my life. But in the final analysis, I bear responsibility for all of the omissions and weaknesses. May God overlook them and use this book to produce effective churches with worshipping members who weekly touch God, and God touches them.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Elmer Towns
Lynchburg, Virginia
Summer, 1996
INTRODUCTION

Since this is a book about worship, you ought to know the word Preface historically meant a variable doxology beginning with the Sursum Corda and ending with the Sanctus in traditional eucharistic liturgies. It meant to say beforehand what is to follow. So, I want to summarize beforehand the main focus of this book.

Worship is not an elective for a Christian who has enrolled in the school of Christ, it is a required course.

Jesus said, "The Father seeketh such (sincere worshippers) to worship him" (John 4:23), therefore the child of God must respond by giving glory to God.

The fact of worship is the focus of this book, not its methodology or how to plan a worship service. This is not a prescriptive book that a leader follows to plan a worship service. It is a descriptive book that reflects the trends and tensions in our contemporary church over worship practices.

A discouraged typical contemporary pastor may attend a conference and experience a different worship style than the way he does it back home. When the floundering pastor feels the excitement of new worship experiences and sees crowds coming to praise God differently than the way he leads his people back home, he concludes:

"We need worship excitement back home," so he begins to make plans to change the worship format back home.

"We can do it," he concludes.

The pastor has gone through the internal process of revitalizing his worship style. Because the old is unfulfilling and the new is tantalizing . . . he is ready to change.

Back home he introduces a new format on Sunday morning. Some people like it, some people don't. Some are uncomfortable, some people follow the pastor in new expressions of worship. If the worship make-over is universally accepted by the congregation, there will be no problems; but if everyone is not happy, there will be tensions for him and the church.

Eventually resistance to new worship forms will manifest itself in several ways. A few isolated individuals may stop attending, or they may move their membership elsewhere. Some will never complain or instigate trouble, they usually just disappear.

A few agitators might cluster together to reinforce one another. They find common irritation for complaint, they begin voicing their feelings. This group may leave the church creating a "church split" if they are large enough, or a "church splinter" if they are a small minority.
This group may attempt to rally support to force the pastor to return to the former ways of worship, i.e. that which is comfortable or familiar to them. If they can't get their way, they may begin a campaign to remove the pastor.

"Let's hire a pastor who will lead us the way God wants us to worship," they say. What they really mean is "Let's hire a pastor to do what we want."

This book is about worship wars.

Does the pastor have the authority to change the worship style of the people, i.e. to take away the form of worship they have always followed in worshipping God? Do the people have the authority to rebel against their pastor who is attempting to revitalize an ineffective worship service?

A pastor must realize that the church belongs to the people, for it is the "Body of Christ" on earth and because we belong to Him, we are all members one of another. The people must realize the pastor's task is to lead sheep, feed sheep and protect sheep (Acts 20:28-30). If the worship service is dull and non-productive, it is the pastor's responsibility to revitalize the worship experience so that when worshippers enter the house of God; they touch God and God touches them.

There are many difficult questions for both leader and worshipper. This book doesn't have all the answers, but it will raise questions to make you think and examine what you do in worship?, how you worship?, what is the motivation of worship?, and what are the results of worship?

The effectiveness of worship is not measured by atmosphere. That means the credibility of true biblical worship is not measured by how fast the songs are sung, or how deeply we meditate in solitude. It is not measured by a new plexiglass pulpit, a split chancel pulpit; or the new trend of using no pulpit at all. It is not measured by raising hands, affirming the Apostle's Creed, or congregational applause. It is not measured by responsive readings from both Old and New Testament, viewing the Living Bible projected on the screen, or listening to an expositional sermon based on a proper interpretation of the text.

True worship is always measured by the response of the believer's heart to God. They that worship God must give Him the "worthship" that is due to Him.

True worship is measured by the transformation of the worshipper because he/she has been in the presence of God. It is measured by repentance because the worshipper has faced his/her sin and asked forgiveness. It is measured by new insights about God that deepens the daily walk with God.

True worship upsets the way we have lived, and demands more sacrifice from the worshipper. True worship never allows us to remain the same person we were before we came into the presence of God.
True worship involves change and it also includes that which never changes. We must be careful that we don't get the two mixed up. It is we who change because we have been in the presence of an unchanging God. He doesn't adapt Himself to us, we adapt ourselves to Him (which is usually a very shallow expression) because we yield to Him, we obey Him, we magnify Him and we lift Him up.

The unchanging nature of worship doesn't mean we never change our forms of worship, nor does it mean we never re-arrange the order of service. Because worship is a response to God, and He never changes; then, there are certain "self evident truths" in worship that cannot be manipulated. It is imperative that God be worshipped, our music beat is not imperative, nor is the atmosphere of the room. It is imperative that we worship Him in truth (John 4:23), which is the substance of worship. It is not imperative whether methods of communicating truth be a Bible expositional sermon, a devotional message, an evangelistic presentation of the gospel or a pastor's exhortation to godliness. It is imperative that we worship Him in spirit (John 4:23) which is the sincere expression of our hearts. It is not imperative whether we express it with reverently bowed head, raised hands of praise or shouts of "Hallelujah."

Worship is like a car to get us from where we are . . . to where God wants us to be. Transportation and communication are imperative, the mode or vehicle is not imperative. While it is imperative that we worship God, how we do it has second importance. Worship is like a car that gets us into the presence of God.

Some worship God in cathedrals with the rich traditional organ tones of Bach, Chopin and the classics of Europe. They travel in a Mercedes Benz.

Some worship God in simple wooden churches with a steeple pointing heaven-ward and sing the gospel songs of Charles Wesley or Fanny Crosby. They travel in a Ford or Chevy.

Some worship God with the contemporary sounds of praise music with a gentle beat. They travel in a convertible sports coup.

Some worship God to the whine of a guitar and the amplifiers to the max. They travel on a motorcycle, without a muffler.

This book is descriptive, not prescriptive. It will describe those who worship by European tradition and those who follow the southern gospel tradition. Which one is right? Right for whom? Which one is best? Best for whom?

What is the best worship for you? Six expressions of worship will be analyzed in this book. Rather than prescribing any one of the worship expressions, each will be described. And while this book does not focus on methodology, i.e. how to successfully conduct a worship service; at the end of each of the six worship expressions, some suggestions will be made for implementation.
HOW TO READ THIS BOOK

I am not writing this book to change your worship style. Your people resist change, and even lay leaders will resist change if they are not fully persuaded. So let's proceed with the assumption you will not change your worship format. Why should you not change? Worship is not legitimate unless it comes from the heart. When you change your form of worship for convenience or to be more successful, it's not from the heart. Like Esau you've sold your birthright for a mess of pottage.

As you read this book, think of walking into an art gallery to study six beautiful masterpiece paintings, each picture reflecting the skill and feelings of the master painter who poured his soul onto canvas. Study these six worship expressions as you would study six paintings. Try to see what is there. Don't just try to disprove their validity, rather examine the scriptures to see where each conforms to biblical mandates. Just as you would examine an oil painting to interpret its mixture of colors and shadows, its presentation of personality and moods, its reflection of culture and tradition; try to see the world through the eyes of worshippers who express themselves differently than you.

Now, return to your worship style and do it better. Don't change for the sake of someone else's model. Do better what God has called you to do. Do more worship biblically, do what your congregation called you to do. Learn from others, and improve yourself, and revitalize your church.

Remember, when you look over the fence at someone else's greener worship grass, they may be looking admiringly at the benefits of grazing in your worship pasture. Improvement, like beauty, may be in the eyes of the beholder.

These six worship styles are different from each other, and each is different from other churches in their neighborhood. And even within each worship style, such as a liturgical church, not all liturgical churches worship the exact same way. Since churches are the composite expression of many people, and people are constantly growing, learning and changing; so their worship expression is constantly growing, expanding and changing.

Each church that reflects a worship expression is probably different than it was a few years ago. Each church probably changed to meet the needs of its worshippers, as its worshippers change it. What changes? They changed the tones of worship, the order of service, the type of music, even the style of preaching to better communicate with growing people who are represented in our churches.

Many Americans have changed their place of worship, not like the Europeans who tend to remain in one building generation after generation. And by internal desires, we redecorate our sanctuaries, changing the color of paint, carpets and lighting in the rooms in which we worship. We change the flowers with the seasons and the music to express the tradition of our holidays.

The styles of worship in this book have a lot to say about the American Church scene. Jack Hayford, pastor of The Church on The Way, Van Nuys, California, says we are experiencing more than a change in worship, it's a reformation of worship. He claims the first reformation
under Martin Luther was a reformation of doctrine, doing away with Roman Catholic doctrine. Now he maintains there must be a reformation of worship, doing away with European or Roman Catholic liturgy. Hayford wants a reformation in worship to reflect his form of worship, i.e. the renewal worship service with emphasis on charismatic expression. I agree with Hayford's view that we are experiencing a reformation of worship, but I maintain that just as there were several expressions of theological systems in the Protestant Reformation, i.e. Lutheranism, Calvinism, Armenianism and eventually Wesleyism; so today there are several contemporary expressions in today's worship reformation, i.e. Bible expositional, Body Life, Renewal, etc.

Reformation is a change, and people are threatened when they experience loss of the old. They are threatened by a transition into the uncertainties of the new. Therefore, let this book drive you back to the Word of God to re-discover your foundation. Anchor yourself in the Rock of Ages. When you put this book down, be more confident of your worship expression than ever before.

This book is not written just as an academic expression, nor is it a response to a contemporary problem in the church. It is the result of a life-long pilgrimage. May you take this pilgrimage with me, but may you be exempted from the length of time it has taken me to reach this point in my life. May this be a quick read and may you be an instant learner. May the insights of this book give you more confidence in ministry than ever before.

1Jack Hayford, *Worship His Majesty* (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1987), p. 88. This theme of a reformation of worship, in addition to a reformation of doctrine, is a constant theme of this book. Hayford would like to see a worship form like the Renewal Church (see Chapter Seven) in all churches.
CHAPTER ONE
NEW WORSHIP STYLES

Historically, when Protestant church members have moved their home from one location to the next, they usually chose a new local church on the basis of doctrine, not on the basis of worship style. While the style of worship was important to them; doctrine was the final criteria. The priorities were (1) doctrine, (2) the name of the church and (3) denominational alliance.¹

Historically, most denominations had the same style of worship that went with people's denominational or doctrinal loyalty. Presbyterians tended to choose a Presbyterian church when they moved, and if one was not available they would choose a church with Reformed theology. But even stretched to the limits, Presbyterians would probably not have chosen a church with pentecostal or Arminian beliefs. One would have expected them to choose a church that at least held a similar view of eternal security.

Denominational alignment meant people were comfortable with a church’s heritage, lifestyle or policies. This included the worship style that usually reflected in their individual churches. In the past, most denominations were not influenced by interdenominational television services and by ministers trained in interdenominational seminaries. Because denominations were relatively homogeneous, people could transfer from one church to another and fit in rather comfortably because there was little difference from one congregation to another. Their worship expectations were usually fulfilled.

Americans generally have not been quick to choose a church with a nonstandardized name. People have chosen churches with names that tended to be as acceptable as "mainline" names--Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Episcopal or Lutheran. Everyone knew what these names reflected. Historically, nonacceptable names to people from main-line churches were generally Holiness, Temple, Pentecostal, Nazarene, Mennonite or a Bible church. To mainliners
these names represented a sect, an unknown entity or an outcast group. People didn't know what to expect when they visited the worship service in these churches.

CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP

Today, Americans are not as choosy about church names. Now they choose a church primarily by its style of worship or its philosophy of ministry. People are not looking for denominational labels, doctrine or a predetermined name. Presbyterians are not necessarily looking for a church that has Covenant Theology or Reformed Doctrine, or Presbyterian in name.

They may attend and join a charismatic renewal church because they enjoy clapping, lifting their hands or singing praise choruses. If they feel comfortable, they feel this is the way God should be worshiped. So they sublimate their doctrinal preferences and abandon their tradition for a new philosophy of worship.

What is the primary source of this change? It is coming from without the Church, not within. Culture is influencing the Church more than the Church is influencing the culture.

What is in our culture that is influencing the way Americans choose churches? It seems to be no single experience but the whole thrust of society.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEMANDS OF AMERICA CULTURE FORCED ON THE CHURCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. User friendly access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Participatory services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Experiential involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Electronic amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Contemporary music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Options of worship time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Choice of different worship experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American has become a consumer society, driven by marketing, advertising, and retailing. Everything is sold, everything from groceries to clothing to furniture to cars to entertainment. Consumerism is evident in television commercials, newspaper ads and the public relations segment of the business world. Consumerism is the engine that drives American society, and it is the driving force as Americans choose their churches (but that doesn't make it right).

THE GLUE OF CULTURE

Before the Industrial Revolution of the 1840's, America was an agricultural society, with 92 percent of Americans living and working on the farm. The driving force of our society was rural.

With the Industrial Revolution, people moved to the cities, and American culture evolved from a rural society into an urban industrial society to provide jobs and income. The nation became one of the world's largest producers of steel, cars and machinery. Industry became the driving force of our society.

After World War II, America changed again. We were no longer a producing society, but we became a consumer society. Now the glue that holds our culture together is marketing, selling and buying.

Less than 25 percent of our society is employed to produce or manufacture something. Less than 5 percent work on a farm.

We are a nation that is driven by consuming things. The majority of our people work as salesmen, service technicians, consultants, managers, waiters, and so on. We are a service society, we sell to one another, serve on another and live off the profits of a consuming society.

Our favorite pastime seems to be walking the malls, not necessarily to purchase necessities but just to shop. We look for trinkets, what is new, or just the experience of seeing new things. What we call shopping is really "consuming." We buy what is comfortable, enjoyable, flattering or entertaining.

In the same way, America's Protestants choose churches on the basis of what entertains us, satisfies us or makes us feel good about God and ourselves. And, to a growing degree this freedom of choice is also the reason some Roman Catholics and others from non-Christian religions switch to Protestant churches.

If we recognize church worshipers as consumers, we will recognize church programs as menus, and types of worship as the main entrees in a restaurant. Consumers need food to keep them healthy or to keep them from starving. But, in a nation with an abundance of food, consumers go where the menu fits their taste. Americans can pick gourmet, Chinese, Mexican, fried chicken, a steak, hamburger, tacos or from an abundance of other options.
A similar variety of consumer options is available when it comes to churches. The worship menus are not filled with doctrinal options but with a variety of worship options. Americans worship where they feel comfortable with the style of expression that best reflects their inclinations and temperament:

A Lutheran couple chooses a charismatic Renewal Church because they like positive exaltation. Perhaps they thought their former Lutheran church was dead.

Baptists leave the revivalistic Baptist church to attend a Bible Expositional church because he feels his former church was superficial and the new church has in-depth teaching.

A pentecostal leaves the church of his birth claiming that "wild fire" has no place in his life. He chooses a meditative Liturgical Church experience in a Lutheran or Episcopal church where the atmospheric worship experience enables him to stand in awe of the majesty of God.

The Salvation Army sergeant leaves the familiar surroundings of the citadel to become involved in the small groups of a Body-life Church.

**HOW PEOPLE CURRENTLY CHOOSE A CHURCH**

1. Function: the style of worship
2. Form: the quality of ministry
3. Doctrine: belief that influences lifestyle

When someone tells him the sermons are not holiness-oriented as in the Salvation Army, he doesn't care; he finds meaning in making new relationships in a small group.

No matter what the style of worship, there seems to be a two-way door in and out of most sanctuaries. New people are entering to seek its strength, while others are tired of the routine and leave to seek their Sunday morning "high" elsewhere.
So the old phrase "the church of your choice" no longer means your doctrinal choice. Like buying a sweater, "the church of your choice" is a church that reflects your style of life and your way of worshiping God.

While these motives are negative factors in our churches because they minimize the doctrines taught in the Words of God, there is one plus. More non-church people are coming to our worship services than in previous years. When people search out churches where they find meaning or where their life's goals are supported, consumerism has resulted in an open door for evangelism.

**STYLES OF WORSHIP AND MINISTRY**

Historically, there have been two basic worship styles in the Protestant Church since the Reformation—"high church" and "low church." To describe them functionally we might refer to them as the liturgical worship service and the congregational style of worship.

Liturgal worship usually follows a printed order of events that include the Invocation, Doxology, the Lord's Prayer, choir anthems, responsive reading of Scripture, choral response to the pastoral prayer, the Gloria Patri and the singing of "Amen" at the end of each hymn. Many believe the atmospheric worship of the Liturgical Church service expressed New Testament Christianity. Historically, there have not been many voices to challenge the credibility of this worship, but now there are some contemporary voices asking questions about its validity.

The second type of worship has been an expression of the common people in church groups that did not come out of the main stream of the Reformation, that is, the Brethren of the Common Life, Anabaptists, Mennonites, Moravians, Puritans, Pilgrims and others. After the Reformation this second worship tradition would be followed by such groups as the Methodists, Congregational, Baptists, and Brethren.

These groups were usually led by pastors without professional education who preached extemporaneously without a written manuscript. The preaching was emotional, persuasive and filled with illustrations and the idiomatic language of the common people. "Sweaty preaching" by "plowboy preachers" called for revival and renewal, and, in response, there were tears at the mourners bench. Singing of gospel songs expressed deep emotion. The services included testimonies, prayers from the laymen and, in some groups, shouts of "Amen" or "Hallelujah!"

**SIX WORSHIP PARADIGMS**

Defined by worship styles, six worship types or paradigms can now be identified within the Protestant Church:

1. **The Evangelistic Church** that focuses on winning the lost;
2. **The Bible Expositional Church** that emphasizes teaching the Word of God;
3. **The Renewal Church** that focuses on excitement revival and touching God;
4. **The Body-life Church** focusing on fellowship (koinonia), relationships and small groups;
5. **The Liturgical Church**, which is still operational; and
6. **The Congregational Church** that expressed the people, also still operational.
Six distinct philosophies of ministries and/or church growth have emerged in the thinking of Church Growth authorities. The six models came from their research and observation of the American church scene. At the center of each style of worship are several catalysts or types of "glue" that hold each church-type together. Whereas most Protestant churches will do many of the same things in worship or ministry—pray, sing, collect money, preach and so on—the way these things are done and the value that worshipers give to them make them distinctive. Each ministry style adds a unique value to one's experience of worship, making it different and, to many, making it desirable.

**THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH**

The term "evangelistic" describes a style of ministry that emphasizes such activities as door-to-door visitation for evangelism, the altar call, Sunday School busing, and personal evangelism. These ministries, often called "soul-winning," are prized among an evangelistic church's members.

One example of such a church is Bill Hybels' Willow Creek Community Church of South Barrington, Illinois (while Hybels disagrees with my assessment, I cannot place his style of church in the other categories). Hybels calls his Sunday morning service a "seeker service" where the unsaved can feel comfortable, barriers to their salvation are removed and sermon topics are slanted to their every day need or experience.
We can find evangelistic-type churches among Presbyterians, Congregational, Pentecostal, Baptist and other denominations. The doctrine of a denomination is not the determining factor that makes them evangelistic.

An evangelistic church usually (1) is action-oriented, as opposed to mediative or instructive; (2) has strong pastor leadership with the spiritual gift of evangelism, (3) has persuasive evangelistic preaching to get people converted; (4) has simplistic organization; (5) is organized to get lay people involved in outreach; (6) is growth-oriented (number's-oriented); and (7) is platform-oriented. Usually, the success of the platform ministry of preaching, special music and the evangelistic appeal will determine the success of the church.

THE BIBLE EXPOSITORY CHURCH

This church is usually noted for its use of sermon notes, overhead projectors for people to follow sermon outlines, expository sermons, reference Bibles such as the Ryrie or Scofield Reference Bible; and constant references to the original languages of the Bible. The dominant spiritual gift of the pastor is teaching. At almost any given service the congregation can be seen taking notes and many keep the pastor-teacher's presentation in a notebook.

This church usually appeals to the upper-middle class and will usually be found in a college or white-collar community. A true Bible expository church is rarely successful in a blue-collar or "redneck" community. This type of worship crosses denominational lines and can be found in Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist, Independent Bible or a variety of other groups.

The pastor probably learned his preaching style at Dallas Theological Seminary, Talbot Theological Seminary, or some other independent seminary, usually not from a denominational seminary. He might have learned it from some interdenominational organization such as the Navigators or Campus Crusade for Christ.

THE RENEWAL CHURCH

This church is usually described by its feeling and flow. Worshipers have freedom to lift their hands in worship or clap them in joy. They sing praise choruses, go to the altar to pray, hug one another and laugh or cry. It is camp meeting every Sunday morning. It is revival every Sunday morning.

They lay hands on one another for healing, power or anointing. Most of the charismatic churches fall into this category and exercise the miraculous gift of tongues, healing, "word of knowledge," slain in the spirit," interpretation or other expressions of the Holy Spirit.

Not all Renewal Churches are oriented to the pentecostal or charismatic style or express miraculous gifts. I have talked to several Southern Baptist pastors who were being pressured by their local association because of the renewal style in their worship services. These churches were not charismatic in doctrine or pentecostal in lifestyle. They didn't speak in tongues, nor attempt to manifest any of the "sign" gifts. They were Baptist in doctrine and Southern Baptist in allegiance. Sometimes the pressure came from the fact that these churches dropped adult Sunday School and extended the worship service from 10:00 A.M. to noon.
The pastors told me they had not changed their doctrine, they were Baptists, supported the cooperative program and didn't believe in the miraculous gift. But their worship style was the issue.

Renewal churches can be found among Presbyterians, Episcopal, Roman Catholic, Pentecostal and the rapidly emerging independent churches. Theology is not the dividing line, hence doctrine is not the glue that holds them together. They may preach "power theology," "prosperity theology," pentecostalism or in some cases old-fashioned liberalism. Whatever their thrust, most of them are evangelical in doctrine.

The emphasis in these churches is on personal renewal in fellowship with God. This style of worship is not found in the formal services of a liturgical church, but in the intense experience of pouring out personal love for God.

Whereas formal liturgy emphasizes one way worship toward God, i.e. giving worship to God that is due him, worship in a Renewal Church focuses on two-way communication between the person and God. Worshipers must get something out of worship. It must be stimulating, uplifting, and exhilarating. They like worship, and it affirms them. When they go home, they feel good about what they have done.

THE BODY LIFE CHURCH

The glue that holds this church together is the relationships that are formed in the small groups or cells that make up the Body. It is in the small groups that pastoral care happens and people grow spiritually. A Body-life church has a lot of hugging going on and places value on transparency—being open and honest and caring in their groups. They confess faults to one another, are accountable to one another and pray for one another.

Body-life churches do the other things that normal churches do, such as preach, sing, teach and worship God. But they prize highly the quality of life they receive from relationships. In a given session they might testify, share burdens, pray for a hurting brother and share a blessing or an answer to prayer. It is "the Body ministering to the Body."

A Body-life church is not a pulpit-dominated church where everyone looks to the pastor for ministry. Instead, a Body-life church congregation looks to one another for support, help and ministry. It focuses on koinonia or fellowship within the Body.

Just as in the other cases, Body-life churches are found in Baptist, Evangelical Free, Independent or Pentecostal churches. The influence of koinonia crosses denominational lines. It is not a church style that is taught in most seminaries, however. Pastors learn it from one another, from conferences, from seminars or as they intern under a Body-Life Church pastor.

THE LITURGICAL CHURCH

The traditional formality of this worship style was described earlier in this chapter. In some churches, the style of worship has not changed since the denomination's founding, and people sing the same hymns that were sung by their grandparents. They feel that worship is
transcultural and trans-temporal. While some feel a liturgical service is dead, others feel invigorated because they know they are obeying God who "seeketh such to worship Him."

Liturgical worshipers do not worship for a feeling. They center all glory, praise and worship on God. He is the focus of the worship service. The people are not there to evangelize, to learn, to fellowship or to be renewed. They worship in obedience to God.

THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF THE PEOPLE

This is the church where the people want preaching that speaks to them. They want sermons that are devotional and motivational, yet also include some teaching, renewal and worship. The pastor is a shepherd who is one of them and has arisen from them. It is a "low church," in that authority is with the people, rather then being a "high church," where authority is situated at denominational headquarters away from the people.

Early Church Growth authorities called this a Baptist church, because it described churches that were responsible for the entire life of the church; they were self-governing, self-propagating and self-supporting. However, the present name is The Congregational Church which identifies many churches that do not have the name "Baptist." A Congregation Church is where the people are more responsible for the church than the pastor or the denomination. It is a church where the people do the work of ministry in Sunday School, training programs, camps, VBS and the like. One of the main gifts of the pastor is to organize the people for ministry, rather than doing ministry for them.

BIBLICAL BASIS

These six types of worship (also called six paradigms of Church Growth) represent six basic functions or principles God had mandated for the church to carry out the ministry. By separating these six functions as dominant characteristics of a church, each model is better understood.

The Evangelistic Church carries out the prescriptive mandate "Go make disciples of all nations" (Matt. 28:19). The Evangelistic Church also is reflected by the descriptive work of the Thessalonians, "From you sounded out the Word of the Lord, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in every place. Your faith to God--Word is spread abroad" (I Thess. 1:8).

The Bible Expositional Church fulfills the prescriptive command of Paul, "Preach the Word" (II Tim. 4:2). The Jerusalem church is described, "They continued steadfast in the apostle's teaching" (Acts 2:42 NKJV).

The Renewal Church takes as prescriptive direction, "Tarry . . . until ye be endued with power from on high" (Luke 24:49), and what happens is the theological description of revival, "Time of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord" (Acts 3:19).

The Body Life Church fulfills the prescriptive command of "The body edifying itself," as Paul said. "The whole body fitly joined together . . . every joint supplieth, according to the working in the measure of every part . . . edifies itself in love" (Eph. 4:16).
The Liturgical Church eagerly carries out Jesus' admonition, "The Father seeketh such to worship him" (John 4:23), the elders at Ephesus were described "As they ministered (leitourgikus, i.e. give worship to God) to the Lord" (Acts 13:2).

The Congregational Church is the prescriptive ministry of God's people, "As my Father hath sent me, even so send I you" (John 20:21). Paul descriptively reflects this view, "Ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular" (I Cor. 12:27).

WHY NOW?

These six styles of worship or philosophies of ministries seem to have come to the surface since World War II, i.e. 1945. These worship styles were not apparent in Victorian England, Colonial America or even before World War II. Although the biblical functions have been operative since Pentecost, there has not bee a gathering of an unique biblical function in many individual churches. The influence of American Christianity as reflected in these six church paradigms was not evident in churches or groups of churches outside our borders. Also, all six qualities have been embryonic in every true church since Pentecost, it seems now that certain churches or groups of churches are characterized by a dominant trait or style, and that this strength has become the catalyst (glue) around which people gather. So why have these dominant worship types manifested themselves now in certain churches and in certain new denominations? Why now?

THE INTERSTATE AND THE INTERNET

The answer lies in the impact of two explosive forces that have shaped our society in the past 50 years. These two formative factors have done to culture in general what they have done to the churches-shaped them into six groups. These two factors are (1) the Interstate freeway and (2) the Internet, i.e. computerized television screen.

The Interstate highway system is a massive transportation link that joined the two coasts of America and made the shopping mall available to anyone within 25 to 50 miles. These concrete networks crisscross every state, making almost every destination available to everyone. Simply stated, the Interstate Highway represents the explosion of transportation since World War II.

So now people will travel as far to church as they travel to employment or to shop. They travel 30 miles to church and never think of the distance, because church is only 30 minutes away. Whereas, the colonial farmer may have traveled one hour by wagon to get to a church that was geographically many miles closer.

The Internet stands for the explosion of modern communication. People have access to almost any fact in our information processing age. Churches tell their story on cable television and local radio, in church newspapers and metro newspapers, on billboards and by various other inventive means. Everyone seems to know about the various kinds of worship in churches in their community, because they see people worshiping like this on television. Then they decide to
drive 30 miles to experience it firsthand. They like what they experience and come back every Sunday.

People know (Internet) and people go (Interstate).

A retired man and woman used to drive 150 miles every Sunday to my church. I asked them why they come so far. The wife said, "When you get over 70 years old and nothing else in life matters, why not go 150 miles to a church you like, because your church is the high point of the week?" When he died, she moved into a retirement home near our church so a van could bring her each week.

Obviously, they never came back for Sunday evening services or Wednesday prayer meetings when they lived so far away. But their reasoning is hard to refute. Why not do what you enjoy in life? Since Americans have the money to travel, accessible freeways, and they know what is happening in different churches, why not attend worship where you'll get the most?

SPIRITUAL MOTIVES

But in addition to the Interstate and Internet, there are spiritual factors behind the emergence of these six worship and ministry styles. In the past three decades we have witnessed an explosion of interest in spiritual gifts. At first the curiosity was about tongues. Everyone seems to be asking, "Do you or don't you speak in tongues?"

While tongues do not seem to be as devise now as they were in the 70s, the interest in spiritual gifts is still with us. The present drive to study gifts comes from the average Christian who wants to know "What is my gift?" and "How can I serve God with my gift?"

Each of these six styles of worship has a dominant manifestation of a different serving gift. This means that a specific spiritual gift is the glue that holds the worship and ministry together. The Bible Expositional Church is driven by the spiritual gift of teaching. Many pastors of this type of Bible Expositional Church sign their letters "Pastor-Teacher." The Evangelistic Church is driven by a pastor who has the spiritual gift of evangelism.

GIFT COLONIZATION

In fact, these six styles tend to be colonies of like-gifted parishioners, a situation that has been called "gift colonization." People with a dominant spiritual gift choose a church where their personal dominant gift is also the dominant corporate gift. That's why they feel comfortable in a particular style of worship. They are around people like themselves. This is not a selfish desire to avoid people who are different, or who may make them feel uncomfortable. People just naturally sort themselves out in life by arranging to spend time with those who make them feel good and help them accomplish their goals. People feel free to worship with others if they are comfortable with them.

True, the church is a hospital where sinners come for help. But the church is also an island among the terrifying tides of life, a haven where believers can escape for safety and solitude. Churches turn out to be different from each other because of this "gift colonization."
The average Christian knows about a church where he/she would feel comfortable because of the Internet, i.e. the computerized television screen; and they can travel a long distance to worship because of transportation, i.e. the Interstate.

**GIFT GRAVITATION**

How did "gift colonization" happen? It came about by "gift gravitation." Many don't have a rational reason why they choose a Renewal Church or a Liturgical Church. They just know what makes them feel comfortable. The need to exercise their own spiritual gift creates pressure—a kind of internal disequilibrium, driving them toward the church where their gift is honored and exercised by others, and where they are appreciated for exercising their gift. This internal pressure is called "gift gravitation."

**GIFT ASSIMILATION**

The final factor explaining the current emergence of the six types of churches is "gift assimilation." Christians choose a church worship style, but may not be able to explain why. A person enjoys the excitement of The Evangelistic Church. They begin attending and join the church, but they don't have the spiritual gift of evangelism. But that gift begins to grow (I Cor. 12:31, Rom. 1:11, I Tim. 4:14, II Tim. 1:6). The sermons on soul-winning build a desire to win souls. The example of people going to the altar to accept Christ adds to their personal desire. Perhaps the person takes a course on personal evangelism. All these experiences build in him/her a spiritual ability to win souls to Christ. Their spiritual giftedness of evangelism grows.
COMPARISON OF GIFTS WITH WORSHIP TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worship Type</th>
<th>Dominant Spiritual Gift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Evangelical</td>
<td>Evangelism and prophecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bible Expositional</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Charismatic Renewal</td>
<td>Exhortation              (positive and practical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Body-life</td>
<td>Mercy-showing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Liturgical</td>
<td>Helps (serving)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Informal</td>
<td>Shepherding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

This book is about American worship, not a description of what is happening around the world. Because worship is an expression of the innermost heart of individuals and the corporate expression of the church body, and because America has a different culture than other people in the world, then we would expect Americans to express their worship differently, in different types of buildings, with different musical instruments in different languages and dialects.

This book is about America now, not our past, and I don't know what will happen in 25 years. It's not an historical study, and it's not a book on methodology, i.e. how to conduct worship.

I do not approve of everything I said in this chapter. I don't like the consumerism of `the world and its influence on the church. Some of you don't like it either. The world does not have the culture we grew up expecting, and the church is not the church for which many of you were trained.
So, let's learn what we need to know about culture. Let's make sure our principles are grounded in the Word of God. Let's make sure we understand what the Bible teaches about worship, and let us communicate that truth to others. But above all else, let's make sure we worship the Father in spirit and in truth.
CHAPTER TWO
MY PILGRIMAGE OF WORSHIP

I grew up in the Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church, Savannah, Georgia, enrolling in Sunday School when I was six years old. I never missed one Sunday for fourteen years. I credit my perfect attendance in Sunday School to the character of a Mother who was reared on a farm. She wanted me to grow up to be a man of character, to do the right things in the right way for the right purpose all the time.

I liked going to Sunday School, and a few times I had to stay for the worship service. I didn't particularity enjoy it because I didn't understand what was going on. Some might describe the worship at Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church as a Liturgical Church. It was a small congregation of about 75 people, and it was not quite as liturgical or formal as a Lutheran or Episcopal service.

In that little Presbyterian church we would follow the order of worship, standing at the appropriate times to sing the Doxology or Gloria Patri. When the pastor asked,

"Christian . . . what do you believe . . . ?"

I would spring to my feet with the rest of the congregation. I could say perfectly with passion the Apostle's Creed; "I believe in God the Father, Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only Son . . . etc."

Because I didn't understand most of the worship service, it was a boring to me as a child. The hymns were heavy and the moanful "Amen" at the end of each hymn seemed anti-climactic. I liked the peppy songs we sang in Sunday School. When I was old enough I started riding my bicycle to church. On the way home, I would pass empty fields and would roll back my head, and sing at the top of my voice the concluding "Amen" refrain,

"A-a-a-m-m-m-e-e-e-n-n-n-n . . ."

While it was not the intent of my heart, I was probably blaspheming the good intent of the message of the great hymns of the past.

However, now that I have been converted and now understand the meaning of these great hymns, I keep a hymnbook on my desk and sing them during my morning private devotions. I especially love to sing the hymns that end in "Amen" for these hymns are prayers to God. These great hymns pour out worship to God and it is fitting that they end in "Amen." I've asked God to forgive the intent of my youthful heart, and to make the prayer that ends each of these hymns, the intent of my heart.

I was saved in "atmospheric revival" when two young Bible college students came to pastor the Bonna Bella Presbyterian Church in Savannah, Georgia. They brought renewal to this little fishing village on the outskirts of Savannah, Georgia. During an evangelistic crusade, many
young people from my church were converted in this little church. The singing was loud and from the heart. I liked that. Young girls sang solos passionately from the heart, I liked that. The two Bible college students preached evangelistically, which means they preached with passion, enthusiasm, and feeling. I liked that. Every night people went to the altar and knelt to be saved. I liked that.

The type of preaching where I was saved, is the type of preaching I developed in Bible college. I preached my first sermon on the street corners of Columbia, South Carolina. It was a passionate sermon with lots of fire, but little substance beyond the elementary contents of the plan of salvation.

When I was nineteen years old and a second year student at Columbia Bible College, I became pastor of the Westminster Presbyterian Church, Savannah, Georgia on the weekends. Part of my job expectation, and in return for a small salary of $5.00 per week, I had to type out the church bulletin and mimeograph it each week. The church bought a mimeograph machine and for awhile I kept it in my father's garage. The church service that I conducted in my naivete, was an oxymoron in reality. The first half of the worship service included the traditional Presbyterian liturgy. In the second half I preached like a revivalist at camp meeting. Since I had been converted in an atmospheric revival, I felt that you had to preach enthusiastically, with emotions, driving home my message. I always ended my sermon with an invitation, also entitled an altar call for people to come forward and kneel, where we would lead them to Christ. In terms of worship expressions, my first pastorate was a Liturgical Church for the first half of the service, and a combination of the Renewal Church and Evangelistic Church in the second half.

I remember one of the teenagers at the Presbyterian Church asking, "Why do we do all that junk in the beginning?" I knew what he meant. We stood for Responsive Reading, the Apostle's Creed, the Gloria Patri and all other expressions of liturgy. This teenager went on to say,

"I just like it when you rear back and preach."

In my first church I was so young, the people couldn't call me Pastor, Minister and since I was not ordained; they couldn't call me Reverend. Because I love to preach with passion, and motivate them to make a decision at the altar; everyone in the community called me, "Preacher."

I moved to Dallas, Texas, to attend Dallas Theological Seminary. My wife and I attended two or three Presbyterian churches looking for a church home. Since I had already been a student pastor of Westminster Presbyterian Church, I was looking for a place of service, also an evangelistic Presbyterian church in which I would feel comfortable.

About the fourth week in Dallas, my wife and I attended First Baptist Church, where Dr. W. A. Criswell was pastor. That Sunday night my wife woke up with excruciating pain, was taken to the Baylor Hospital for an emergency surgery to save her life. When the nurse was filling out the admittance papers, she asked for our church home.

"We don't have one," I replied.
She asked what church we had attended that day. I told her First Baptist Church and I
didn't think anything about it.

When I entered the post-surgery ward to see my wife, Dr. Schaffer, Visitation Pastor from
First Baptist Church was with my wife. He was an elderly man with angel white hair.

"I know you kids don't have any money, so the church will help you out," he said.

That night when I got home, the young adult Sunday School teacher from First Baptist
Church and his wife were sitting in their car at the curb to our duplex. They brought a casserole
for my dinner. She went in, cleaned the house and washed the dishes before leaving. He told me
that someone from the Sunday School class would be there every evening with dinner. I told my
wife,

"First Baptist Church is a great church, let's attend this church to learn about its greatness
. . .," I explained. Since I was going into the Presbyterian ministry, I felt I could learn much
about ministry from this church. Then I said to her,

"But let's not become Baptists."

For the first 13 years in this church, Dr. Criswell preached from Genesis 1:1 to Revelation
22:21. My wife and attended the church from Romans Chapter Four to I Corinthians 1, Chapter
One.

Under the preaching of Dr. W. A. Criswell, I changed my theological view of baptism
from sprinkling to immersion. Dr. Criswell told the details of this story in the Introduction to
Towns' Sunday School Encyclopedia, Tyndale House, 1991. But my change was more than a
change in the mode of baptism. I was giving up Reformed Theology, and becoming a
Dispensationalist. To be a Dispensationalist means that I believed God dealt with people
differently in the church dispensation than He did under Law. Since the church is a baptized
body of local believers with a different dynamic that held people together than in the Old
Testament, it meant the New Testament Church was different in function from the Old
Testament Temple worship. Baptist worship is built on the dynamics of the church in the book
of Acts. Liturgical worship was built on the majesty of the Old Testament Temple worship.
There is truth in both, but there is also difference in focus. My experience at First Baptist Church
was comfortable. It reminded me of the little Bonna Belle Presbyterian Church where I was
saved. It was an Evangelistic church. Dr. Criswell preached the way I wanted to preach, with
dignity and soul-winning fervency.

I attended Dallas Theological Seminary for four years, majoring in systematic theology.
Its view of preaching and ministering began to change the way I preached. As I looked at my old
sermons, I was embarrassed because there was so little Bible in them. When I preached
revivalistically, I read the Bible as the basis of my sermons, told stories to move my listeners
emotionally, and gave an invitation to get a decision of their will.
Dallas taught me to preach differently. Dr. Lewis Sperry Chafer, founder said, "You haven't preached the gospel till you have given people something to believe." I learned Greek and Hebrew and to exegete the meaning of text in the original language. I learned to "Get my listeners into the Word, and get the Word into my listeners."

High above the back of the pulpit in seminary chapel, I daily saw the exhortation, "Preach the Word" (II Tim. 4:2).

During my last two years at Dallas Seminary, I pastored Faith Bible Church and my preaching vacillated between revivalistic preaching and Bible expositional preaching. When I wanted to move people, I preached revivalistically. When I wanted to inform them, it was Bible expositional.

I left Dallas Seminary to become a professor at Midwest Bible College, St. Louis, Missouri, and I was comfortable with my preaching. I still had a heart passion for evangelistic preaching, whether revivalistic or just plain soul-winning. At Dallas Seminary I had come to see the importance of Bible expositional preaching and I was invited to preach in many of the Bible churches throughout the Midwest. But also, I still had a warm place in my heart for the dignity or Liturgical Worship as found in my Presbyterian roots.

At Midwest Bible College, many of the students were from Brethren Assemblies, commonly called Plymouth Brethren Assemblies. I was invited to speak in many of their assemblies, at least the open assemblies. I brought the warm of evangelistic preaching, tied to Bible exposition from my Dallas Seminary training. In the Brethren Assemblies I began to taste the reality of what later I would call "Body Life worship." I realized there was biblical reality as people related to one another in honest simplicity. The honesty at the Lord's Table, revealed to me two spiritual realities that I had not experienced up until that moment. First, the power of the laity in worship and service. Second, that people find the meaning of their life in honest relationship one to another.

Another experience in St. Louis changed my perspective on worship. During the summer of 1960, I was hired at $100 a week as Executive Secretary of the Greater St. Louis Sunday School Association. The organization was making plans to host the National Sunday School Convention to be held in October of that year in St. Louis. During that summer I visited most of the churches belonging to the association to rally support for the convention. I visited many Assembly of God, Church of God, Pentecostal Holiness and Independent Pentecostal churches. Because of my dispensational background, I had deep questions about the movement; even questioning whether some even knew the Lord. But among my Pentecostal friends, I found them to be men of great dignity, warmth of passion for Christ, commitment to holiness, and love of brotherhood. My assumptions about "wild fire" in their services were proven wrong. Many of their worship services were like Baptist services, some churches even had liturgy like Presbyterians or Methodists. From that day forward, I became a friend of Pentecostals and they became my friends.
In 1969 I published the book *The Ten Largest Sunday Schools and What Made Them Grow*. (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House). C. Peter Wagner of Fuller Theological Seminary calls this the first American Church Growth book and the first book focusing on the mega church movement. What made this book unique, was that I formed a data pool of 10 churches, i.e. ten case studies from which I drew conclusions. Since Church Growth is a discipline that is committed to a study of the planting, growth and death of churches with a view of establishing growth principles; in this book I establish many principles by which these 10 churches grew. It immediately became a best seller and according to Robert Walker, Editor, *Christian Life Magazine*, "Hit the evangelical world like a thunderclap . . ."

In a day when everyone thought the church should be small and mass media thought the church was dying; *The 10 Largest Sunday Schools* demonstrated that churches were alive and well in heartland America.

Previously, I had worshipped God in several ways. I knew there was a difference between the Evangelistic Church, the Liturgical Worship Church, the Bible Expositional Church, and the Body Life Church I experienced among the Plymouth Brethren in St. Louis. Even though I experienced these in my heart and had these church types in my head, I had not yet classified them.

When I studied *The 10 Largest Churches*, I described each church as an Evangelistic Church. In the early days of Church Growth, I assumed that a church had to be an Evangelistic Church, to be a growing church. While that was an early assumption of mine, I slowly changed my mind.

And how did my mind change? During the seventies, John Vaughan and I were preparing a manuscript that was later called *The Complete Book of Church Growth*, by Elmer Towns, John Vaughan and David Seifert, (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House, 1979). Our intent was to write a book that would be a complete list of all of the principles that would grow a church. The only problem as we began to write out our principles, we faced data that was confusing to us.

We found Bible Expositional churches that were growing, yet didn't have soul-winning visitation, altar calls, Sunday School bus visitation, or any of the other principles that we saw in the growing Evangelistic Churches. So we decided there were two different types of church growth. First, the Evangelistic Church growth principles and second the Bible Expositional Church growth principles that were evident in men like John MacArthur, Chuck Swindoll, and later in Bible teachers such as Charles Stanley.

At first John Vaughan and I thought Pentecostal churches grew when they became Evangelistic churches like Independent Baptist or Southern Baptist. We felt a Pentecostal church had to be committed to soul-winning to grow. But our research revealed churches that were growing because of renewal, revival, and excitement.

A Pentecostal pastor once said to me, "When I was a boy I used to think that church should have camp meeting every Sunday." He determined that when he became a pastor that he
would not preach boring Pentecostal sermons, but would have "camp meeting" every Sunday morning where people could touch God and God could touch them. The excitement of worship produced growth, not an outreach program.

At first John Vaughan and I gave this the title Charismatic Renewal, then we began to find Southern Baptist churches, Independent churches, and other denominational churches that embraced renewal worship services but were not charismatic in theology or practice.

We finally concluded that there were six types of worship services. Originally, we gave the six types of worship services titles that were theological or prescriptive in nature. These titles were printed in the *Complete Book of Church Growth*.

1. Fundamentalism,
2. Body Life
3. Charismatic Renewal
4. Evangelical Bible Churches
5. Southern Baptist

These titles were too theological or denominational in focus. We needed to make them more descriptive of what they did in evangelism and worship. There were many churches that followed the Southern Baptist approach but did not belong to the Southern Baptist Convention. Then we found among Southern Baptist churches, all six worship styles. Also, we found that the theological titles became barriers to people. Therefore with time, the titles changed to:

1. The Evangelistic Church instead of Fundamentalism,
2. Body Life remained the same,
3. The Renewal Church instead of Charismatic Renewal,
4. The Bible Expositional Churches rather than Evangelical Bible Churches,
5. Congregational Churches rather than Southern Baptist Churches, and

Obviously, Fundamentalism reflected a certain theological stance, whereas the Evangelistic church reflected those congregations that focused on soul-winning and outreach. At the same time, I found many churches fundamental in position that were not evangelistic in nature, and many churches of other theological persuasion, that were in fact evangelistic.
Several Southern Baptist pastors in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, were getting pressure from denominational officials about their worship style. They told me they had a praise band, lifted their hands in worship, and had done away with the choir, the traditional pulpit and the traditional organ. Because they were in the area where Jimmy Swaggart, a charismatic was located, they were accused of becoming charismatic. But these Southern Baptist pastors had not changed their theology only their worship methodology. As a result of this confusion, I no longer called this worship style Charismatic Renewal, because many churches that are not charismatic in theological expression were in fact Renewal in worship style.

I also had to change the name from Evangelical Bible Church to Bible Expositional Church. When the phrase Evangelical is used, it identifies a certain theology that is usually associated with the National Association of Evangelicals, Wheaton, Illinois. But I found certain churches that were not theological aligned with Evangelicals, yet they were Bible Expositional churches. So the name was changed to the descriptive title, the Bible Expositional Church which reflected their form of pulpit communication.

The title Southern Baptist was changed to the Congregational Church. I found not all Southern Baptist churches followed a congregational worship format, some are liturgical while others like Charles Stanley have a Bible Expositional ministry. Also, many churches not belonging to the Southern Baptist denomination in fact reflect their type of governments and worship. Therefore, the name was changed to Congregational Churches to reflect their methodology.

The title mainline churches was changed to Liturgical Churches. Whereas, many of the mainline churches are liturgical in worship, also called the high church in government and worship. But this title identified denominational lines, not worship methodology. The title was changed to Liturgical Churches, which reflects a God-centered type of worship.

Today, when I teach the six expressions of worship to my students at Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary (or other seminaries where I teach), I always ask the students three questions: First, what was the type of worship in the church where you were converted? Then I explain to the students that they will have certain assumptions about worship that they have assimilated non-verbally. As a result, people who have been converted in an informal setting, usually have a difficult time gravitating to a formal liturgical worship service. Sometimes, people are critical of formal worship services, for no other reason than the way they were nurtured spiritually. They don't like it because they do not understand it.

The second question I ask, "What is the type of worship in the church where you now attend?" I want them to understand some of the reasons for the tensions they may have with their present church. Because attitudes are picked up non-verbally, a person may have an allegiance to a certain church worship type because they were converted in that type of church worship. When people understand the reasons for their feelings, they can better deal with them.
The third question I ask my students, "What kind of worship service will you lead when you become pastor?" With this third question, I deal with their dreams and aspirations. I want the pastors to articulate their inner desires.

You can't achieve, what you can't conceive.

If I can help my students understand the type of worship service that lies in their subconscious, they will have a much better chance of building that type of worship service in the future.

Now that I have taken my pilgrimage in life, and I have an understanding of the different contributions of each worship expression; where do I find myself?

I presently worship in an Evangelistic Church, the Thomas Road Baptist Church, Lynchburg, Virginia. Everything in the worship service focuses towards the gospel invitation given at the end of each sermon. Many times we sing "Just As I Am" at the end of a sermon. Unsaved people are invited to walk forward and meet a counselor where, "you will be taken to a counseling room by a trained worker who will answer your questions and help you to pray to receive Christ." I am very comfortable in this type of service, and I usually am one of the counselors at the altar who meets unsaved people coming forward. Sometimes I kneel with them at the altar where they pray to receive Christ. Sometimes I take them to the counseling room where I try to answer their questions, or solve other types of problems. I enjoy working with a pastor who has a strong spiritual gift of evangelism and I am fulfilled ministering in a church that is winning people to Christ.

As I finished writing this chapter, I was able to lead a middle aged man to Christ this past Sunday. Twice in the past weeks I've told this man he needs to walk forward during the invitation and pray to receive Christ. This past Sunday I led him to Christ.

I am a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary, and I want to be. I have a high regard for the Bible Expositional preaching of the Word of God. I have a deep commitment of the Word of God as the instrument of regeneration, and when people understand the Scriptures, they are born again by the Word of God. I recognize that these churches are most effective among a clientele of people who are reached by rational questions, pursuit of knowledge and are motivated by rationality and understanding.

Because I was saved in an atmospheric revival, I still love the Renewal Church, and I love revivalistic preaching. While I tend not to respond as emotionally as others, I still love it. I do not want to pour other people into my test tube and make them fit my formula. I define revival as, "God pouring His presence on His people." I want to be there when revival happens.

The Body Life Church is definitely a biblical expression of koinonia, i.e. the fellowship of believers. Dale Galloway explained his New Life Community Church of Portland, Oregon,
"My church doesn't have cells, my church is cells." By that he indicated that the relationship of people one to another in small groups and their spiritual care, one for another, was the core of all that his church had become.

In a world of anonymity and impersonalizations, the Body Life Church meets the crying need of individuals who feel like lost twigs floating down the current of life with no purpose.

I was raised Presbyterian and I didn't always appreciate the depth of worship that was offered. Now, I love going into what they call the "Sanctuary" and listening to a pastor pray the "Invocation" where he invites the very presence of God to enter that building and envelope all the believers there. Liturgy has mystery, and exposure to the "Wholly other One." I am strengthened in the sacred moments of witnessing my faith by repeating the Apostle's Creed, or singing my prayer to God, "Holy . . . holy . . . holy . . . Lord, God Almighty . . ." In these moments I lift my soul up to God in heaven and worship Him. Then I realize that my singing has been a prayer, so I reverently conclude the hymn with the musical benediction "Amen."

I am a Baptist, and appreciate the simplicity of the Congregational Church. The people are the Body of Christ, and He indwells each believer, as they have been placed positionally in Him. The building is not a sacred place of geography but the room becomes holy as Christ in each believer is magnified. When each believer joins heart with another believer, together they worship God by singing, "What a wonderful change in my life has been wrought, since Jesus came into my heart . . ." In a Congregational Church the worship service belongs to the people, not the great Bible teacher, nor the soul-winning evangelist, or even to the one leading liturgy. It is the people's church, and they are exhorted to love, obey, and worship.

I respect all forms of worship for the strength I find in each. Obviously, there are some of all styles in each church, but the church that becomes all things to all men, makes no contribution to any. Because there is beauty in simplicity and deep wisdom in the uncomplicated, I am a Baptist who worships in a Congregational Church.
CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH TO DETERMINE DIFFERENCES

I have suggested that everyone must worship God because we are commanded to worship God. But, at the same time I have suggested people worship God differently. This chapter discussed the basics for the various ways of expressing our worship of God. But even as we look at the differences among worshippers, let us not forget the unifying core of all New Testament worship, i.e. God.

It is not HOW we worship,
It is WHO we worship.

This section will focus on three discussions. First, we worship differently because of cultural differences. God made ethnic-linguistic people groups differently and they will retain their unique language and identity throughout eternity. Even though each group of people join the rest of the body of Christ to worship God, each group will do it a little differently because true worship must come from our inner-most being.

Second, we worship differently because we have different spiritual gifts. God has gifted each believer with unique spiritual gifts to serve Him and the ministry of each spiritual gift will develop a response in believers that is reflective of that gift, but different from the strengths of ministries of others with different gifts. We are different people but united in the one body of Christ. Our differences will contribute to the glory of God, when we worship from the strength of who we are.

Third, we worship differently because we understand the commands and principles of scripture differently and apply them differently. The developing discipline of Church Growth\(^1\) is built on identifying and teaching the principles of reaching lost people with the gospel and building them up in their faith. This discipline makes a distinction between universal principles (i.e. we must worship God) and methods (i.e. how to worship God). A proper understanding of this discipline will help you understand why people worship differently, and why God accepts each person who worships God with integrity, based on biblical principles.

I. GOD LOVES THE RACES

The Christian does not believe that the differences between the races, i.e. ethnic-linguistic people groups, came from evolution. Paul established two truths in his sermon on Mars Hill.
First that God created all people of one blood, i.e. "We be brothers," and second, "Our differences of race come from God."

"He (God) himself gives all men life and breath and everything else. From one man he made every nation (ethnos) of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined the times set for them and the exact places where they should live" (Acts 17:25, 26 NIV). Because God made all people from Adam, we are human beings, indwelt with intellect, emotion and will; everyone is made in the image of God. But, God is also the source of our unique difference; different colors, different languages, and different places of origin. Because of our unity in one blood, God loves us equally. And in our differences, God loves us equally.

Into a world of different people groups (called tribes, nations, minorities, countries, race, gentiles, heathen, class, ethnic group, etc., God sent His Son to love the world (John 3:16), die for the world (John 1:29), and have a plan for the world (Luke 21:24).

Jesus commanded His disciples, "Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature" (Mark 16:15). This command was to go and preach to every person. He described the world as a single unit and each person as an individual. That is the Lord's focus in Mark. But one aspect was left out of this aspect of this command in Mark 16:15. Later, Jesus added the aspects of ethnic-linguistic people groups. In Matthew the Great Commission focuses on people groups, "Therefore go and make disciples of all nations (ethne), baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you" (Matthew 22:19, 20 NIV).

Jesus did not tell His disciples to just preach to people groups, but to make disciples in them. He no longer talked about the world as a unit, but Jesus commanded His disciples to go to every people group (ethne) and make disciples in every ethnic-linguistic people group. His command had an application to reach people in the culture where they lived. The command was to make disciples, Panta Ta Ethne, i.e. that there are to be disciples from every ethnic group and within every ethnic group. The word ethne denotes a people group. Jesus meant we must reach across linguistic, ethnic, and class barriers to bring people to Jesus Christ, then build churches in each linguistic, ethnic and class group to help each person grow in Christ.

In our modern society, racism has become a distinct problem, and at the root of the problem of racism is sin. A believer should look beyond the sin of racism, to see that

(1) God has created all races "from one man (Adam) He made every nation (ethne) of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth" (Acts 17:26 NIV), (2) God has planned that each race would be a continuing homogeneous unit. "He (God) determined the times set for them (Nations) and the exact places where they should live" (Acts 17:26 NIV), (3) that the races should have the gospel presented to them (Matthew 28:19, 20), (4) that each race should have disciples following Jesus according to the customs and values of that race, (baptize them and teach them), (5) that each nation must be evangelized, "So that all nations (ethne) might believe and obey Him" (Romans 16:26," (6) and that representatives from all races would remain unique as they worship God in heaven. "After this I looked and there before me was a great multitude
that no man could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne . . . wearing white robes, and they cried out in a loud voice: salvation belongs to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb” (Revelation 7:9,10 NIV).

To carry out the command of reaching all nations, we must recognize certain church growth principles, i.e. the homogeneous unit principles. This principle recognizes the inclusive nature of each race as reflected in their values, attitudes, perspectives and that they are different in culture from others, but each individual from each race retains the humanness of all people, i.e. that they are made in the image of God, "The God who made the world and everything in it . . . He Himself gives all men life and breath and everything else" (Acts 17:24, 25 NIV).

With the recognition of differences between groups, we must also recognize that there are barriers to reaching people for Christ, from one group to another. We cannot assume that the values of American culture or Christianity will be accepted in a different culture; but rather the values, attitudes, and culture of the American society may in fact be a hindrance to the communication of the gospel to a different culture.

Different cultures have different values to musical instruments. In South America, the young child grows up listening to the guitar. Each youth prizes the sound he heard growing up, and the music that touches his heart will resonate with his inner-most being. It is the gospel sung in the music of his heart that will call him to God. Music that is strange to the ear will be a barrier to reaching them with salvation.

Worship will follow the same cultural expression. The musical instruments of a culture will reach people in that culture better than an instrument that is foreign to his ear. By using the European organ in foreign cultures, we are attempting to "Westernize" them before "Christianizing" them.

We must understand culture to understand worship. This does not mean we adapt the gospel to their culture. The gospel never changes, and the message never changes. People must worship from the depths of their heart, that's the place where the difference lies. What's in the heart? Because different cultures value different items with their heart, it is the heart expression that's different from one culture to another. So the worshipper must be born again by the blood of Christ. The object of worship must be the Father. But each will use different language, musical instruments, and expressions in their worship. Each will worship differently according to the emotions of their heart.

II. DIFFERENCES OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS

Every believer is gifted with spiritual gifts, yet each person is different from others. "Each man has his own gift from God, one has this gift, another has that" (I Cor. 7:7 NIV).

The sovereignty of God is behind the differences of spiritual gifts. Paul notes the way God gives different gifts. "There are different kinds of gifts, but the same spirit. There are different kinds of service, but the same Lord. There are different kinds of working, but the same God works all of them in all men" (I Cor. 12:4-6 NIV).
There are six expressions of worship and each worship expression tends to reflect a dominant spiritual gift. A spiritual gift is a God given ability to perform spiritual ministry to God. When a church has many people with the same dominant spiritual gift, then the worship and ministry of that congregation is controlled by those who express that gift.

The Evangelistic Church    Gift of Evangelism
The Bible Expositional Church    Gift of Teaching
The Renewal Church    Gift of Exhortation
The Body Life Church    Gift of Mercy Showing
The Liturgical Church    Gift of Helps/Ministry
The Congregational Church    Gift of Administration

There are six expressions of worship, and in each of these six expressions the Bible is used. But just because the dominant purpose of the Evangelistic Church is evangelism, this does not mean other churches do not evangelize. It means the dominant focus is evangelism in the Evangelistic Church, while it may be secondary in other worship expressions.

Obviously, in the Evangelistic Church the Bible is used overtly in gospel songs, testimonies, scripture reading and the sermon to bring people to Jesus Christ. In the Bible Expositional Church, the Bible is usually taught for full understanding, but even in Bible teaching the unsaved person may be convicted of sin; when the focus of the sermon is not specifically evangelistic. In the Renewal Church, unsaved people experience the Bible as it is used in praise music, testimonies, sermons, and worship of God. Hence, people may get saved in Renewal Churches even though the specific purpose is not evangelistic preaching. In Body Life churches, the Bible becomes the basis of relationship and fellowship from one believer to another. The Bible is shared, taught, and becomes the basis of sermons, music, and testimony. As a result of preaching the Bible in Body Life Churches, people are brought to Jesus Christ. The Liturgical Church is filled with the Bible, however the service technically does not have any evangelistic thrust. In the liturgical services the Bible is evident in hymns, scriptural reading, the Apostle's Creed, and the reading of liturgy, whether Lutheran, Episcopal, Presbyterian or high church Methodist. In the Congregational Church, the Bible becomes the basis for all ministry by and for the people of God. They sing the words of scripture, give reverence for holy living, testify and preach the Bible.

Even though there are six expressions of worship, each expression contributes to pre-evangelism in its own unique proclamation of the Word of God. Therefore, evangelism can be biblically completed in each of the six expressions of worship. Any one of the six expressions is not more biblical than the other, each one carries out its own function, and each can bring the unsaved to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. Whereas the Evangelistic Church is more
outwardly committed to the process of soul-winning, evangelism does take place in each of the other expressions of worship.

In the process of bringing believers to maturity, each worship expression makes its contribution. Obviously, the Bible Expositional Church is committed to the process of building up believers by teaching the Word of God to them. They teach the Word of God in obedience to the command, "Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord, and Savior, Jesus Christ" (II Peter 3:18 NIV). But the Renewal Church is also committed to maturity when it seeks to stir each believer to a daily renewed commitment to Jesus Christ. The Body Life Church is committed to the growth of believers through fellowship, support, and encouragement of one with another. "The whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament (of the believers) grows and builds itself up" (Ephesians 4:18 NIV). The Liturgical Church brings believers to maturity as each one worships God, "Let everything that has breath praise the Lord" (Psalm 150:6 NIV). And as believers lift up the Lord in their life, they grow thereby becoming a better disciple of Jesus Christ. The Congregational Church focuses on the involvement of every believer, "Just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continued to live in Him, rooted and built up in Him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught and overflowing with thankfulness" (Colossians 2:6,7 NIV). Whereas certain of the worship expressions may focus more on maturity, no one can say that the Evangelistic Church does not cause every believer to grow in Jesus Christ as each pray for the lost, share their faith, sing the gospel songs to attract the lost, and then grow as each become totally involved in a church that reaches out to the unsaved.

The church has its existence apart from believers, but is made up of many believers, each of them different. "The body is a unit, and though it is made up of many parts; and though all its parts are many, they form one body" (I Corinthians 12:12 NIV). Just as each Christian has his unique spiritual gift, calling, and cultural background; so each local church is an expression of the total gifts in that body. "God has arranged the parts of the body, everyone of them just as He wanted them to be" (I Corinthians 12:18 NIV).

Just as God has given some people the gift of evangelism, others are teachers, some have the gift of serving, while others have the gift of mercy showing. Just as Christians are different, so churches are different; each carrying out the unique calling that God has given them. From the reading of the Epistles written to churches (Corinth, Ephesus, Philippi), we see that each church had unique strengths, weaknesses, and passions; however within the Great Commission, the churches had a unity of passion, purpose and fellowship.

If God has made Christians different, as well as making churches different; who can say that an Evangelistic Church is better than a worshipping Liturgical Church? Who can say that a Bible Expositional Church is better than one than the Congregational Church?

III. CHURCH GROWTH AS A DISCIPLINE

The growth in understanding and acceptance of the various expressions of worship has paralleled the growth of Church Growth as a discipline. Both of these have emerged into public view since World War II. I do not think there is a cause-effect relationship between the two, i.e. one gives birth to the other. It's just that our changing culture has forced the church to apply its
ministry to the new innovations of society in which the church ministers. Since both the new expressions of worship and Church Growth have emerged in these explosive times, it means there are correlations, i.e. have common causes; but one is not demanded by the other.

The discipline of Church Growth grew in the heart and mind of Donald McGavran, a missionary to India. McGavran saw the success of some missionaries in evangelizing the unreached with the gospel, but the efforts failed when applied to people of a different caste. McGavran began to realize he needed "cross culture evangelism" to reach from one caste to another.¹ In India certain castes were untouchable, hence there were cultural barriers that made preaching the gospel ineffective from one caste to another. The problem was not the gospel message, but the barriers of culture. McGavran came to the conclusion that when the evangelist followed certain laws or principles in doing the work of evangelism, they were successful. He called these principles "cross cultural evangelism." When they violated these laws or principles, they were ineffective.

McGavran began to develop these principles for more success in evangelism, and since he was concerned with evangelism crossing from one caste to another caste or "untouchables," he titled his book, *The Bridges of God¹*, to explain the bridges of cross cultural evangelism to reach from one culture to another.

McGavran needed a title to help people understand his new principles¹. He didn't want to use the title "Evangelism" because people had misconceptions about evangelism. Some thought evangelism was a crusade with a special speaker known as an evangelist. Others thought of evangelism as learning a catechism to learn about Christianity, or evangelism was church membership, i.e. becoming a Christian by becoming a church member. Still others in India thought they had to become westernized, i.e. to become an Englishman to become a Christian. McGavran concluded there was too much baggage with the term evangelism, that he looked for another term.

McGavran rationalized. First, we preach the gospel; second, they believe; third, they are baptized and join the church; fourth, the result is church growth. So he concluded, why don't we use the output term, i.e. Church Growth, instead of the input term, i.e. evangelism?

So the new system of following cross cultural principles in evangelism was called Church Growth. (He capitalized it because it defined an entity or movement, and was more than a description of something that would use the lower case.)

**THREE IDEAS ABOUT CHURCH GROWTH**

1. Numbers. Some think Church Growth is about an increase in numerical figures of a church, such as growth in attendance, offerings, membership, baptisms, etc. (The observable, measurable, repeatable phenomena of the church). Numerical growth is the result of Church Growth, but is not the dynamic heart that produces growth. A passion for the lost produces growth. Church Growth involves numbers, but more than numbers.
2. Church Planting. At the beginning of the movement many equated Church Growth with church planting. McGavran said the best way to evangelize a caste is not for a foreigner to preach to them. Because they were "untouchables," there always was a barrier when an evangelist tried to communicate the gospel to them.

McGavran concluded the best way to reach an "untouchable" was to plant a church in their culture, and have members of that church who were "untouchable" to evangelize his friends, neighbors, relatives, and associates. Church planting resulted in "untouchables" evangelizing "untouchables."

Church planting in a culture, by the people of that culture, who govern and support the church in their culture; is the biblical principle of evangelism. While church planting is a part of the Church Growth movement, Church Growth is more.

3. A Science 1. McGavran realized we must follow principles for effective evangelism. At first he began to formulate principles from his observation. When these principles began to crystalize in his thinking, he wrote them down and gave them names or titles such as The Homogenous Unit, People Movement, etc. He recognized it would take certain expressions of evangelism to overcome barriers, so titles were given such as "E-1" which is "Evangelism to overcome the first barrier, which is the church building, church name, or outward expressions of Christianity. Hence, E-1 evangelism overcomes the Stained Glass Barrier.

Obviously, stained glass is not always a barrier to evangelizing people outside the church, but stained glass was a symbolic word that stood for the external factors that stood in the way of evangelism.

E-0 Evangelism of those already in the church.

E-1 Stained Glass Barrier, evangelizing those outside the church.

E-2 Cultural and Class Barriers, evangelizing those of a different culture.

E-3 Linguistic Barriers, evangelizing those of a different language.

The term "science" scares some readers, and immediately they think that science has thrown God out the window. They think science explains things without the supernatural. But that is not the case, as a matter of fact, the opposite is true. True science will consider all facts, which is another way of saying true science will consider all truth. It must consider the data about God, the Scriptures, the history of Christianity; i.e. all truth must be evaluated in arriving at true principle.
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

1. Begin with a problem.
2. Gather data/facts to solve the problem.
3. Suggest a hypothesis to solve the problem.
4. Test the hypothesis to determine its validity.
5. Establish a principle(s) to solve problem.

The church has faced the problem of ineffective evangelism. It asks questions. What are the barriers to reaching people for Christ? How can the task of evangelism be done more effectively? The science of Church Growth has gathered data from any and every service. It begins with the Bible to get its mandate and marching orders. The principles of the Bible are analyzed to make sure the church properly understand what God meant. Also, data from culture are examined to determine how best to reach people with the gospel. Facts are gathered from church history, case studies, surveys and interviews. Church Growth methodology gathers information from any and every source concerning God and His world.

The next step in the scientific methodology is to suggest a solution to the problem. The educational world calls this solution a hypothesis, (from Latin, hypo, proposal and thesis, a law or principle to solve a problem). A hypothesis is a suggested law or an unproven thesis.

Then the hypothesis must be tested to determine if it is true or valid. Since truth is consistent with itself and corresponds with the rest of the world, any new principle must be consistent with all other truth and it must fit into the world as we know it is true. Since the Bible is the highest truth, any Church Growth principle must be in harmony with Scripture and correspond to what God is doing in the world.

After a suggested principle is validated, then it is presented to the church. Most Church Growth authorities like to give name to the principle they discover and verify. Christianity Today accused the Church Growth movement of inventing "cute" and fancy titles for the principles it discovered. McGavran began with the names Homogeneous Unit and People Movement. After I studied the research of Flavil Yeakley, I gave the names, "The Law of Three Hearings" and "The Law of Seven touches" to his results. As I edited The Practical Encyclopedia of Evangelism and Church Growth, I discovered the Church Growth leaders had literally hundreds of names for this growing discipline.
METHODOLOGY APPLIED TO WORSHIP

How can we determine which worship is best, and/or which worship is best for you? A few church leaders want to control the worship expression of others. They seem to say,

| My way of worship is the best way. |
| My way of worship is the only way. |

Like a battery with two poles to produce power, there are two factors to make worship valid or authentic. First, worship must be in keeping with the Word of God. God must be worshipped as He is revealed in Scripture, adding nothing to Him, taking nothing from Him. The Bible, and only the Bible verifies the validity of your worship. Second, you must worship sincerely from your innermost being, with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind (Matt. 22:37).

Applying the research methodology of Church Growth we begin with a problem. Different cultures use different musical instruments to praise God. Different age groups express their love with different types of music. Different classes (upper class and lower class) express their values by different ways of singing. Like the differences among the caste system of India that produce the "untouchable," America has cultural differences. Must all Americans express their worship the same way? What expression of worship is best?

Data must be gathered. This involves looking at the purpose or aim of worship. Next, the principles of worship must be established. Finally, the desired results of worship in the individual must be established. These facts are gathered, analyzed and classified in Chapter 5-10.

Next, the hypothesis or proposed solution is suggested. Rather than saying there is only one expression of worship, i.e. the European tradition; this text suggests there are six valid expressions of worship. Each expression reflects a dominant biblical principle and each produces a biblical result in the life of the worshipper.

The six worship expressions must be tested by scripture. Do they fit a biblical model and does each follow biblical principles? Does each worship expression produce biblical results? When the results are consistent with Scripture and they correspond to Christian tradition and history, then there is credibility in the six worship expressions.

CONCLUSION

If there are six valid worship expressions, whereby each born again believer can worship the one true God with his entire being, then there remains some therapy for the body of Christ. Christians disagree and they fight. They have destroyed churches, split churches and quit churches, all over worship. They have ostracized pastors, criticized pastors and fired pastors, all over disagreement with worship.
Since worship is the most powerful force exerted by the creature, then it is only natural that it is going to be one of the most difficult energies to harness and direct. Like the enormous danger of atomic nuclear energy, let's pray that worship can be directed for the good of mankind, not its destruction.
CHAPTER FOUR
WORSHIP WARS

The church has had centuries of battles. It's fought theological battles and those who lost were martyred, such as Servetus who was burned at the stake by John Calvin. It's had turf wars when denominations fought over the right to evangelize the islands of the South Seas. It's had conquest wars such as The Crusades to capture Jerusalem. It's had "blood and guts" battles such as the battle in 1531 where Ulrich Zwingli, the Christian patriot died defending the Bible against tradition. The church has fought over doctrine, polity, wicked leaders, corruption, appointing people to positions and even the iconoclastic battles of statues in churches.

Today's most agonizing battles are over worship!!

Since the expressions of worship have emerged since World War II, it's only natural that these battles have been seething for the past 50 years. The following stories are all true, and I have had some associates with each squabble, whether by counsel with the church or friendship with one of the participants.

SHALL WE RAISE HANDS?

A California pastor graduated from a theological seminary where he learned Bible expositional preaching. He spent his life ministering in a church that had a combination of Congregational government and Bible Expositional preaching. Upon his retirement the church called a younger pastor who tried to lead the church into Renewal worship. First a praise band was organized and praise music was added to the worship service. Since the people liked the preaching of the young pastor, they allowed his "young ways" to attract a younger audience. The young pastor preached on "raised hands" and instructed every one to lift hands in worship. Two of the pastors on the platform wouldn't follow his instruction. They were older staff members who had served under the older pastor. It was just not in their hearts to do it. One staff member told me he was not being disobedient or rebellious to the new pastor.

"I couldn't bring myself to do it," he confessed, "raising my hands to please the pastor would have been hypocritical because it's not me."

When the older church members saw the division on the platform, they also refused to raise their hands. When the older members began asking the staff member that had been in the church for years, he in turn asked me,

"What shall I do?"

Because of the staff member's integrity, he left the church without causing a ruckus. Many older members who felt uneasy with lifting their hands, also left the church.

Casualties: Two staff members lost their positions and older members left the church.
DON'T SIT ON YOUR HANDS

A church in Tennessee had the opposite result. A young pastor was called to a suburban church because of his enthusiasm. The people liked his energetic preaching and aggressive evangelism. The former pastor was "dead" some said, although he was solid on the fundamentals and he constantly visited in homes, hospitals and rest homes. The former pastor loved the people. The new pastor attracted young couples who flooded the auditorium. They clapped their hands, shouted "Hallelujah" and pumped the air with their fist. The older folks didn't like applause after special music and when the young pastor tried to get every one, "Let's give a hand to Jesus . . .," the young people responded vigorously. The young pastor scolded the older members for "sitting on your hands." At the next board meeting, the members voted unanimously . . . without a single dissent . . . to terminate his services that evening. Even though they paid him for three months in advance and allowed him to stay in the parsonage until they called another pastor; it took him six months to find another church.

Casualties: the pastor's family suffered three months loss of income and most of the young who were recruited by the young pastor, left the church.

FROM TRADITIONAL CHURCH TO A SEEKER-DRIVEN CHURCH

A large independent soul-winning church in Florida was characterized as an Evangelistic Church. The pastor preached a gospel message Sunday morning, Sunday night and Wednesday during prayer meeting, followed by an invitation for lost people to walk forward and "pray to receive Christ as Savior." The pastor visited a seeker-driven pastor's conference and returned to inaugurate a seeker service in his home church. The choir and organ were replaced with praise teams and an electronic piano. The hymn books disappeared and the words to praise music were flashed on a screen. Modern drama was used and announcements were given via large television screens. The invitation was dropped, and members were exhorted to witness to their unchurched friends on the parking lot of the church as they left the services. Now, sermons were preached in the vernacular from a "user friendly" point of view. Everything traditional disappeared and so did people wanting a traditional service. People who left felt abandoned without the music they grew up singing in the church. Most went to a large nearby Southern Baptist church that had a worship service similar to the one previously followed in the independent Baptist church.

Casualties: approximately 1,000 worshippers went elsewhere to worship and those who stayed had to "downsize" operations because of budget restraints. Several staff positions were collapsed and they had to seek ministry elsewhere.

HE WASN'T A BIBLE EXPOSITOR

In 1985 a large east coast Baptist church was transporting approximately 700 bus riders to the Sunday School each Sunday morning. There were about 400 adults in the worship service. This church fit the Evangelistic Church paradigm, with everything revolving around a strong aggressive soul-winning program. Attendance was announced with numbers exceeding 1,000. The pastor who founded the church was frustrated that he couldn't grow the church past 1,000. He began searching for new methods to attract numbers. The pastor attended a pastor's conference where the workshops instructed him in the methods of a Bible Expositional paradigm.
The pastor liked the Bible Expositional preaching he heard. The pastor's sermons back home were shallow at best, so his hungry soul ate up the in-depth sermons. He bought hundreds of dollars of sermon tapes. He returned home to cut back on his bus outreach, canceled Tuesday night evangelistic visitation and quit giving altar calls at the end of his sermons on Sunday night and Wednesday prayer meeting. He continued giving an altar call after his Sunday morning sermon. He began preaching verse by verse through Matthew, during the next year. Since he didn't know the original language, nor did he make use of Bible commentaries, his sermons were still shallow. He didn't attract new people with his new form of preaching, as he expected. He lost some of the old people who didn't like his new way of preaching. As the bus routes were cut back, the workers left and joined a nearby evangelistic type church and their new church sent them into the bus routes of the old neighborhoods. The Sunday School bus workers who transferred out of the church, returned to recruit their friends, until there was no one left to work the Sunday School bus routes. The bus ministry was closed and since there was no outreach, the pastor stopped giving the altar call on Sunday morning. The church that had averaged 1,100, now averaged a little over 200. Finances became tight and the facilities became shabby because of deferred maintenance. The pastor was called to a California church seeking a Bible Expositional minister.

Casualties: a church lost its neighborhood outreach, a pastor left his church and bus workers became disillusioned with what was called "Bible Expositional" preaching.

THE GOSPEL SERVICE

A midwest Lutheran church followed the traditional Lutheran liturgy each Sunday, which is classified as a traditional Liturgical Church. A young pastor brought in a "gospel" service, as he called it during the Sunday School hour. It was held in the church gym with piano, instead of the organ, and gospel songs instead of hymns. It was an informal, not liturgical, with testimonies and various lay people participating in the service. The service in the gym had the blessing of the church board members because they wanted to reach the young couples and this service did it. The service flourished and the young couples brought their friends from other Lutheran congregations in the metropolitan area. The pastor was happy, the young couples responded, and the board was happy until young couples began leaving after the gospel service to go home. Their children had studied the Bible in Sunday School and the young couples had worshipped in the gospel service, so they got on with the activities of the weekend. The board did not consider a gospel service an adequate replacement for the traditional Lutheran liturgy. When they considered dropping the gospel service, several young couples threatened to leave the church and attend a different Lutheran Church.

A denominational official was invited to help mediate the impasse. It was decided to offer an early traditional Lutheran liturgy at 8:00 AM, a gospel service at 9:30 AM and another traditional Lutheran liturgy at 11:00 AM. The board felt "timing" was the problem, so the young couples could attend earlier, but most of them didn't. Many of the older Lutherans changed to 8:00 AM and a few of the younger changed with them. Today most of the worshippers attend traditional liturgy at 8:00 AM and a large gospel service is conducted at 9:30 AM. However, over the years it has taken on the characteristics of a seeker service with a praise band, praise
musical team, and a drama presentation. The board has accepted the seeker service, but not wholeheartedly.

Casualties: the 11:00 AM worship time.

THE PLATFORM CHURCH

A pentecostal church moved from its traditional Sunday morning worship at 11:00 AM into a Renewal Church paradigm. Worship was lengthened from one hour to two, stretching from 10:00 AM until noon. Adult Sunday morning Sunday School was shifted to week night home cell Bible studies. Attendance jumped forward on Sunday morning, and most of the adults got involved in home Bible studies. But statistics reveal the average attender only stays in a cell group 22 months, so after awhile attendance at the week night cells began to decline. Something happened to the spirit of the church, even though the worship services were as lively as ever, the congregation became a "platform church," with little discipleship, lay training, or Bible instruction (the contribution of Sunday school). The church had changed its paradigm from a traditional Congregational Church to a Renewal Worship Service with a modified Body Life Church. But they didn't make adequate preparations to make the shift, and the spiritual health of the church suffered, although its numbers didn't go down.

Casualties: loss of foundational biblical involvement by lay people in ministry.

DEVELOPING TENSIONS

To understanding how the areas of tension have changed, refer back to Chapter One where I indicated that the different paradigms of worship began to develop after World War II, i.e. because of the Internet (communication) and the Interstate (transportation). The following three attitudes towards worship developed after World War II.

1. Ignored because of ignorance. If anything, most Christians were ignorant of how others worshipped, so they ignored one another. Those who worshipped with a liturgical tradition, i.e. an Episcopal, Presbyterian, or Methodist church probably ignored how others worshipped. Those on the other end of the pendulum, i.e. the enthusiastic evangelistic service reciprocated by ignoring them. Since the differences in worship had little influence on one another, no one paid much attention to how others did it.

2. Attack because of threatening dangers. A few may have attacked one another, but it was probably more because of doctrinal differences than because of worship differences. As an illustration, a fundamentalist soul-winning church might accuse those with a liturgical lifestyle of having liberal or modernistic theology. Or, the "enthusiast" surely would have attacked the "liturgical" for being "dead" and unappetizing.

3. Criticized because of irritating differences. Some might have criticized different worship expressions, not because of the way that they worshipped God, but for their differences in things that surround worship, i.e. the appearance of the sanctuary or the robe (or non-robe) of the minister. They also criticized the length of sermons, the enthusiasm (or lack of enthusiasm) of preachers and other things like kneelers, stained glass windows, etc.
Whether people disagree because of doctrine, lifestyle or even differences in church government, usually they did not make worship practice a point of heated controversy.

However, today we live in a day of doctrinal toleration, so Calvinistic Presbyterians are much more tolerant of Arminians than they were in the good "old days." The same can be said for a Wesleyan Methodist being tolerant of a Lutheran.

Also, we live in a day of tolerance toward church polity and practice. Everyone knows that the Presbyterian sprinkles small babies in a christening service, but seldom do we hear Baptists attacking Presbyterians for their mode of baptism. We do not hear of theological debates over the mode of baptism between Baptists and Presbyterians that were common a hundred years ago.

Dr. Charles Ryrie, former professor at Dallas Theological Seminary, observed that when people have fought their theological wars, they know the differences that separate them and realize that they are not going to change one another; so they live at peace with those with a different persuasion. What Ryrie said about differences seems to be true today, except in one area. We seem to live in an era of worship wars.

The area of controversy or tension in today's church deals with the disagreement over the way people worship. While some of the disagreement may have its roots in theology, probably most of the disagreement flows out of methodology. To understand this difference, the following concentric circles explain the flow from theology to methodology.

First, theology is the core or substance of truth. The theological beliefs concerning God and His world are our reflections of the true nature of God and how He relates to this world. The truth found in the first circle is called the substance of theology. The second circle contains principles which are an expression of the way God relates to His world or the laws by which He operates His plan and purpose in the world. As such we speak about the principles of prayer, evangelism, holiness, and training people for a life of godliness. Because principles are an expression of truth and the way things operate, principles are trans-cultural and trans-temporal. When we discover a principle, it will always be true in every generation for all people of all time. A principle will be true for the natives in the jungles of the Amazon or the high rise dwellers in Hong Kong. A principle is always true.

But methods change. The third circle contains methods. They evolve over a period of time and vary from one culture to another. A method is defined as the application of a principle to culture. The Sunday School is the application of the principle of Bible teaching to the contemporary church. Obviously the Sunday School Movement which begun in 1780 does not trace its roots all the way back to the New Testament church. This does not say that there has not been Bible teaching since the New Testament church. Since principles are eternal, there has been Bible teaching in every generation. But Bible teaching was not organized as we see it taught, i.e. age graded, gender graded and covering the whole Bible for all the church. Simply stated the
method known as Sunday School has been in existence a little over 200 years. To understand the distinction between methods and principles, note the following statement:

| Methods are many,          |
| Principles are few.        |
| Methods may change,        |
| But principles never do.   |

Therefore, the differences in worship deal with method, not principle. The principle of singing (Colossians 3:16) is a biblical principle, however the method of singing may change from culture to culture. The principle of public prayer is commanded, the method may be pastoral prayer, lay prayer, concerts of prayer, responsive prayer or corporately praying the Lord's Prayer.

Some of the tensions mentioned below are covered in the fact we are dealing with ethnic matters that change from culture to culture and from time to time. Other tensions deal with ontological matters that embrace the very nature of worship. Still other tensions fall in the gray area, usually the difficulty determining if a tension is substance or application.

AREAS OF TENSION

1. Being sensitive to unbelievers at a cost of violating biblical values. Certain voices are raising concerns that the seeker-type services have violated the biblical mandate of worship, because it targets the unsaved rather than the saved. The seeker-driven church (predominantly identified with Bill Hybels, Willow Creek Community Church, South Barrington, Illinois) is a church that fills a niche by appealing to non-church people. As such, the entire church service is planned to present the gospel to the unchurched, within the unchurched vocabulary, lifestyle, and social setting; with a view of bringing unchurched people to Jesus Christ.

   Bill Hybels and I spoke at a leadership conference, Skyline Wesleyan Church, Lemon Grove, California, sponsored by Dr. John Maxwell, pastor of the church. In this service, Bill Hybels indicated that he did not have a cross in his church because it offended the unsaved, he felt unbelievers would attend a church building that looked more like a civic center. Hybels claimed when the church looked too liturgical, it raised barriers so the unchurched would not listen to the gospel. Hybels went on to say that he did not want people to lift their hands when they prayed, because that makes the unchurched uneasy; and for the same reason he didn't want to pray "Our Father who art in Heaven", or sing, "This is my Father's world." Hybels uses contemporary drama, because Unchurched Harry/Harriet watches drama on television and it is a vehicle that he/she understands. Also, he mentioned the music should have the same beat that they hear during the week. Hybels noted that the unsaved do not listen to choirs, organs and acoustical pianos. They listen to electronic music, small singing groups, and they want sermons
that help them cope with their problems. Hybels gave prohibitions to follow in reaching the unsaved. The unchurched don't want to:

1. Stand up (to be introduced to the congregation),
2. Sign up (fill out a visitor's card),
3. Speak up (to introduce themselves),
4. Give up (to be asked for money).

There was a day when Bill Hybels did not pass an offering plate because it offended the unsaved. However today the offering plate is passed with his instructions, "This is only for the believer, not for you who are visitors."

The seeker-driven worship service is planned for or unsaved people. A little different, the seeker-sensitive service is similar, but has a different thrust. The seeker-sensitive is designed for the Christian, but parts of the program are sensitive to the unchurched. Aspects of the service are interpreted for them.

The seeker-sensitive church is best personified by Rick Warren, Saddleback Church, Mission Viejo, California. In Saddleback Church drama, singing hymns, teaching from the Word of God is for the Christian; but with a decided attempt to be sensitive to the needs and perspectives of the unchurched visitor.

One author who raises major questions about the seeker church is Robert Wenz, Room For God, A Worship Challenge For A Church Growth and Market Era. He suggests that some church have gone beyond being sensitive to unbelievers, they have accommodated the unsaved at the cost of violating biblical values.

There are some other types of evangelistic churches that would also be targeted by this criticism, specifically the southern gospel singing church that uses for church the same Christian quartet that entertained on Saturday night. Even though they sing gospel songs, there is a high degree of entertainment involved. The pastor usually present an evangelistic sermon each week.

Whereas the Willow Creek type seeker-sensitive worship is usually aimed at the "white collar" audience, the southern gospel worship usually targets a "blue collar" crowd. Worship has become human centered, rather than God centered. The second criticism against differing worship styles focuses on "felt needs" ministry. Certain critics feel that some churches center too much attention on man, and not on God. Obviously, those who hold this criticism have questions about seeker-services, renewal services, or even the Body-Life services. The argument is that those services are planned for people, not for God. Those holding this criticism tend to ask, "What did God get out of the service?"

Those who voice this criticism, say that certain churches have stooped to the level of human interest, rather than lifting people up to God's level. They point out that much of today's
preaching is functional preaching to help solve pragmatically the problems of life, rather than emphasizing Bible-preaching or liturgical worship.

Why are churches moving toward "felt need" sermons? Because many boomers have criticized the church for being unsympathetic to their needs or not being relevant to their problems. As a result, the boomer wants to negotiate a compromise saying, "If you help me live better Monday through Friday, I will give up my Sunday mornings for your worship service." It's a trade-off. Therefore, boomers are getting sermon topics that deal with "How to" or the application of Christianity:

1. How to be a better husband
2. How to raise children
3. How to resolve conflict in our marriage
4. How to love deeper
5. How to overcome a poor self-image
6. How to get more out of your vacation and still be Christian
7. How to make decisions
8. What to do when problems come

Those who criticize a practical bent in worship services maintain that when a person meets God, his/her entire life is changed. In the worship experience, the person encounters God and is transformed. The worshipper then comes away with a new orientation of life, new self worth, new purpose and a new value. The practical comes after meeting God, not an enticement to get their attendance. Dynamic life-changing worship is practical.

The critics of the "felt need" approach to preaching and worship claim:

(1) the practical approach content does not always come from the Bible, (2) the Bible is not being properly taught, (3) self-help sermons do not point people to a proper discipleship or "Spirit-filled" living or the power of God to change their lives, (4) practical sermons do not properly expose the worshipper to sin, and (5) self help sermons can gender works of the flesh or become legalistic.

3. The church is "Dumbing Down" by accommodating popular culture in worship expressions. Marva Dawn in her book *Reaching Out Without Dumbing Down: A Theology for Worship for the Turn-of-the-Century Church* accuses the modern contemporary worship forms of being anti-intellectual, secular, self-centered, and individualistic. She draws a parallel that
society is apparently retreating from civilization as we have known it, and that educational standards are being reduced to a lower level, i.e. to reflect where people are rather than lifting people to where they should be. Marva Dawn accuses contemporary worship forms of turning away from the richness of Christianity that brought the church to its greatest height and "Dumbing down" to where contemporary people are today. She uses illustrations of the American educational institution that makes tests easier, so students can pass, hence bringing school standards down to the level of the student; rather than lifting the student to the level of established norms. She indicates that the reading achievement tests for ninth graders in 1988 is easier than for fourth graders in 1964. As a result, she feels children have learned less than their parents, their intelligence is less than their parents, and their academic attainment is far inferior. She notes some contributing forces to the problem are video games, television, rock videos and a number of other influences that face today's kids.

Marva Dawn, a Lutheran lay-woman, sees a parallel in accommodating culture to contemporary worship just as the church has accommodated culture into contemporary Christian music, with the subtle musical beat, giving the young Christians of today what they want; rather than the stimulation they need to lift them to higher level. Marva Dawn sees the problem as more than a shallow music style, it has become a "slippery slope" that allows contemporary culture and society to tell the church how it wants to worship, when it wants to worship, and what is appropriate for worship. She feels that many churches have made a "Devil's pact" with contemporary culture and in the process has stripped itself of true biblical worship, so that the church no longer has the power and influence to change lives that it once had.

Obviously Dawn's problem is more with contemporary culture, than it is with the contemporary worship service. She describes contemporary culture as "technological, boomer, post-modern culture." She notes we live in a world that is controlled by television, which makes people passive. She feels television first makes people lose their ability to rationalize, and second they surrender to the advertising world of marketing and consumerism. The worse thing about the contemporary culture is that it makes individuals lose their individuality, each one conforming to society. Each person is now both submissive and desires to keep up with what they see on television. As a result she claims this influence leads to hopelessness, cynicism and ultimately to humanism and atheism. According to Dawn, "When we "Dumb Down" the church, then we've prayed to the idolatries of mammon, or power, then we allow our culture sloth or efficiency to control us, then we serve the purposes of evil and allow their principalities and powers to pervert God's designs for believers' character, growth and for their response to God's gift in reaching out to a needy world with the genuine gospel."

While Dawn has many obviously Christian points to make about the problems of today's worship, there are some answers to her attack. First, she suggests that anything coming from popular culture should be excluded from our worship in the church. She wants us all to retreat into the sanctuary for liturgical worship. But let us ask, does the worship that she suggests come from a culture that was Christian? Most people who follow the liturgical worship expression she suggests, usually recognize that it began in Europe and roots in our western civilization. Would she have other cultures, i.e. Asian, Hispanic, African, and Indian follow a "Westernized" worship? To do that worship would not come from the heart, but from another culture, i.e. the
Western culture. In essence, what Marva Dawn is asking, is that we westernize the world before we Christianize the world. Obviously, liturgical worship is a cathedral experience, where the deep tones of European music point us to God. The liturgical worship follows an order of worship that includes such things as the Apostle's Creed, Doxology, responsive reading, etc. This worship tradition comes out of our western tradition of rationality and lineal thinking. So let us ask two questions, "First, is the western culture superior to Hispanic, Asian and African culture?" This is a culture that is more visceral than lineal in thought patterns. Second, "Must a person become westernized before becoming Christianized?"

Obviously, the answer is that no one must be westernized before they become Christianized. As we examine the Jerusalem Conference (Acts 15), Paul and Silas argued against Gentiles becoming Jews (by circumcision into the Jewish commonwealth), before they became Christian.

A third question for Marva Dawn is, "Should a church be prevented from adapting its worship to the surrounding culture?" The answer to this question goes back to a basic assumption in Christianity. The principles of Christianity are above culture, i.e. it transcends all culture. When a person becomes a Christian, their first task is to make Christ real in their life and culture. They must apply the principles of Christianity to their lives and lift themselves to a new and higher level of living. At the same time they must apply Christianity to their culture, within their world of family, work, education and relaxation. They must apply Christ to their life and to their culture. This second step is to "inculturate" Christianity into the life and culture of the people that accept Christ as Savior. The process begins with individuals, but becomes a corporate process as many saved individuals within the local church; which is a body that must "inculturate" Christianity into the society where the church exists. Therefore, the worship of the individual will express his/her culture, so that they express the worthship to God that is due Him with their own words, thought patterns, and cultural limitations. While this is "an inculturation" it is not the same thing as the process of "contextualization." I am against the contemporary view that says that we must change the gospel or water-down the gospel, which is "contextualization," i.e. changing the essence of Christianity into the cultural expectations of society. I believe the reverse is biblical, to change the individual into the expectations of Christianity. Robert R. Redman, Jr., Assistant Professor of Theology and Ministry at Fuller Theological Seminary accuses Marva Dawn of attacking culture, by making it "a demonization of popular culture that makes culturally relevant worship difficult if not impossible."1

Marva Dawn would answer the charges against her by saying that worship in western civilization, specifically worship in the European traditions has profoundly shaped culture, rather than culture shaping it. She would claim when we follow the liturgical European tradition; we are following Christian that transcends culture. She maintains from a historically developed tradition, that the worship patterns of the historical Protestant Church influenced the culture into becoming Christian and worship that comes out of it is trans-cultural and trans-temporal. Therefore, when we give into contemporary worship forms, we are surrendering to culture that is not influenced by Christianity, so our worship is not Christian. She would have us vigorously defend our liturgical worship forms, vigorously implement our liturgical worship forms, and so change the culture of America back to what it was.
4. New worship forms have robbed the church of its ability to create authenticate Christian character. The critics of contemporary worship indicate that by surrendering to contemporary Americans, giving them what people want in worship; we have not changed them but have pandered to them. Marva Dawn warns us against "Dumbing Down" worship for people who don't know what they want, don't know what to do, and don't know why they do it. She would have us keep our worship standards elevated; stretching the American to higher standards of excellence. Her emphasis on God as the source of worship is to be commended. She maintains that when people expose themselves to God in the act of worship, individual character is formed within the individual, and Christian community is formed within the church.

Character is defined by, "Doing the right thing in the right way, with the right attitude, for the right purpose because you know it is right." The first two aspects of the definition of character indicate that you do the right thing (i.e. you worship God) in the right way (conform our methodology to God), hence we change our life into conformity to God, i.e. we develop Christian character.

Dawn tells us that much of the tension over worship arises because the church has not taught the proper worship habits and the proper meaning of worship to its young. By not being "submissive" to proper worship, individuals are "subverted" from godly practice and godly living. Rather than offering people worship that has the feel, volume, and appearance of culture, she wants to expose the unchurched to the church's worship culture which will elevate them to a new understanding of life and a new appreciation of God and His church.

5. New worship forms reinforce individualism and breaks down community. Again, by giving people the type of worship they want, the critics charge that the authenticity of the local church is corrupted. Rather than lifting people into the "community of faith", i.e. the Body of Christ; the church allows itself to be dragged down to the level of people, through marketing and advertisement to attract and win them for Christ. But in the process, we lose the mystery of church, and the "communion of the Saints."

The critics see the rise of individualism illustrated when a person lifts a hand toward God separate from anyone else in the auditorium. The individual act, rather than the act in communion with other who do the same thing, does not build the church community. The same thing happens when you become one of hundreds who are praying in "prayer concert."

The critics maintain the church should sing together, pray the Lord's Prayer together, read the Scriptures together, affirm The Apostle's Creed together and break bread together.

6. Worship has become individual, not an institution event. A few might criticize some of the different expressions of worship with the accusation that what they do is not worship. While each of the six expressions fulfilling biblical rules, the critics claim each is not in fact worship. The six types of worship (Chapters 5 to 10) describe six different dynamics of worship but they are not recognized by everyone.

1. The Evangelistic model is not worship, it's evangelism.
2. The Bible Expositional is not worship, it's teaching.

3. The Renewal is not worship, it's revival.

4. The Body Life is not worship, it's fellowship.

5. The Liturgical model is not a worship event, worship is internal.

6. The Congregational model is not worship, it's an assembly of the church.

The answer might be in looking at whether worship follows the Old Testament or New Testament models. Some claim that Old testament worship might have been a group event, because Israel was a commonwealth. They claim in the New Testament God dealt individually with people, so worship can became individually driven. However, the answer is in the definition of worship, i.e. giving the worthship to God that is due Him. We worship both corporately and individually. We worship God both directly (by what we do, say and respond in directed worship) and indirectly (because all we do brings glory to God). We worship God spontaneously (from the explosive emotions of the unexpected) and we worship by prepared songs, events and prayers. We worship God knowingly and unknowingly (God is glorified when we respond according to God's principle, even when we didn't cognitively realize we are giving glory to Him). We worship God in a sanctuary and out in the open field.

While some may criticize the worship of another person, the key is to follow our heart as it follows the Word of God. We never alter our actions because of criticism, nor do we live by the negative opinions of others. Obviously, we listen to criticism, not because it is right, but to compare it to Scriptures. We are exhorted, "Put everything to the test. Accept what is good" (I Thess. 5:21 CEV).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The first murder grew out of an angry fight between two brothers who disagreed over worship. Was a vegetable worship of God better than a blood sacrifice? While the first disagreement involved a substance question, today's disagreement is over methodology, i.e. how we worship. Therefore when you get into controversy over the way someone worships differently, ask yourself the following question:

1. Is this a question of how we worship, or who we worship?

2. Is this a question of preference or principle?

3. Is this a question of cultural expression or Christian essence?

While there are "worship wars" going on in the world, remember the words of Jesus. "He that is not against us, is for us" (Luke 9:50).
The ultimate question that some would raise, "Should the corporate life of the church be pulled down to the level of the individual, or should the individual be raised to the level of the church?"

CHAPTER FIVE

THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

A sense of expectation builds as the congregation gathers for the morning worship service. The success of an outreach campaign being conducted by the church is becoming evident as a larger than usual crowd begins filling the pews. The parking lot is filling even though many church members have parked at an area shopping mall. Although arrangements had been made earlier to conduct a special youth service in the church gym, ushers are having difficulty seating people in the fixed pews. A few have gone to find stacking chairs to place in the wide aisles. These kinds of problems seem to bring joy to church members. Today will indeed be a special opportunity.

As the piano begins playing a lively gospel hymn, the choir makes their way to the platform. They remain standing as the song leader moves to the pulpit. He asks the gathered crowd to take their hymn book and stand together as they sing a familiar hymn, Amazing Grace. The people quickly respond by standing as the musicians play the last line of the hymn. Then, from all parts of the building, the words of Newton's hymn ring out.

Amazing grace, how sweet the sound, that saved a wretch like me.

I once was lost, but now am found; was blind but now I see.

In the hymn book, the word "Amen" follows the text of the last verse, but it is not sung in this church. In its place, the song leader encourages the congregation to shake hands with five people around them and tell them how much you appreciate their being with us today. A happy muffled sound fills the auditorium as informal greetings are exchanged. Then the congregation is asked to turn the page in the hymn book to another familiar hymn, Old Rugged Cross.

As this second hymn concludes, the song leader moves away from the pulpit to make room for the pastor. He welcomes everyone and asks church members to raise their hand indicating those who brought a friend to church with them today. As hands are raised throughout the auditorium, several amens are heard. The pastor briefly prays for the service before the congregation is seated.

Once again, the pastor begins talking about the special day. He explains how the church has been preparing for this day for several weeks and expresses how much he appreciates each "friend" who took time out of their busy schedule to worship with them. He explains the church has a special friendship packet as a "thank you" gift they wish to share with each visitor. He asks
visitors to complete a registration card. Ushers come to the front and begin passing out cards to each pew as they move toward the back of the church.

As visitors complete the cards, a quartet moves to the platform and begins singing a gospel song which is obviously a favorite of those gathered. The fast tempo of their music slows slightly as they sing a second song as part of the musical package. When they are finished, the choir rises and sings a medley of two hymns.

Because it is an outreach day, the decision was made to minimize church announcements. This morning, the pastor simply encourages people to read their church bulletin and asks visitors to place their registration cards in the offering plate as it is passed. Once again the ushers make their way to the front of the auditorium. Most stop at the first pew, but one makes his way directly to the pulpit. He leads the church in prayer before the offering is received. As the offering plate is passed, the pianist and organist play the hymn, *How Great Thou Art*.

"That sounded so beautiful I think we ought to sing a verse or two of that hymn," the song leader announces as he returns to the pulpit. He indicates the hymn number in the hymn book and asks the congregation to rise as they sing the first and last verse of the hymn. The song leader shares how much he appreciates the ministry of the visiting quartet and is looking forward to their concert later in the day. He asks them to come once again just before the pastor comes to share the morning message.

The lead singer in the quartet tells how much they enjoy being at the church today and how encouraging it is to see a church so full. He explains the song they are about to sing was written by a member of their group, is featured on their new compact disc and describes the difference Jesus make in their life. The slower tempo song is sung with pathos and has a moving effect on the congregation.

As the pastor begins his message, he talks about the importance of relationships. He shares briefly how friends have had a positive influence on his life and how much he appreciates his friends. "But as important as friends are," he explains, "There is one relationship which all of us need to develop." Making periodic reference to Abraham, he talks about the prospects of being a friend of God. As the message develops, various other verses are read or quoted to explain the gospel and encourage those gathered to become "a friend of God."

As the sermon comes to a conclusion, the pastor asks the congregation to pray. Before praying, he says certain words church members have heard often. "With heads bowed and eyes closed, and no one disturbing the service in any way, let me ask you a question. If you were to die tonight, do you know for certain you would go to heaven? If you can answer that question "yes" today, will you simply raise your hand and place it back down again." Across the auditorium, many faithful raise their hands.

"Thank you," the pastor continues. "Let me talk to those of you who could not raise your hand just then. Would you like to become a friend of God? You can do that today be simply turning from your sin and trusting Christ as your Saviour. If you're not sure you have that
relationship with God we've been talking about this morning, I would like to pray for you. Would you simply raise your hand and let me pray for you this morning?" Several hands are raised as the pastor pauses.

"In a moment, we are going to sing a closing hymn together," the pastor explains. "As we sing, I am going to invite those of you who would like to have a personal relationship with Christ to step out and make your way to the front of the auditorium. When you do that, someone will sit down with you and explain from the Bible how you can have the kind of relationship we've been describing today. Will you do that, today? Let's stand. Let's sing. And if you need to come today, step out now and make your way to the front."

As soon as the pastor completes his appeal, the choir begins singing, Just As I Am. Much of the congregation joins in singing the familiar invitation hymn. From various parts of the auditorium, people are making their way out to an aisle and moving forward. In the minds of many gathered, this is what church is all about!

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH?

As its name implies, the Evangelistic Church exists to accomplish the work of evangelism. Its mission is expressed in various ways. "Reaching the lost at any cost." "His last command, our first concern." Many church members use terms like "soul-winning" or "saturation evangelism" to describe the primary function of their church.

Among evangelical Christians today, there are many views as to the nature of evangelism. This topic is not open to debate in the Evangelistic Church. Evangelism is communicating the gospel in the power of the Holy Spirit to unconverted persons at their point of need so they can put their trust in Christ for salvation, and become a member of His church. These conversions take place as individuals repent of their sin and put their trust in God through Jesus Christ, to accept Him as their Saviour. Normally, those who are converted determine to serve the Lord in the fellowship of a local church.

The mission of the Evangelistic Church is found in the Great Commission, "Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and the Holy Spirit" (Matt. 28:19). Most Evangelistic Churches accomplish this task using the means implied within the commission itself. First, they "go" to the unsaved to make contact and reach them for Christ. This implies soul-winning visitation into the homes of unsaved people and/or advertisement to get them to attend their church. The unconverted are "peresuaded" to become a Christian and believe the gospel. Then the church "baptizes" those who believe and assimilate them into the church family. Finally, they engage in the command of "teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you" (Matt. 28:20).

The specific application of the Great Commission varies as different churches attempt to reach different people groups. In South American churches, great tent meetings are often part of the outreach strategy of an Evangelistic Church. Some American churches use Sunday School busses or soul-winning visitation to reach their community for Christ. Others launch significant media campaigns to saturate their community with the gospel. Still others reach out to the
unchurched Harrys and Marys of their community through carefully planned seeker services designed to put the unsaved at ease so they can hear and understand the gospel.

EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

Because of the nature of the Evangelistic Church, the pastor is more an evangelist who preaches the gospel than a pastor in the traditional sense. He is the leader who motivates the church in highly effective soulwinning endeavors and the administrator who organizes great outreach campaigns. Success in ministry for pastors of Evangelistic Churches is often measured by the number of recorded conversions, baptisms or net growth of the church over the preceding year. When the church ceases to be effective in reaching significant numbers of people for Christ, it is usually viewed as a sign of God withdrawing His hand of blessing from the church. When that happens, one of two things follow. First, the pastor may begin addressing perceived sin in the church family which is viewed as hindering God in reaching people. Second, the pastor may be viewed as having lost his anointing and therefore he is responsible for the lack of evangelism.

When worshippers come to church on Sunday morning, they expect there will be a clear presentation of the gospel to those who are present. If the Evangelistic Church is seeker sensitive, people expect the church service to be comfortable to those attending who may be unsaved. If the Evangelistic Church follows the model described at the beginning of this chapter, worshippers expect an upbeat feel to the worship service concluded with people responding to the invitation.

The pastor of one Evangelistic Church preached one Sunday morning and no one responded to the invitation. As he concluded the service, he asked the deacons and other pastors to meet with him briefly in his office. When the group gathered, the meeting was indeed brief. The pastor began referring to the lack of response during the invitation. He challenged them to be leaders in soul-winning for the congregation to follow. It never did happen again even though the pastor remained at that growing Evangelistic Church for over twenty years.

THE BONDING AGENT OF THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

The response of that pastor to a lack of response during an invitation is typical of those with the unique evangelism common in Evangelistic Churches. These pastors and their followers are deeply committed to the ministry of evangelism and are often very pointed in confronting situations which they feel need to be addressed. This gift mix is expressed in the mission statement of one Evangelistic Church which described itself as "preaching the Word of God as it is to people as they are."

Evangelism is communicating the gospel in the power of the Holy Spirit to unconverted persons at their point of need so they can put their rust in Christ for salvation and become a member of His church. These conversions take place as individuals repent of their sin and put their trust in God through Jesus Christ, to accept Him as their Saviour. Normally, those who are converted determine to serve the Lord in the fellowship of a local church. Those who are gifted
in evangelism are effective in making disciples of various types of people through their personal evangelistic efforts.

During the late sixties, the author began compiling lists of the largest and fastest growing churches in America. The Ten Largest Churches described ten churches which had experienced significant church growth.\textsuperscript{1} Other books including America's Fastest Growing Churches described churches which rose to prominence because of their commitment to and effectiveness in reaching their community for Christ.\textsuperscript{1} Pastors like Rick Warren, Bill Hybels, Lee Roberson, Richard Lee and Jerry Falwell are widely recognized as pastoral leaders of evangelistic churches.

**THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH**

The strength of the Evangelistic Church is found in its commitment to evangelism. Most pastors of Evangelistic Churches would agree with Spurgeon's claim, "There is no wrong way to win people to Christ." As a result, evangelistic churches have produced outreach ministries which have become prototypes for others committed to evangelism. In recent decades, several highly effective outreach ministries have been born out of the evangelistic zeal of these churches.

Before the 1950s, local church evangelistic crusades were a highly effective means of reaching people for Christ. Churches would erect tents on their property or conduct week long evangelistic meetings. The gospel was preached and people were won to Christ. Also, great youth rallies would be held on Friday and/or Saturday evenings and similar results were achieved among students.

Visitation evangelism was a widely used means for reaching people for Christ. On a designated evening, evangelistic teams would go out from the church to visit prospects for salvation. If there were no prospects, visitors would simply knock on doors "cold turkey" to look for those who might prove to be prospects for the gospel.

During the 1960s Sunday School busses were being widely used to reach people for Christ. Long bus routes were established and bus captains spent most of their Saturdays knocking on doors to find riders for their Sunday School busses the following day. In some churches, over a hundred children would come to church from a single bus route. By the peak of the bussing movement, many churches were purchasing Sunday School busses assuming the bus itself would result in increased attendance.

During the seventies and eighties, many other evangelistic strategies were developed and used to reach people for Christ. Coffee houses and concerts, telemarketing and television, drive-in films and bumper stickers were all used as means of communicating the gospel. Some proved to be more effective than others in achieving their desired end, but all were born out of the vision of evangelistic churches. Denominations composed largely of evangelistic churches experienced significant growth as new churches were established to reach new communities. Indeed, starting new churches appears to be the most effective means of reaching people for Christ.
Most recently, evangelism along existing social networks has been recognized as the most effective evangelistic strategy used by these churches. This involves reaching friends, relatives, associates and neighbours for Christ. Church growth research suggests these are the people most likely to attend a church when invited to do so.

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

If Evangelistic Churches have been highly effective at getting new converts into the church, they have been less successful at keeping them there. Many churches baptize hundreds of converts a year but realize a net increase of only fifty or so new attenders. While every community has an element of transition in it, Evangelistic Churches tend to turn over members faster than the rate which may be more typical of their community.

Several factors may contribute to this obvious problem. First, many Evangelistic Churches lack the infrastructure to assimilate new converts into the church family. When a young man is converted, he is less likely to remain in the church if he attends church in a large auditorium than if he becomes a member of a smaller cell group. Also, some Evangelistic Churches have confused "decision-making" with "disciple making." Ten people may make a decision for Christ during a soul-winning campaign but the fact that most of them never attend church suggests they may not have decided to become disciples. Finally, the constant emphasis on evangelism is often accompanied by a lack of emphasis on the disciplines of the Christian life. Those who sense a need to grow in their Christian life often leave the church that brought them to Christ and attend another church that will teach them what they need to continue growing in Christ.

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

The strength of the Evangelistic Church is its commitment to evangelism. Evangelism is the work of the whole church and the whole church is involved in the process of bringing people to personal faith in Christ. This approach to evangelism is sometimes called "Team Evangelism." It is this approach to evangelism which is at the heart of evangelistic crusades or outreach campaigns. Every church can tap into the strength of the Evangelistic Church by teaching the principles of team evangelism and applying them in an outreach campaign.

Church growth research suggests if a person does not identify with people within the church during the two weeks after they begin attending a church, he or she is likely to quit attending. Also, most people need to attend a church and hear the gospel for three or four weeks before they are prepared to make a decision for Christ or decide to join a church.

SUMMARY

The Evangelistic Church attempts to carry out the fundamental principle of Christianity, i.e. getting unsaved people to become Christians. The Evangelistic Church takes on several appearances. Sometimes it looks like a seeker driven or seeker sensitive church with contemporary music and an up-to-date environment. Sometimes it resembles an evangelistic crusade, but it's held on Sunday morning. Whatever its appearance, it is a church committed to
CHAPTER SIX

THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

As the bell rings marking the end of Sunday School, group members in various adult Bible study groups gather their Bibles, notebooks and pens together and make their way to the church auditorium. Once again the teacher failed to cover all the material in the Sunday School quarterly but no one was overly concerned. They would simply pick up where the discussion ended today when they meet again next week. Most of the Bible classes in this Sunday School planned to stretch three quarterlies of biblical content over the four quarters in the year.

As the people arrived at the auditorium, ushers were busy handing out church bulletins. Inserted in the bulletins were copies of today's sermon notes. Most church members turned to the passage being studied today and used the sermon notes to mark the text. Notes from previous weeks fell from the well-marked study Bibles as they were opened. These notes were retrieved and placed inside the back cover of the Bible. Others, better organized, leafed through their notebooks until they came to the place where the new notes should be added.

Much of the early part of the worship service was somewhat matter of fact. The hymns were sung in the order in which they were listed in the bulletin. Because of the wide variety of translations used by members of the Bible Expositional congregation, people were encouraged to follow along in their own Bibles as the Scriptures were read from the New American Standard Bible. Then a few announcements were highlighted before the offering was received. Following another hymn and a song sung by the ladies’ trio, the pastor made his way to the pulpit.

A few introductory comments soon introduced the theme of the passage being studied. Members of the congregation were encouraged to turn to the passage read earlier in the service. The sound of pages turning softly filled the hall as almost everyone had an open Bible. As the pastor began explaining the passage, he turned on the overhead projector built into the side of the pulpit. The outline on the transparency was projected on to the screen raised high at the front of the church. Across the auditorium, many began writing as various biblical words were defined and explained in the context of the passage.

For forty-five minutes the pastor continued explaining how the biblical writer develops his theme and why various alternate interpretations of the passage fail to take into account all the details. As the pastor moves point by point through his message, it all seems so simple. He gave various insights on the culture of that day, archaeological finds in Israel and the shades of meaning implied in various Greek and Hebrew words. The message of the passage became clearer by the minute. How could any serious student of the Word miss a biblical interpretation so obvious?
By the end of the sermon, most of the congregation feels like they have a better understanding of the Scriptures in general and the passage studied in particular. Looking over the notes made in their note books and words highlighted in their Bible, they are impressed with the simplicity of the Word. Yet deep down inside, their appreciation for their pastor grows. They understand the Word has once again been "rightly divided" because of the gifted teaching ministry of their pastor. Although the service has ended, the study has only begun. Many will use this morning's sermon notes as the basis for their personal Bible study in the coming week. Others will use the sermon notes they anticipate collecting as they return to study the Scriptures together in the evening service.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH?

There is no question as to the mission and purpose of Bible Expositional Churches in the minds of those leading these ministries. They exists to equip believers for the work of the ministry. This is accomplished primarily through the systematic expositional preaching and teaching of the Scriptures. Describing the focus of his ministry, one pastor of a Bible Expositional Church writes,

But every meeting held in the church building has been aimed at the instruction, training or worship of Christians together. Our entire Sunday School is set up to equip the saints, of all ages, to do the work of the ministry. The work of expounding and applying the Scriptures begins with the pulpit and is continued in every class, in every gathering and in many of the homes of Christians. Stress is laid upon confronting life as it is really lived with the insights and viewpoints of Scripture and drawing upon the resurrection power of an ever-present Lord.1

Pastor/teachers of Bible Expositional Churches cite various biblical precedents for their chosen ministry emphasis. Paul claimed for his own ministry, "I have not shunned to declare to you the whole counsel of God" (Acts 20:27). In his final epistle, Paul urged Timothy to "Preach the Word" (2 Tim. 4:2). In the Old Testament, Ezra and the teaching priests "read distinctly from the book, in the Law of God; and gave the sense, and helped them to understand the reading" (Neh. 8:8) are sometimes cited as justification for this ministry model. But most involved in this approach to worship cite Ephesians 4 as the basis for their job description. There pastor/teachers are viewed as gifts from God to the church "for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry" (Eph. 4:12).

Bible Expositional churches are characterized by people who know and live by the Word of God. A disciple must continue in the Word of God (John 8:31). They recognize and emphasize the importance of the Bible in the Christian life beginning with salvation. Salvation involves the intellect, emotions and will. For a person to be saved, he must know the Gospel content, feel the conviction of sin and love of God, then respond by an act of the will. Because he must know the content of the Gospel, Expositional Churches develop a strategy for teaching the Bible.

Expositional Churches realize the power of an educated disciple. The effectiveness of a worker is in direct proportion to his education. Some workers are not successful because they
have not been trained. Others fail because they have enough education but they do not know the right things (their theology is wrong). Therefore, the leader must reinforce the primacy of the Scriptures. This is the cornerstone of Christian education. He must also reinforce the primacy of the church's methods and continued loyalty to the cause of Christ. All this is accomplished through a systematic Bible teaching ministry.

EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

In a Bible Expositional Church, the pastor/teacher is primarily viewed as a teacher of the Scriptures. The preaching ministry of men who hold this office has been described as long and strong. They tend to practice expository preaching as the norm in their pulpit ministries. Usually this takes the form of preaching forty-five minutes to one hour each week consecutively through a book of the Bible or extended passage of Scripture.

Expository preaching would generally be defined by these men as "the proclamation of a biblical concept derived from an historical-grammatical study of a passage in its context which the Holy Spirit has first made vital in the personality of the preacher and through him applies accurately in the experience of the congregation." These pastors will commonly invest fifteen to twenty hours in the preparation of a single sermon. Often the Sunday sermon comes complete with printed sermon notes and overhead transparencies used during the message.

People who attend Bible Expositional Churches have been conditioned to expect biblical content in the sermons they hear. Many take notes on a regular basis and carry well-marked study Bibles to church. When they leave a Sunday worship service, they expect to know more than when they came in. They look to their pastor to explain the Scriptures in an understandable manner. Unconsciously, they look for the marks of diligent study and biblical scholarship as the pastor explains the next passage in the book they are studying together.

THE BONDING AGENT OF THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

The Bible Expositional Church is often a gift colony where those gifted in teaching gather each week. Teaching is the preparation and communication of biblical principles in the power of the Holy Spirit to others and the relevant demonstration of those principles to the specific needs represented. Those gifted in the area of teaching tend to be diligent students of the Scripture, who have accumulated a thorough understanding of biblical principles as a result of their consistent study habits. In a Bible Expositional Church, those with the spiritual gift of teaching gather to learn from those who have developed their gift to a greater degree.

Because of their love for the study and teaching of the Scriptures, many leaders in the Bible Expositional Church are widely published authors. W. A. Criswell preached his way through the Scriptures in his first thirteen years in the pulpit of First Baptist Church, Dallas, covering Genesis 1:1 to Revelation 22:21. His sermons were collected and published as expository commentaries on the Scriptures. He was not alone in this practice. The sermons of H. A. Ironside and D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones were also published by Christian publishers and widely distributed in the Christian community. Today, a new breed of leader in this movement has writers who adapt their sermons for use in study guides to accompany daily radio broadcasts or special cassette study courses. John McArthur, Charles Swindoll, Charles Stanley and David
Jeremiah are among the best known of a host of expositional preachers expanding the influence of their ministry in this way.

THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

Without question, the major strength of the Bible Expositional Church is its strong commitment to systematic Bible teaching. It would be difficult to attend one of these churches for long without increasing one's understanding of basic biblical content. Typically, these pastors follow a plan of explaining each passage in detail within the context suggested in the biblical book being studied. In following this plan, each week's message builds on the lessons learned in previous weeks. If the meaning of a passage is missed one week by the listener, it will be reviewed several times in the weeks following as other passages are explained.

Usually, the pastor's commitment to teaching the Bible extends throughout the total church ministry. The Sunday School curriculum in many Bible Expositional Churches tends to focus on lessons which lead the class through a book of the Bible, often as part of a multi-year plan through the entire Scriptures. While exceptions in the curriculum plan might be made at Christmas and Easter, that is not always the case. The systematic teaching of the Scriptures is viewed as more important than various seasonal themes which might occur in the course of a year. Gary Inrig reflects this view when he writes,

The complete and consecutive teaching of Scripture must receive a very high priority in assembly life. Nothing is more beneficial than a ministry of expository preaching which covers the sweep of all the books of the Bible. Bible teachers can all too easily develop pet doctrines or ride hobby horses or carefully avoid very important, but touchy, matters. Expository preaching will keep solid food before believers and bring a balanced and nutritious diet.

It is my conviction that nothing is more worthy of my best time and effort than the study and teaching of God's Word. Only God's Word quickened by His Spirit can establish believers and make them strong in Christ, and so all our church services focus upon the teaching of Scripture.¹

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

As is common with other worship styles considered in this book, the great weakness of the Bible Expositional Church is also closely related to its strength. These churches are so committed to the systematic teaching of the Scriptures that they tend to minimize Christian experience and evangelistic outreach. Experience is sometimes viewed as a threat to biblical authority. When mentioned in their sermons, it is most often in the context of not depending upon one's experience but interpreting experiences by the Scriptures. Most pastors of these churches would reject any notion that an experience could result in new insights into the meaning of a biblical text.
While some expository preachers tend to emphasize application more than others, many view their role as primarily that of communicating content. The application of data to life is viewed as the work of the Holy Spirit and responsibility of the believer. Likewise, people are converted as the Holy Spirit draws them to Christ. If Christians are involved in the process of evangelism, it is assumed that is a ministry accomplished in the community rather than in the church. Even though many of these churches would claim to be committed to evangelism, research suggests those converted through the ministries of these churches are usually converted by church members through personal witness rather than through evangelistic sermons preached by the pastor. While these men are committed to the gospel and believe people should be saved, they are unlikely to emphasize and evangelistic appeal unless the gospel was the clear theme of the passage being studied.

Bible Expositional Churches tend to be most effective among upper-middle class communities and churches. The often repeated observation that "blue-collar" churches which are usually found among lower-middle class clientele and lower class groups are more open to emotional persuasion and stimuli, while upper-class clientele are more responsive to intellectual stimuli. If this has any validity, then the narrow appeal of the Bible Expositional Church is another of its weaknesses.

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

The strength of the Bible Expositional Church is its commitment to the study and teaching of the Word of God. If God wants His people to engage in Bible study, He wants His leaders to organize and motivate His people for Bible study. Any church can tap into the strength of the Bible Expositional Church by having a plan which organizes the Bible teaching and Bible study ministries of the church. Also, the pastor and others should provide motivation to encourage people to study the Bible.

Every church should have a variety of Bible study opportunities for adults understanding that different people will take advantage of different opportunities. Some may prefer to study the Bible in a traditional age-graded class whereas others would rather belong to a group with something other than age in common. Still others prefer belonging to a large Auditorium Bible Class or may wish to study more formally in a church-related Bible Institute class.

Adult education has become a way of life in recent years, and the church needs to take advantage of this opportunity in providing courses, seminars, lectures, and other Bible study opportunities for those who wish to study the Scriptures. Many churches have found Bible studies on such themes as marriage, training children, or financial management have been sufficiently need-oriented to attract those who might otherwise not be interested in Bible study.

In organizing a variety of Bible study opportunities, some attempt should be made to coordinate various efforts and gain maximum results. In a larger church, there may be a pastor responsible for this just as a children's pastor or youth pastor might organize the educational ministries of the age group for which they are responsible. In a smaller church, this can be
accomplished through the Board of Christian Education and the use of a Master Calendar in the church office. This will help avoid conflicts in programming and reduce unnecessary duplication of efforts.

People must not only have opportunity to study the Bible, they must also be motivated to take advantage of those opportunities. The best way to motivate people is to convince them a certain course of action will meet a perceived need or challenge them with a dream. Pastors have been successful in using both of these methods to engage people in meaningful Bible study.

Pastors of growing churches preach from the same Bible as pastors of churches not experiencing growth, but they are often more successful in convincing their listeners of the relevance of their message to the listener's life. If given the choice, the average church-goer would probably rather hear a message on the topic, "How to Live the Successful Christian Life" than a message on the topic, "The Meaning of Baptism in Romans 6," even though both messages may be based on the same passage and have largely the same outline. People are motivated to study the Bible when they are convinced it will help them in a perceived area of need.

Bible study should also be promoted as a challenge. A young couple preparing for marriage can be challenged to study what the Bible says about relationships, finances, the home, and other marriage related topics on the basis they want their marriage to be the best it can be. Similarly, new parents may be challenged to complete studies related to parenthood as they dream of being the best parent they can. One pastor used to challenge his people at the annual watch night service to become an authority on some book, character, or chapter of the Bible that year. One year, a member of his congregation chose the Twenty-Third Psalm. In the course of the year, that man found and studied forty-two books written on that psalm. He became so excited about his study, he went to Israel on his vacation to see how shepherds keep their sheep.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest and adoption of the practice of expository Bible preaching. Today, many leading pastors with large congregations use this approach to preaching almost exclusively. When pastors preach according to this plan, they demonstrate their commitment to the Scriptures. People are then more likely to follow their pastors leadership in Bible study and begin studying the Scriptures consistently in their own life.

Other pastors vary their preaching topics more widely but are systematic in their Bible teaching in that they plan their church year with special emphasis during campaigns and conferences such as church growth campaigns, stewardship campaigns, missionary conventions, prophecy and deeper life conferences, etc. Other pastors rely on the use of a curriculum plan in their Sunday School to insure a systematic program of Bible teaching is in place in their church. As a pastor or Sunday School teacher teaches the Scriptures in this way, they help their people grow internally through Bible study. This often leads to external church growth as others come to have their needs met in this way also.
CHAPTER SEVEN
THE RENEWAL CHURCH

Even though it is only ten minutes before the worship service starts, the worship center is rapidly filling and several instrumentalists have already taken their place on the platform. Four singers, two men and two ladies are moving toward the four microphone stands spread across the platform. Eight quick strokes on the base drum are a prelude to the full band consisting of two guitars, one keyboard, a trombone, baritone sax and flute breaking out in song. The singers move closer to the microphones and begin a rhythmic clap. Soon the whole congregation is following their lead. The words of a contemporary praise chorus appear projected on the wall as the singers begin singing. Church is going to begin early this morning.

As the sound echoes throughout the worship center, enthusiasm is evident in the voices of those singing loudly. Most are smiling broadly. Whatever cares and concerns they may have had as they entered the building this morning have now been set aside. For the next forty-five minutes, people are there to worship God.

The worship service seems to flow naturally from one song to another. There are no hymn books in the building. Instead, the words of each song are projected on the wall as each new song begins. Most are short choruses sung several times. Occasionally one of the members of the praise team reads a verse from the Bible or leads in a brief prayer between songs. As the service continues, the music is becoming slower and softer. At one point, all the instruments cease playing as the praise team and congregation continue singing. Many sing with upraised hands gently swaying to the rhythm of the song. At the invitation of the worship leader to worship the Lord, many begin praying audibly where they are.

Most of the songs sung in this service have addressed the theme of God's holiness. A female vocalist now moves to a microphone and begins singing softly one of the older hymns of the faith. "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty . . ." Others in the praise team accompany her about the third line of the hymn. By the end of the first verse, the worship band is playing softly. Once again words appear on the wall. The congregation joins in, hands raised, many with eyes closed, a few with tears resting on their cheeks.

As the worship time winds down, the pastor makes his way to a plexiglass pulpit. He reminds the church he is in the midst of a teaching series on "Living in the Presence of God." He begins by reading several verses from various parts of the Bible where people express their understanding of God as a holy God. "If God is a holy God, he also calls us to be a holy people," the pastor explains. In the thirty-five minutes following, he shares seven steps to becoming a holy Christian. Each principle is stated and drawn from a verse of Scripture. Several members
of the congregation list each point diligently with the appropriate verse as the message progresses.

As the pastor concludes his message, there is a special appeal to church members to apply the principles of holiness to their life this week. Those with special needs are invited to come to the altar for special ministry. Once again the praise team and worship band is leading in the singing of familiar choruses. Many are making their way to front of the building to pray together in small groups. Others appear to be making personal commitments in the pew as they sing. Throughout the worship center this morning, there is a sense that God is present among his people. People feel like they have been to church today.

**WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE RENEWAL CHURCH?**

When asked why their church exists, the pastors and people of most Renewal Churches would simply respond "to worship God." While the style of worship in many of their churches may be new and different, the concept is not. The old Presbyterian catechism began by identifying the chief end of man as that of worshipping God and enjoying Him forever. The leaders of the Renewal Church movement would argue they are simply accomplishing that objective in a manner more consistent with the culture of their times. This different approach to worship is most evident in the music used in their worship services.

When most people think of worship, their thoughts very quickly turn to music. Congregational singing and church choirs and orchestras are an integral part of the worship experience of many Christians. According to hymn writer Jack Hayford,

> Worship may be possible without song, but nothing contributes more to its beauty, majesty, dignity or nobility, nor to its tenderness and intimacy. There is a full spectrum of purposes and practices of song in worship. The breadth of style, the endless melodic possibilities, the delicate nuances of choral dynamics, the brilliant luster of instrumental arrangement, the soul-stirring anthems of anointed choirs, the rumbling magnificence of giant organs - all seem clearly to be a God-given means for our endless expansion in worship. New musical expression is fitting as we each discover new things about the manifold wisdom of the Lord our God.¹

The ultimate purpose of all church music should be to glorify God. The primary emphasis of the book of Psalms, the hymn book of the Old Testament, was to glorify God. Because Christian experience affects the whole person, Christian music should communicate biblical content to the mind, should provoke an emotional experience and should lead to a commitment of the will. The nature of our Christian commitment and daily walk with God should be expressed in church music.

But worship also involves a human response to the majesty of God. Music aids in worship because it helps us express our inner feelings toward God. The power of music is emphasized throughout the Scripture. The power of a song can refresh a discouraged or depressed person, bring about a state of physical well-being, and have a positive spiritual influence on a person (1 Sam. 16:23). Throughout the Scriptures, the power of music is
demonstrated in that miracles are often associated with celebration in song. There were songs as Israel went out to fight major battles and songs at times of spiritual breakthroughs such as the crossing of the Red Sea and the bringing of the gospel to Europe.

The Scriptures show music and singing as prominent in the life of the early church. The importance of singing is emphasized in that it is closely linked with prayer (1 Cor. 14:15). Worship in song is also described as the normal expression of a life saturated with the Word of God (Col. 3:16) and the fullness of the Holy Spirit (Eph. 5:18)

EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE RENEWAL CHURCH

The role of the pastor in the Renewal Church is significantly different from that in other church ministry paradigms. The pastor is often the primary worship leader in the Renewal Church. It is not uncommon to find pastors with as much training in music as Bible and theology. Most Renewal Church pastors view themselves as exhorters who encourage a congregation of worshipping priests to worship their God. They approach the worship service with an enthusiastic attitude about entering the privilege of entering God's presence. One renewal pastor describes himself as the choir leader, the congregation as the choir, and God as the audience.

Those who attend the Renewal Church tend to agree with their pastor's view of the church. They come to church expecting to participate in the worship of God. They anticipate the worship team will create a good feel experience during the service. Most congregational members in Renewal Churches expect a non-judgmental, positive attitude in the church where they are free to raise their hands, bow in prayer, or worship God through some other means. Church has not been church if they do not "feel" as though they experienced God as they worship in song during the service.

There is more to the Renewal Church service than an extended time of worship in song. The worship time is unquestionably the focus of the service. This time is usually followed by an opportunity for the pastor to share from the Scriptures, but that is clearly not greater in both the minds of the pastors and congregation. If "the Spirit is moving" in the worship time, it is generally considered in bad taste to interrupt worship to make time for preaching. Some pastors of Renewal Churches view not having preached for several weeks as an evidence of the moving of God in their church.

THE BONDING AGENT OF THE RENEWAL CHURCH

In light of the uplifting and encouraging spirit which characterizes many Renewal Church services, it is not surprising that Renewal Churches often resemble gift colonies for those gifted in exhortation. Exhortation is the spiritual gift that glues many of these churches together. People gather week by week to encourage one another and "stir up love and good works" (Heb. 10:24). They come together for a time of renewal in preparation for the challenges they will face between Sundays.

Exhortation is urging others to act on the basis of their faith in God, advising others how to accomplish specific goals in life and/or ministry, cautioning others against actions that are
potentially dangerous and motivating others in the Christian life and ministry. Those gifted in exhortation usually develop simple strategies to accomplish goals and effectively encourage and motivate others to remain faithful in their service for God.

In many respects, the Renewal Church is the church that meets the special empirical needs of the Baby Boomer. This generation has had a strong tendency toward experience and relationship. The Renewal Church invites Boomers and others to experience God in worship and deepen their relationship with God and others. As Boomers have begun returning to church, many renewal churches have experienced significant growth. As a result, many Renewal Church pastors and worship leaders have become leading spokesmen for this movement and are becoming better known in Christian circles. Some of the current leaders within the Renewal Church movement include Jack Hayford, John Wimber, Graham Kendrick, and John Arnett. Although these men differ slightly in theology and approach to ministry, they are all involved in Renewal Church type ministries which emphasize experiencing God through corporate worship. Others in this movement are known more for the songs they have written than the sermons they preach. These include a growing number of singer/songwriters associated with various recording labels including Hosanna/Integrity Music and Maranatha! Music.

THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RENEWAL CHURCH

The strength of the Renewal Church is its emphasis on worship in song and the use of new music for a new generation of worshippers. Much which has been written on worship historically has been written from a liturgical perspective. Real worship was generally considered "high church" and what evangelicals did was generally considered a poor substitute. The Renewal Church movement has given high profile to an alternative approach to liturgical worship which is apparently effective in bringing people into a deep reverence for God. In doing so, this movement has encouraged other non-liturgical worship styles to renew their focus on the worship of God in the Sunday worship service.

Christianity is concerned not only with the end (worship experience and transformed life) but also with the means to an end (method of worship). There are Scriptural patterns for both the manner and instruments of worship. Some organizations claim they worship God, but apart from the New Testament means of worship. Among the most common method by which believers worship God corporately is the Sunday morning worship service.

One leader in the Renewal Church movement claims, "A worship service is convened (1) to serve God with our praise and (2) to serve people's need with His sufficiency." In the worship service, we first serve God through our worship and praise of Him. This involves assembling together (Heb. 10:25), singing unto the Lord (Ps. 96:1) and continuing in prayer, sharing and the apostle's doctrine (Acts 2:42). This was the essence of the worship service of the early church.

Worship not only serves God, it also meets the needs of those who worship. This is due to the nature of worship in that it invites the very presence of God in the midst of the worshipping body. "You are holy, who inhabit the praises of Israel" (Ps. 22:3 NKJV). Although
most human needs can be met in a variety of ways, they can be best met in God, i.e. through His presence and ministry in our lives.

One criticism sometimes laid against Renewal Churches is the lack of hymns in their worship services. Although some Renewal Churches incorporate older hymns into their worship services, most of the music sung in these churches has been written since the sixties. Actually, this criticism reveals the strength of the Renewal Churches as a revival movement. One of the historic marks of the church in revival is the emergence of new music. The thousands of new songs which have been written and widely used in renewal movement may be one mark of the reality of the revival experience they are claiming.

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE RENEWAL CHURCH

Even with its emphasis on revival and experiencing God, the Renewal Church is not without its weaknesses. Perhaps the most noticeable and most often mentioned weakness of this movement is the shallowness of their experience. This shallow experience is reflected in the constant shifting from trend to trend within the Renewal Church due to a lack of commitment to doctrinal focus and teaching. Over the last twenty-five years, a number of movements within the renewal movement have quickly risen, gained popularity, then passed off the scene as another movement rose to prominence.

Perhaps the most dramatic illustration of this problem in recent years is seen in the recent break between two recognized leaders in this movement, John Wimber and John Arnett. When Arnett and his Toronto Airport Vineyard became involved with what has become known as "the Toronto Blessing," their continued involvement with the unique signs and wonders of that movement including laughing in the Spirit and animal sounds led Wimber and the broader Vineyard movement to ask Arnett and his church to disassociate from the Vineyard. Wimber argued the Toronto church had moved outside of the worship model of the Vineyard movement. Ironically, critics of the Vineyard action argue it was a similar controversy between Wimber and Chuck Smith that resulted in the original Vineyard Christian Fellowship being asked to leave the Calvary Chapel movement.

Some leaders within the Renewal Church movement recognize this problem and argue it will resolve itself in time. The movement is young as are many who pastor these churches. Also, many members of Renewal Churches are first generation Christians who have not had the benefits of being trained in Christian homes and Sunday Schools. As the focus of much preaching in Renewal Churches is on principles relating to specific life skills, little doctrinal teaching exists within these churches. As the movement continues, some leaders see a time when expository Bible teaching will be more common in Renewal Churches leading to a greater level of maturity and doctrinal stability. Certainly the example of some Renewal Church leaders like Chuck Smith suggest an expositional Bible teaching ministry is not incompatible with this worship style.

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE RENEWAL CHURCH

While all six worship styles identified in this book worship God in their own way, many churches can learn how to enrich their worship experience through the Renewal Church approach
to worship in song. Many of the innovations of the Renewal Church can be adapted to other worship styles. The result can be a much richer worship experience for church members as they gather for the Sunday morning worship service.

Perhaps a word of warning is in order. Many church leaders have made the mistake of trying to change the worship style of their church too quickly or for the wrong reasons. This action has resulted in increased tensions in the church and actually hindered the corporate worship experience of the church. The way one worships God is very close to that person's perception of himself or herself. Often, attempts to change one's worship style are viewed as a challenge to worshipper suggesting his or her worship is inferior and/or unacceptable to God. This does not mean worship styles cannot be changed or modified; only that care should be taken to insure these changes are implemented correctly.

Two keys to introducing new music into a worship service are the worship leader and praise team. The music leader is responsible for teaching worship to the congregation. The praise team is usually an ensemble of three to nine singers who lead the congregation in worship. In some churches, the church choir acts in the role of a praise team leading the congregation in worship.

When introducing new music in a worship service, care should be taken to do so for the right reasons. New music should not be sung simply because it is new. Nor should older songs be omitted simply because they are old. Rather, the selection of music for the worship service should be based on the theme and focus of worship in that service. The songs selected should help the congregation worship some aspect of the greatness of God, regardless of when they were written.

Although the worship service of many Renewal Churches appear informal, the appearance of informality is really the result of many hours of careful planning and preparation. This planning results in continuity in the service and helps the worship team make appropriate transitions from one phase of worship to the next. In a well planned worship service, the congregation is led comfortably from one song to the next with minimal interruptions. This continuity helps people remain focused in their worship of God.

In planning a worship service, several factors should be considered. First, songs are selected along a common theme. When possible, the worship service is most effective when the sermon theme is evident in the words of each song used. Second, care should be taken to arrange songs by keys. Worship leaders usually try to change keys as few times as possible during the worship time. When changes have to be made, modulating up by half steps usually works best. Care should be taken to avoid singing songs written in keys outside the singing range of the congregation.

Tempo is another consideration in arranging songs for worship. Usually, it is best to move from a faster tempo to a slower tempo in the worship service. In doing so, worship leaders should take care to change the meter of the songs used as few times as possible. One area in which change can be helpful is in the texture or accompaniment used with each song. Various
musical instruments including piano, organ and guitar could be used with different songs. Also, some songs may be sung a cappella. Some worship leaders will have only men or ladies sing a verse of a hymn or chorus.

In planning worship services, care should be taken to create a unique "feel" to the service. That worship mood should be compatible with the predominant worship style of the congregation. Some churches like to worship with fast moving songs and sing loudly. Other churches are more reflective in their worship mood. The most effective worship service in many churches is one which falls somewhere in between. A wise worship leader will take care to plan worship services that enable the congregation to worship God in spirit and truth.

Many Renewal Churches require their worship teams to practice as a preparation for ministry. During this practice, the worship leader can lead the praise team through the service and make minor changes as necessary to insure a smooth flow. Care should be taken in leading worship not to break this flow. The two ways this is usually done is excessive talking by the worship leader and blank spots between songs. When possible, instrumentalists should play musical bridges between songs which do not naturally flow together.

Even the most conservative congregation can be encouraged to sing newer music and expand their worship experience. When teaching new music, it is best to do it over several weeks. The congregation can be exposed to the music as the instrumentalists play it before or after a worship service, or perhaps during the offering. The next week, the choir might sing the new song as special music in a church service. Later, the song could be introduced in congregational singing at an appropriate place in the worship song.

A young teenage boy once complained to his father that all the hymns sung in church were old and stuffy. The father responded, "If you think you can do better, do it." Responding to his father's challenge, Isaac Watts retired to his room and wrote his first hymn. In the years since, God has used many others to write hymns to help us express praise and worship to Him. As we plan our worship services, we should use the best songs available from every generation and culture to help us worship God.
CHAPTER EIGHT
THE BODY LIFE CHURCH

It is almost seven-thirty Thursday evening and six families have already arrived at the grey brick home at the corner of Elm Street and Maple Avenue. Nine children have gathered around the television in the basement recreation room to watch a Disney video. Upstairs, their parents have begun talking informally in the living room. As another couple arrives, one group member asks the others to share the "high" and "low" of the previous week. One by one, group members share recent events and news that brought them great joy or sorrow.

As the sharing concludes about fifteen minutes later, another group member reaches for his guitar as his wife suggests they sing a familiar chorus. During the next ten minutes, the group sings several praise choruses. Most group members know the choruses well. Those who don't, quickly catch on to the repetitive words and simple melody. A few group members raise their hands as they worship in song. Others close their eyes and sing meditatively.

"Just before we begin tonight's Bible study," the group leader announces, "There are a few things I need to share with you." He reminds group members the children's ministry during Sunday morning worship could use a few workers. Also, next month their cell group is responsible for the nursing home ministry in town. The group agrees to bring lunch and eat together at the church on the appointed Sunday before going to the nursing home to visit. Three people offer to get together and provide music for the meeting. The group leader asks another group member if he will share a ten minute message with the seniors. Parents are encouraged to bring their children with them because the seniors seem to enjoy visits from the children most.

"Let me share something I read earlier this week," the group leader continues. After reading a short paragraph from a devotional book, the leader continues. "As I read this, I thought about the chapter we are studying this week in our study guide." By now most of the group have opened well-worn paperback study guides written by a popular Bible teacher. Looking around the room, several books appear to have passages marked and highlighted.

For the next half hour or so, the conversation seems to flow well with each group member taking part. Several share insights that struck them in their personal study during the past week. Others share experience which seem to confirm the veracity of those insights. Occasionally, someone raises a question. "That sure sounds good, but how are we going to do that when both my husband and I have to work forty-hours a week to keep up with the mortgage?" Several group members nod in agreement as a couple group members suggest strategies which appear to be working for them.

Throughout the discussion, the group leader has not said much. On one occasion when the group began wandering off course, he had introduced a new question to get them back to the study guide. Now he looks at his watch and interrupts again. "This is a great discussion tonight,
but the time is getting late. I think it would be good to take some time to pray together before
we bring things to a close. Does anyone have any specific prayer requests they would like to
mention?” he asks.

In the next few minutes, several group members mention various situations they would
like to have the group pray about. The group leader notes one family is absent tonight because
the father was laid off and suggests the group pray for them. He waits for a group member to
begin the prayer. Several group members pray. For the next twenty minutes, various group
members pray aloud mentioning the various needs that had been raised earlier. Many also take
time to thank God for the cell group and how much being a part of the group means to them.
About half the prayers offered mention the pastor, other church leaders and the Sunday services.

As the group leader concludes his prayer, the group makes their way toward the kitchen.
Each week a different group member is responsible for the refreshment time. This week, the
snack consists of three varieties of cookies, coffee, tea and soft drinks. This group will meet
Sunday with several hundred other church members in the local high school auditorium for
church on Sunday, but for most gathered in this home, these Thursday night meetings are the
primary worship experiences of their week. The pastors of the Body Life Church they attend
each week not only think that’s acceptable, they are constantly stressing the need for everyone in
the church to be part of a small group.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE BODY LIFE CHURCH?

Various churches define their mission in different ways. Most advocates of the Body Life
Church would define the purpose and mission of their church in the context of fellowship. The
focus of the cell group and corporate gatherings of believers is to enhance the quality of
fellowship among believers. Ray Stedman, author of *Body Life*, describes this approach to
ministry noting,

Perhaps the best term for it is commonality, the clustering of Christians together in a
shared intimacy that, rather mysteriously, forms a clear channel for the moving of the Spirit of
God in power . . . It is this shared intimacy with one another and the Lord which is the missing
note in today's church life.¹

Likewise, another leader in this movement writes,

Very little is said in the New Testament about evangelism *in* the church; that is, where
believers gather to be edified. This is of course a New Testament norm. Generally speaking,
unsaved people are to be reached *by* the church, not *in* the church.¹

When the New Testament talks about fellowship, often the reference is to the believer's
fellowship with God. This fellowship is foundational to a second dimension of fellowship
identified in the New Testament church, that which exists between believers. This aspect of
fellowship is identified by two Greek words translated “fellowship,” the emphasis on the unity of
the church, and the evidence of fellowship cells in the early church.
Two principle Greek words are used in the New Testament to describe fellowship. The first is *koinonia* which is translated "communion" and "fellowship" in the New Testament and has the idea of "sharing in common." The second word translated "fellowship" is *metoche*. This word literally means "partnership" and conveys the idea of sharing in or partaking in something as one of the partners of an enterprise.

The idea of Christian fellowship is also conveyed in the affirmations of unity in the early church. The Greek word *heno* meaning "unity" or "oneness" is used only twice in Scripture (Eph. 4:3, 13), but the concept is emphasized in the Acts by the expression "one accord" (Acts 1:14; 2:1; 4:24) and statements concerning the church being "of one heart and one soul" (Acts 4:32).

As one studies the pattern of church growth in the early church, there appears to be two aspects of church life. First there was the cell, which was the smaller group meeting together as a fellowship group or ministry team (Acts 4:32). Second, there was the celebration which was a gathering of the cells in a larger group for some corporate activity (Acts 5:14).

Evidence for the existence of cells and celebration as part of church life exists in the New Testament apart from the church in Jerusalem. In the church of Corinth, the church in that city was apparently composed of a number of Gentile cells (Rom. 16:4) and a number of Jewish cells (Rom. 16:16). It is significant that in writing to the Romans from Corinth, the apostle sends greetings from "the whole church" in Corinth (Rom. 16:23).

Cells provide the infrastructure needed to build a larger church. Most people will be bonded to a cell group in the church before they would become a part of a larger ministry. But there must also be a place for celebration. The two are complimentary, not contradictory. What is learned in cells, is expressed in celebration. What is gained in celebration should strengthen the cell experience.

The cell group in a Body Life Church is usually characterized by four principles. First, cell group members have a basic commitment to one another and their cell group. Second, there is a commitment to openness in relationships especially within the context of the cell group. Often, this takes time to develop and grows the longer people are involved in a cell group. The third principle characterizing cell groups is the reliance people develop. The cell group becomes the accountability structure in the lives of cell group members. Finally, healthy cell groups are committed to enlargement and growth. Usually, cells are divided when attendance consistently reaches eighteen to twenty members. If a cell group does not reach this point within eighteen months, many churches elect to dissolve the group and incorporate group members into healthy growing cells.

**EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE BODY LIFE CHURCH?**

The pastor of a Body Life Church is the facilitator of the church. Most Body Life Churches believe in and practice the plurality of elders. There may be many "teaching elders" within a single church. On some occasions, a strong teaching pastor may emerge as the leading pastors. On other occasions, the teaching pastors in a church work to avoid allowing any one
pastor to emerge as a leader. Also, most Body Life Churches have a network of lay pastors responsible for leadership in the cell group ministry of the church. These lay pastors also fulfill the role of facilitator in cell group discussions. These pastors view themselves as part of the body primarily responsible for encouraging others to share in ministry of the body.

People who attend Body Life Churches come expecting to interact with others. During the worship service, they expect to be taught biblical principles which will help them live the Christian life. This expectation carries over into the cell group meeting. Much of the focus of Bible study in cell meetings is on the application of a verse or biblical concept in their life. The cell group holds them accountable to grow in their Christian life, and also provides the support system lacking in many urban centers.

In the past, families have been the foundational unit in the social fabric of America. In small town America, many extended families live in the same community, sometimes on the same street. With the increased mobility of the present generation, the extended family network is breaking down. Parents struggling with the challenges of raising their children do not always have parents, grandparents and other relatives living nearby. In Body Life Churches, the cell group becomes a kind of adopted family to which group members can turn for support and help to face the challenges of life and living.

THE BONDING AGENT OF THE BODY LIFE CHURCH?

The small group or cell is the key to the infrastructure of a Body Life Church. These cells involve people in the lives of others and provide a context in which the "one another" ministries of the New Testament can be accomplished. Those attracted to this worship style tend to be gifted in the area of showing mercy.

Showing mercy is discovering emotionally stressed and distressed individuals and ministering to their emotional needs. Mercy-showers express sympathy, empathy, and spiritual ministry to help alleviate the inner pain that is causing a person's dysfunctional emotional response. Those gifted in showing mercy tend to be drawn toward hurting people and are somewhat effective in helping others rebuild their lives.

The role of cells in many of the world's largest churches and popularity of books by leading advocates of the Body Life approach to worship and ministry has resulted in various spokesmen for this cause. In America, Larry Richards, Ray Stedman, Gene Getz and Joe Aldrich have all emerged as leaders in the cell church movement. Because cells have played a major role in the remarkable growth of the church in Korea, various Korean pastors have also become recognized leaders in this movement. The best known of these pastors in the west is David Yonggi Cho, pastor of Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, South Korea, the world's largest church.

THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE BODY LIFE CHURCH

The most significant strength of the Body Life Church is its emphasis on small group ministries. These cells serve as a glue bonding newcomers to the church. Often, in a Body Life
Church, people have a stronger identity to their cell than to the church. The cell is often the means by which newcomers are introduced to the larger congregation.

A holistic approach to evangelism requires that provision be made for the new Christian's normal growth and development. That normal growth and development requires that the new Christian become settled in, or bonded to, a local church. That is where he will be brought under the ministry of the Word of God that will result in spiritual growth (1 Peter 2:2), victory over sin (Psalm 119:9-11), answered prayer (John 15:7), growth in character (1 Cor. 3:23) and strengthened faith (Rom. 10:17). The local church is also where Christians will be able to grow through fellowship with other Christians (Heb. 10:25). When a church fails in the bonding process, new Christians stop attending church regularly and the growth and development process in their life is hindered.

Bonding is essential to the task of closing the back door of the church. Nothing is more frustrating than spending time and effort to win people to Christ and then watching them become unfaithful, join another local church, or drop out of church completely. But that is exactly what happens when the task of bonding is not taken seriously. New Christians drift from one group to another, trying to find a place where they are made to feel like a vital and needed part of the church. If such a place is not found, they become discouraged and stop searching. In time, they either become casual church members, move to another church, or just drop out of church.

Bonding is a biblical pattern. The church in Jerusalem grew more rapidly than any church since that time, yet those Christians were able to keep the back door of their church closed in spite of the incredible persecution they faced. New Christians were bonded to the church as their felt needs were met (Acts 2:44) and they were made to feel part of the church family (Acts 2:42). Those who were already members were willing and anxious to make room for the newcomers (Acts 2:47).

It is sometimes assumed that new Christians and new members are bonded to the church when they formally join. In practice, the key to the bonding process is not church membership but church ownership. Newcomers are bonded to the church only when they begin to think of the church in terms of "my church," and that only happens when they begin to feel like a vital part of the church as a whole or some group or organization within the church.

The cell group is the glue that keeps people from drifting through the church. Also, these groups serve as a base of outreach to others in the community. Research suggests that to keep a new believer in the church, he must become part of a social group, or make a relationship to someone in the church within two weeks. Therefore, networking or bonding new believers to a cell is imperative as part of an effective church growth strategy.

**THE WEAKNESSES OF THE BODY LIFE CHURCH**

Just as the cell group is the strength of the Body Life Church, it can also be its greatest weakness. Many Body Life Churches are so committed to the cell group approach to ministry that they neglect other effective options which may be available to them. If a particular ministry option does not fit into the cell group model, it is probably not used by the Body Life
Church. This includes ministries such as Sunday School, Vacation Bible School, Outreach Visitation, Nursing Home services, Children's Club Ministries, large evangelistic youth rallies, crusade evangelism, etc. Advocates of the cell group approach to ministry argue they accomplish more ministry through cells than would be accomplished through these other ministry options. Outside observers are not always convinced.

One of the reasons people outside the Body Life Church remain skeptical is the tendency of many Body Life leaders to assume conclusions without verifying them with documentation. This movement was born out of an anti-institutionalism era and many leaders responded to the mood of the times by refusing to keep records of institutional growth. It is often difficult to document the growth of Body Life Churches because attendance is not counted. Also, church leaders describe their people as maturing faster than Christians in other churches, but again these claims are made without research support. Indeed, it may be very difficult to find a tool to measure Christian maturity and then demonstrate that Christians in one church mature faster than in others. Also, it would be difficult to identify all the causal factors that resulted in the faster maturing rate even if such a phenomena could be demonstrated.

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE BODY LIFE CHURCH

If the strength of the Body Life Church is its cell group ministry, one of the ways other churches can tap into the strength of this worship style is to develop small group ministries as part of their broader ministry strategy. The primary analogy for the church in the New Testament is that of the body (1 Cor. 12:27, 28). Just as the body grows by the division of cells, so the church grows through the division of cells. One key to ongoing church growth is adding ministries, adding ministers, and adding places of ministry. Small group ministries enable churches to add new ministries at minimal costs to the church, develop new lay ministers engaged in using their gifts in significant ministry, and provide new places of ministry both within the body and the broader community.

Various approaches to establishing small group ministries have adopted by different churches. Some cell groups are arranged loosely by age, i.e., twenties, thirties, etc. Other churches group people by marital and/or family status, i.e., single adults, parents of teens, etc. Other cell groups are arranged according to unique needs of group members, i.e., single parents, military wives, etc. In some regional churches, people are assigned to cell groups in the communities in which they live. Many churches adopt an open policy and end up with cell groups which may fit any of the above patterns.

Cell groups are most effective when they are established for a purpose. Some groups begin as an evangelistic home Bible study. As group members are converted, the group becomes a discipleship group. Later, that group may be divided into several evangelistic groups, or the purpose of the group will change again. In many larger groups, cell groups are organized for a fellowship purpose. People are encouraged to get to know one another better in a small group setting. Teaching is another purpose around which cell groups commonly meet.
When introducing cell groups to your church, it is important to establish a receptiveness to the idea. Some churches have quickly moved into a cell group ministry which quickly degenerated into a cliques and factions. As a result, sometimes even the name "cell" is accompanied by negative connotations which must be overcome. One pastor used the acronym HOME groups which stood for Homes Open for Ministry and Evangelism. A church opposed to cell groups was willing to embrace HOME groups. Dale Galloway, former pastor of New Hope Community Church, Portland, Oregon, calls his cells TLC Cells, which stand for Tender Loving Care Cells.

Christians need to be taught the value of cell groups before they are likely to become involved. Many pastors have conditioned their church to be receptive to this approach to ministry by teaching and preaching on the "one another" ministries identified in the New Testament. The focus of such a preaching series is to demonstrate that intimate involvement in the lives of fellow believers was part of the norm of New Testament Christianity. These types of ministries can best be accomplished through cell group ministries.
CHAPTER NINE
THE LITURGICAL CHURCH

About five minutes before eleven, the congregation begins silently finding their place in the pews of the old church at the corner of Main and Washington Streets. The sun filters through the stained-glass windows. For the past fifteen minutes, the organist has taken her place in the balcony and has been softly playing arrangements from Mozart's more familiar themes. With bowed heads, those gathered in the pews below are aware of the soothing music as they reflect on the activities of recent days and prepare their hearts to worship God. Atmospheric worship is important in the Liturgical Church.

Children do not run nor talk in the sanctuary, because it is the Lord's house, i.e. the presence of God. People do not whisper nor is their irreverent motion in the sanctuary.

Two ladies sit together back on the left. They had spent much of the weekend together. On Friday evening they had joined four other ladies in the church to sort out clothing which had been donated for a special missions project in Mexico. A letter from the niece of the older lady had alerted the group to the effort to clothe a group of children in a village where the factory had closed six months earlier. As they packed the clothes, each of the ladies in the mission's circle had expressed surprise at how much had come in from the church. Corporate donations from several businesses owned by church members would certainly cover the cost of transporting the boxes of clothes quickly to the missionaries who would distribute them to those who needed them most.

They were again reminded of the generosity of the church late Saturday morning as they helped stock the shelves of the church food bank. While member donations of canned goods, cereals and powdered milk were helpful, these ladies were also aware of the food vouchers from a neighborhood grocery store which were included in each box. Although the minister had not indicated how the church had obtained them, they had it on good authority that the regular gift from the grocery store was the result of the minister's personal efforts to insure the poor in the community had groceries.

On the second row, the thirty-two year old man sitting with his wife and children was thinking about the Monday evening little league ball game he would be coaching. As a child he had enjoyed baseball and dreamed of someday playing for the Yankees. He never did play the game well enough to entertain such hopes. A couple of summers ago he began assisting the coach of his son's ball team. Although his involvement as an elder in the church kept him busy, he felt it was important to take time to help young boys pursue their dreams of playing for the Yankees. He knew his other responsibilities at the church would not excuse him from this summer project.

As eleven o'clock approached, the robed choir took their place on either side of the platform. They were followed by the minister who was wearing his distinctive Geneva preaching
robe. As the choir leader made his way to the podium on the right, the organist played the Call to Worship. The congregation rose and began singing.

Praise God from whom all blessings flow. Praise Him all creatures here below.

Praise Him above ye heavenly hosts. Praise Father, Son and Holy Ghost. Amen.

As the congregation concluded, the minister prayed the Invocation which was a prayer to invoke the presence of God in their worship service. Next, he asked the congregation,

"Christian, what do you believe?"

The congregation, men, women and children rose to their feet and repeated in unison,

I believe in God the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth: And in Jesus Christ His only son, our Lord; who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead and buried; He descended into hell; the third day He rose again from the dead; He ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of God, the Father Almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the quick and the dead.

I believe in the Holy Ghost, the holy Catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and life everlasting. Amen.

Next they prayed the Lord's Prayer. To some, the words held little significance. Others spoke the words softly out of a heart deeply moved in the worship of God.

The Scripture lesson was read by the pastor from the Old Testament, followed by the New Testament reading. Then the congregation turned to the back of the hymnal for the Responsive Reading, the pastor and congregation alternating in reading one passage after the other read.

A classical anthem was sung by the choir, then an organ recital during the offering. Next there was the singing of another of the great hymns of the faith, followed by a brief children's sermon (really a story told to the children by the minister before they made their way to children's church). Using one of the parables of Jesus, the minister stood behind the podium on the left of
the sanctuary and challenged the people to hear and apply the moral truths of the Scriptures to life.

At the conclusion of the sermon, the pastor directed the congregation to the hymn book. The congregation was invited to respond to the sermon in worshipping God. The hymn, written three hundred years earlier, expressed a theme remarkably similar to that which had just been preached. The choir leader led the congregation to stand. As the final verse of the hymn came to a conclusion, the pastor made his way to the podium to pronounce the benediction. He raised his arms and recited the words of the Aaronic blessing.

The Lord bless thee, and keep thee:

The Lord make His face to shine upon thee;

and be gracious unto thee:

The Lord lift up His countenance upon thee,

and give thee peace. Amen.

As he pastor concluded the blessing, the choir sang a seven-fold "Amen." The congregation quietly sat in their pew, bowed their heads in silent prayer and reflected on the worship experience of the past hour.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE LITURGICAL CHURCH?

The Liturgical Church exists with a two-fold ministry emphasis. The first part of its mission may be defined in the context of serving God and ministering to others. The word "liturgy" is derived from the Greek verb "latreuo" meaning "to serve." In pagan Greek cultures, this word was most often used in the context of serving the gods or serving in the name of the gods. In a Christian context, this word describes two aspects of our worship. First, we serve God with our praises and worship. Secondly, as we serve others in the name of God, we express our worship of God in practical ways. Serving God with worship is the emphasis of the Liturgical Church. This is why it is called the worship service.

In the process of serving others in the name of God, the second aspect of the mission of the Liturgical Church emerges. Many Liturgical Churches view themselves as a prophetic voice in the community striving for social justice on behalf of all people. The minister of a Liturgical Church is often the first pastor in a community to preach sermons addressing the social issues of the hour. Also, members of Liturgical Churches often take a leading role in the development and implementation of strategies designed to reform society and address social problems. Throughout history, leaders and members of Liturgical Churches have been involved in the abolition of slavery, the women's suffrage movement, the civil rights movement, the pro-life movement and the religious right. As in any other church type, one's doctrinal convictions and personal political views dictate which side of a social issue a person adopts, but members of
liturgical churches have historically been more likely to become actively involved in trying to change an issue than members of other church types.

Because the focus of the Liturgical Church is ministry, it is important to understand the nature of ministry. Ministry may be defined as the communication of the gospel to people at a point of need. Someone has simplified this definition claiming ministry is "finding a need and meeting it . . . finding a hurt and healing it." As important as biblical truth and doctrine is, God never intended it to be an end in itself. Rather, theology is the foundation of our ministry as we apply biblical truth to specific needs in the lives of others. Only then can a significant and lasting change be effected in the lives of others.

EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE LITURGICAL CHURCH?

The term most often used to describe the pastor of a Liturgical Church is "minister." This reflects the primary ministry function of the pastor of this church as a servant of the people. In a Liturgical Church, the minister is viewed as the one who is available to assist congregational members with baptisms, confirmations, weddings, funerals, pastoral counselling, hospital visitation, nursing home services, and a host of similar functions. His service to the church is not limited to adult members. In many Liturgical Churches, he is also involved in the church youth ministry and prepares a weekly children's sermon as part of the morning service. The minister is indeed "all things to all people."

Those who attend Liturgical Churches have different expectations than those who choose to attend other church types. They are looking for practical ministry opportunities. Although they may sometimes complain they are always doing something with the church, they also find a sense of personal fulfilment in their "church work." Church work in many Liturgical Churches involves a host of traditional charitable activities including collecting for food banks, clothing depots, missionary gift packs and Christmas toy and food baskets. Christians in Liturgical Churches are often eager to express their faith in acts of practical service to others.

Christians who attend Liturgical Church services also expect church to "feel like church." When Elizabeth I ascended the throne of England, she faced a unique dilemma. She had been raised in a Roman Catholic faith tradition and had come to appreciate the richness of that worship style, but the position of the Catholic church concerning her father's divorce meant she could not be queen if England remained Catholic. Also, there was a growing Protestant movement in England, but when she attended Protestant services she did not feel like she had really been in church. In an attempt to harmonize this tension and bring religious unity to her country, the queen proposed what has become known as "the Elizabethan solution" and created the Anglican Church. This new English church would retain the liturgy of the Catholic church but adopt the doctrine of the Protestants. England adopted the Protestant cause without abandoning the rich tradition of worship which had developed over fifteen hundred years.

THE BONDING AGENT OF THE LITURGICAL CHURCH?

One of the reasons these six worship styles have emerged today is practice of gift colonization. Liturgical Churches tend to emerge and become strong when the spiritual gift of serving is strong. Serving is discerning and meeting the spiritual and physical needs of
individuals. Those gifted in this ministry are supportive of others and are concerned with helping them in any way possible. They usually enjoy manual tasks. Often they are most comfortable worshipping God in a Liturgical Church.

A second factor in the phenomenon of the Liturgical Church is history. The development of worship traditions take time, therefore Liturgical Churches are most likely to be found among the older denominations. It is not uncommon to find church members who are the third or fourth generation of a family attending a particular church. Among ethnic groups involved in Liturgical Churches, families may have identified for several generations with a particular denominations. The strength of the Presbyterian church not only in Scotland but also in China and Korea is reflected in the number of immigrants from those countries which tend to gravitate toward Presbyterian churches in North America. Similarly, many immigrants from northern Europe tend to gravitate toward Lutheran churches in America.

The strength of Liturgical Churches and the tendency of Liturgical Church members to become actively involved in their society has resulted in many leaders in this movement emerging. Henrietta Mears and Peter Marshall are two Presbyterian leaders who made a significant impact on American church life in the first part of this century. More recently, D. James Kennedy, Lloyd Olgilvie and Robert Schuller are widely recognized leaders of Liturgical Churches. Internationally, D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones and Francis Schaeffer were widely respected leaders within their lifetimes. Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa was awarded the Nobel Prize several years ago for his efforts to bring about an end to apartheid in South Africa.

THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE LITURGICAL CHURCH

One of the strengths of the Liturgical Church is the rich tradition of its worship. With the growth in popularity of contemporary praise music, many churches worship God in a manner which assumes the Holy Spirit did not move Christians to worship God prior to the sixties. Other churches limit their worship to the popular hymns of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Liturgical Churches tend to utilize two millennium of worship tradition in their worship of God. Historical hymns, the English Psalter and creedal statements from various era virtually ignored by other worship styles are commonly part of a Liturgical Church worship service.

Critics of the "high church" sometimes claim their church services are filled with empty and/or vain traditions. That value judgement is not always true. While some people may recite the Lord's Prayer or Apostle's Creed without thinking about the words, others find the recitation of the Lord's Prayer helps them express themselves to God in prayer and the reciting of a creed helps them express their faith in God. Likewise, the words of Psalm 100 can be a meaningful expression of worship and praise not only when sung to a contemporary melody, but also when sung as arranged by Isaac Watts, the Scottish Psalter, a medieval chant or a Latin hymn. Various musical arrangements will appeal to different people. This appeal has more to do with personal preference and taste in music than one's spirituality or lack of spirituality.
"God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth" (John 4:24).

Advocates of the liturgical approach to worship might argue true worship is more likely when the rich variety of worship traditions from all ages and cultures are incorporated. To limit one's worship of God to one worship style popular in a particular culture at a particular time may hinder one from worshipping God in spirit with integrity. But when many worship traditions are available to the worships, a particular worshipper is more likely to identify with one of those options and worship God appropriately.

A second strength of the Liturgical Church is its commitment to ministry. Most Liturgical Churches incorporate a wide variety of ministries designed to meet various social needs in their community as a part of their service to the community. Whereas the bulk of ministry in many churches is often directed toward serving the needs of church members, a significant portion of the typical ministry of Liturgical Church is concerned with meeting needs of those outside the church's membership. While this does not always translate into church attendance by recipients of the church's ministry, it does improve the influence of the church in the community. For this reason, the minister of the Liturgical Church is often contacted by non-church families at transitional times in the lives of people, i.e. weddings, funerals, birth of a child, loss of a job, etc. As people are more receptive to change in times of transition, this provides ministers of Liturgical Churches a unique ministry opportunity which may prove fruitful in reaching people for Christ and increasing church attendance.

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE LITURGICAL CHURCH

While ministry to the community is one of the strengths of the Liturgical Church, it can also be viewed as an expression of one of its significant weaknesses. Liturgical Churches are often lacking in evangelistic outreach. The example of Dr. D. James Kennedy and the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church suggests a strong evangelistic outreach and is not incompatible with a liturgical approach to ministry. Still, many Liturgical Churches emphasize social ministry to the exclusion or near exclusion of evangelistic ministries. As a result, many evangelicals view Liturgical Churches as lacking evangelistic zeal.

Once again, one of the strengths of this worship style also contribute to its weakness. Many Liturgical Churches are part of older denominations with a rich history of worship traditions. Part of that history reaches back into the early years of the Twentieth Century when most denominations engaged in the fundamentalism/modernism controversy. In most denominations, liberalism or modernism won this struggle in the seminaries and within a generation many denominational pulpits were occupied by ministers who denied the essentials or fundamentals of the faith. There were of course notable exceptions to this general rule, but they were the exceptions. Today, many Liturgical Churches have adopted theological positions which are incompatible with evangelistic fervour. This lack of sound biblical teaching coupled with a tendency to address the social ills of society often leaves little room for evangelism.

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE LITURGICAL CHURCH

Despite significant doctrinal differences between some Liturgical Churches and their evangelical counterparts, many evangelical churches would be wise to incorporate some of the
 strengths of this worship style into their ministries. This can be done by many evangelical churches in two areas. First, we can learn to appreciate the rich worship traditions of other era and cultures as a part of our contemporary worship of God. Second, we can learn from the Liturgical Churches to develop unique ministries that meet the felt needs of people in our community.

There are various ways in which traditional worship expressions can be incorporated into church worship services. Some pastors have incorporated the recitation or reading of a creed such as the Apostle's Creed into their worship services on a short term basis during a preaching series on that creed. A similar approach has been used incorporating praying the Lord's Prayer into a church service during a preaching series on that topic. Also, many pastors of non-liturgical churches have opted to incorporate a Pauline blessing or one of the other blessings of Scripture into their benediction. Perhaps the most common season for incorporating aspects of the Liturgical Church approach to worship into other worship styles is the Christmas season. The use of carols represents a music style more common to another era than that of contemporary worshippers.

The example of Christmas demonstrates that non-liturgical church members can find rich meaning in liturgical worship styles. The wise worship planner will periodically look for hymns, carols and choruses written in other cultures and times to add variety to the church's worship experience. When used appropriately and blended with the usual worship style of the congregation, the total worship experience can be more meaningful. A common example of this practice is seen in the use of a fifth century Latin hymn, *Adeste Fideles (O Come Let Us Adore Him)*, which is often sung as part of a series of choruses in many renewal congregations. Some in those congregations might argue the singing of Latin hymns would hinder worship not realizing that they themselves have used such a hymn to express their own desire to worship God.

A second strength of the Liturgical Church which can be adopted by other worship styles is the expression of worship in service to others. Many churches have done this to some degree with special collections of food and/or gifts for the poor at Thanksgiving or Christmas. More significant ministries to address social needs in the community can also be developed by churches willing to invest the time and effort required.

Churches interested in making a significant impact on their community usually begin by investigating the unique needs of their community. Many city planning departments compile information on various neighborhoods within the city. This demographic information is usually available to business and community groups upon request. Other churches conduct community surveys to identify the felt needs of the community in which the church is located. As a result of this approach, many churches have become involved in providing a Day Care ministry or after school care within their church facilities. While these ministries involve a major financial investment, other ministries may be developed with little or no cost to the church. Many churches have used their facilities for a coffee-house/drop-in center or to conduct a midnight basketball league in an effort to help youth avoid involvement in drugs or crime. Others have developed special summer ministries such as Vacation Bible School or camps to assist parents in
caring for children during the summer vacation. A church concerned about neglected seniors in its communities found a successful hot lunch program and church sponsored bus day trips were popular among the group they had targeted to reach.

Jesus said, "For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many" (Mark 10:45). Jesus' example of ministry to others is a challenge to His disciples today to follow His example. Significant ministry is an expression of our worship of God and can be used to lead others to worship God as they experience God's love through God's people.
Although the worship service does not begin for another twenty minutes, there are already a dozen cars crammed into the small church parking lot. It is unlikely more than one or two more cars will arrive before the service itself begins. Inside the small church building, fifty-seven people are already "in church" doing what they do every week about this time on a Sunday morning.

They do not call it a sanctuary, but the church auditorium. Without stained-glass windows or liturgical atmosphere, it is a simple room with pews, pulpit and a choir loft. The people are not reverently praying, but "catching up" on what has been happening in the life of their friends. Children are having fun with their friends, yet behaving themselves in church while their parents exchange greetings with others. While much of the conversation takes place in the church foyer, it carries over into the auditorium. Finding a seat is not difficult. Families sit in the same pew week after week unless ill health or the annual family vacation prevents them from doing so.

A few minutes before eleven, the pianist and organist begins playing. The auditorium becomes quieter as people prepare for worship. A few look over the order of service printed in their church bulletin and find the first hymn in their hymn book. Some are praying silently awaiting the beginning of the service. The worship service begins as the pastor makes his way to the pulpit and says, "Let's pray."

Following a brief prayer from the pastor, a prominent layman in the church makes his way to the pulpit. "Turn in your hymn book to hymn number thirty-seven and let's stand to sing as we worship the Lord together," he announces. The people find the designated hymn as the organist begins playing the first verse. When the pianist joins on the last line, the lay songleader raises his arm and the congregation stands together.

With minor variations, this same service is being conducted in over half the churches in America on any given Sunday morning. Different hymns will be chosen, but there are usually three or four in the course of the service. The last of these expresses some aspect of personal commitment to God and will be sung following the morning message by the pastor. Special music will take various forms. Sometimes the church choir will sing. On other occasions an adult member or group of members will sing. Occasionally, a group of children or young people will provide the special music.

Following the special music, the pastor returns to his pulpit. He thanks the person who has just sung for their "ministry in song this morning" and then reads the Scripture passage designated for that day. As he concludes the biblical passage, he invites the church to join him in praying for the needs of the church. The five minute pastoral prayer which follows mentions
various church concerns including members who are sick and upcoming special events. The pastoral prayer is followed by various announcements. People are encouraged to return for the evening service and reminded to attend Sunday School next week. The announcements are usually followed by the offering. One of the ushers offers a brief prayer and the musicians play a hymn as the offering plate is passed.

Another hymn is sung just before the pastor comes to preach. In a larger Congregational Church, children are invited to attend a special church service called, "Children's Church." In smaller churches, the children may gather at the front of the church for a special children's story by the pastor or some other member of the congregation. As the hymn concludes, people sit in their pew ready to listen to the sermon.

The emphasis of the pastor's sermons most Sunday mornings tends to be an exhortation based on a selected verse of Scripture or group of verses. The three points of the sermon tend to emphasize different aspects of the topic under consideration, perhaps each point suggesting a reason why the behavior advocated should be practiced. The people have come to identify the conclusion of the sermon by the extended story illustration or poem usually given by the pastor to end his message. As he completes the sermon, the pastor asks the congregation to stand as they sing together a hymn. Often the message of this closing hymn is related to the commitment he asked in the sermon.

As the hymn concludes, the pastor prays. In his brief prayer he asks God to help them apply the message to their lives this week and watch over the church until they meet again. At the conclusion of the prayer, the pastor makes his way to the back of the auditorium as the musicians play another verse of the hymn. He greets each of the worshippers as they exit the auditorium. For some he has a special exhortation. The people gather their families together to make their way home. Once again they have come together to worship God.

**WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH?**

The last of the six worship styles considered in this book is the Congregational Church. These churches tend to be smaller than the other church types mentioned in this book, but their number may be greater than all other church types combined. Whereas the previous churches emphasized the leadership of the pastor as an evangelist, teacher, group leader or worship leader, the Congregational Church emphasizes the people of the church, because they are the congregation. Unlike other church types which are committed to a specific vision or mission of the church, Congregational Churches tend to have a more balanced commitment to various aspects of church ministries. This blended view of mission common among Congregational Churches is reflected in the following statement taken from a church constitution used by many of these churches.

The object of this church is set forth in its Covenant and Statement of Faith, namely: for worship, biblical instruction, the observance of the divinely instituted ordinances, the presentation of a corporate testimony to the power of the Gospel and its constituency and such service as the one supreme Lord and Lawgiver and taking His Word as its only and sufficient rule of faith and practice.
This view of the church and ministry also looks to the description of the church in the New Testament for its theological foundations. "The church is the Bride of Christ," explains one pastor. "It is the goal of every bride to be a good WIFE," he continues. The acrostic WIFE represents Worship, Instruction, Fellowship and Evangelism.

Worship is important in the Congregational Church though its importance may not be as apparent as in a renewal congregation. The Sunday School/Sunday Morning Worship Service combination often serves as the hub of all other ministries in the church. "Everyone who comes to Sunday School should stay for worship," explains one pastor. Predictably he adds, "And everyone coming for worship should get here early enough for Sunday School."

Christian education is also an important element of this church. In the past, this was largely accomplished through a traditional closely graded Sunday School. Today, churches practice Christian education in a variety of forms. The educational ministries of a church may include discipleship training groups, home Bible studies, training union, Awana or Pioneer clubs for children, Ladies Bible Study/coffee hour and a host of similar offerings.

The Congregational Church likes to be perceived as a warm church where people can feel "at home." Coffee pots are apparent as people gather for Bible study. Fellowship times are planned to follow church services. Church suppers appear regularly on the church calendar. Usually these suppers are not catered. Rather, each family brings food that is shared with others during the meal.

Evangelism is also important to the Congregational Church. This church may not expect people to be saved every week, but it should happen periodically over the course of a year. Sometimes evangelism is tied to special church programs such as an outreach Bible study, Vacation Bible school or special youth meeting.

Balance is a key word describing the ministry of the Congregational Church. This church recognizes the same values as those identified by other worship styles, but conscientiously strives not to emphasize one aspect of the ministry over another.

EXPECTATIONS AND ROLES IN THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

The pastor has a unique role within the Congregational Church. Without question, he is a valued person in the minds of most church members, but he and his family are rarely allowed to become part of the church fellowship. Pastors exist in the Congregational Church to provide pastoral services. They are expected to conduct weddings and funerals, baptize converts and preach sermons. It is assumed they will visit shut ins and accept invitations to have dinner with various church families. Even when the relationship between pastor and parishioner is warm, there is distance.

It is not uncommon for Congregational Churches to recycle their pastors every two to three years. In the minds of church members, this is the norm. "Pastors come and go but lay people build the church," explains one deacon in a Congregational Church. Members of Congregational Churches expect to be involved in ministry. Indeed, pastors will find significant
resistance in the church when he is perceived as doing too much. He probably works harder at more different things than pastors of non-congregational churches, but certain areas of ministry belong to the people. They expect to be involved in the planning of special events in the life of the church such as church anniversaries and Christmas programs. And they expect everyone will have some role as these times are celebrated together.

**THE BONDING AGENT OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH**

The Congregational Church differs from other worship styles in that there is no single spiritual gift glue that bonds members to one another. Rather, most Congregational Churches could be described as single cell churches. This is a church where everyone knows everyone, everyone relates to everyone, and everyone waits on everyone before anyone will do anything. Although a single cell church can be stretched, the size of a Congregational Church is usually limited to the number of persons who can relate well to everyone else. Various church growth writers suggest a cell can grow to forty to sixty-six members. Beyond those limits, cells cease to function well.

The Congregational Church may be the most common worship style among American churches today. Statistical research suggests at least half of the churches in America are composed of fifty members or less. That percentage rises to about seventy-five percent when the upper limits of single-cell growth are considered. Most of these churches could probably be described as Congregational Churches.

Although there may be more Congregational Churches than other types, the size and nature of these churches hinders the rise of dominant leaders within the movement. In a single cell church, the pastor who is a member of the church is often on the outside of the cell. It is not uncommon for pastors to change every two or three years in a single cell church. This constant change has little or no effect on the ongoing ministry of the church. The strong lay involvement in the Congregational Church is often a hinderance to the emergence of strong pastoral leadership. "We were here before he came and we'll be here when he leaves," one layman explains. The church is happy to support their pastor in exchange for ministry received, but resists efforts to make significant changes to their ministry.

Even though there are no dominant leaders among Congregational Church types, these churches are easily recognized. This is the church down the street or around the corner that looks very much like it looked fifteen years ago. It tends to experience an ongoing growth cycle with attendance ranging from forty to perhaps as high as a hundred worshippers. Most of the people attending the church are related to one another outside the church itself. In an older rural church, it is not uncommon to have everyone in the church related to one another by blood or marriage. These other relationships shape the character of the church. About every two years or so, they change pastors, but that may be all they change.
THE STRENGTHS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

The Congregational Church makes a significant contribution to church life in America especially in the area of lay involvement. A member of one Congregational Church of only five families commented, "God has really blessed our church in that all our families tithe." The sacrificial giving of these five families was sufficient to enable this small church to maintain a church facility, pay a pastor's salary and maintain the home in which his family lived. In a Congregational Church, it is not uncommon to find every member involved in some ministry. Often, many members are involved in several, perhaps too many ministries.

The size of the Congregational Church is certainly a factor in the high membership involvement ratio characterizing these churches, but size alone is not a sufficient explanation for this phenomenon. Many members of Congregational Churches see their size as a hinderance to attracting new families to become involved. Members of Congregational Churches are involved in church ministries because they have bought into the vision of their church and taken ownership of the ministry. When this happens, people become increasingly more involved in ministry, regardless of the size of the church.

A second strength of the Congregational Church is the achievement of balance in ministry. It is true many Congregational Churches are reluctant to try new ministries, but over the years these congregations have evolved a ministry that balances the worship of God with the study of the Word of God. A second area of balance developed by these churches is that of outreach evangelistic ministries with ministries directed toward the members of the church itself. While balance appears to have emerged without direction in many Congregational Churches, it has probably occurred because of the blend of giftedness within the church. Unlike other worship styles, this church is not tied to a single spiritual gift but rather includes members exercising all the spiritual gifts. Like the church at Corinth, they "come short in no gift" (1 Cor. 1:7). As each gifted member exercises his or her influence within the church, a balance emerges that makes room for all gifts. The example of the Congregational Church in this area stands as a challenge to other church types.

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

Despite these strengths, Congregational Churches tend not to experience significant numerical growth. These growth limitations are directly tied to sociological factors which define the nature of this church type. So long as a Congregational Church remains tied to a single cell church model, church growth will be limited to the maximum size of that cell, i.e. forty to sixty-six people. The Congregational Church may work hard to build attendance to a hundred or more, but without changing the infrastructure of their church, they will experience a decline in attendance. The key to increasing the size of a Congregational Church is to multiply cells.

In the early part of this century, Arthur Flake encouraged the growth of single-celled churches through a plan that multiplied cells within churches which tended to be Congregational Churches. His recommendations called for organizing their programs for outreach, enlisting
workers, providing adequate facilities for growth, taking neighborhood census to find and enlist prospects, provide good Bible teaching and preaching, visiting prospects and absentees, and attempting to involve everyone in the total program of the church. Adherence to these principles has resulted in the significant growth of the Southern Baptist Convention in the Twentieth Century. Flake was so convince his program would work he claimed,

Development in Sunday School growth is not confined to any particular locality or section of the country not to any special types of Sunday schools. Rural churches, town churches, and city churches, both in "downtown" and residential sections, can experience a material increase in enrolment and in attendance when right methods of Sunday School building are employed. 1

TAPPING INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

If the strength of the Congregational Church is people participation in ministry, all churches can tap into the strength of the Congregational Church by returning ministry to the people. In the pursuit of excellence in ministry, there has been a gradual shift in American churches from lay involvement to professional expertise in the conducting of ministry. This is widely perceived as necessary in some circles if the church is indeed going to achieve its goal of serving God with excellence.

There is a way to achieve greater lay participation in ministry and still maintain a high level of excellence in the quality of church ministry. This involves using a gift-based strategy for enlisting workers for ministry. When people use their spiritual gifts in ministry, they are usually highly motivated and strive to do a much better job than might otherwise be expected. Indeed, excellence in ministry can be enhanced by enlisting gifted lay persons to serve in their area of expertise.

In the past, enlisting workers tended to follow a certain pattern. First there was the list of jobs to be filled. Then there was the list of willing workers, or those who could be talked into being willing under the right circumstances. A young couple became the youth sponsor because they could relate to the youth. Mothers with young children were perceived to be the best nursery workers. The oldest deacon taught the adult Bible class.

A gift-based enlistment strategy begins with the worker and then moves to ministry opportunities. Those who are gifted in evangelism are challenged to consider involvement in those ministries which tend to be evangelistic in ministry. Gifted shepherds are asked to consider leading Sunday School classes or small groups. Mercy showers are scattered throughout ministries to young children and seniors as well as shut-in and hospital visitation. Each person is given the opportunity to serve God in the areas in which God has uniquely gifted them.

Under the old approach to enlistment, workers tended to serve out of a sense of duty and were often motivated by guilt. They worked hard to insure the job was done, but their heart was not always in ministry and some did not find personal fulfilment in its accomplishment. With the new approach to ministry, people serve God with the realization they are using the unique gifts
He has given them to accomplish what He wants them doing. As they see God accomplish things through their efforts, they sense personal fulfilment which continues to motivate them in ministry. Pastors using a gift-based approach to ministry tend to find people remain involved in ministry longer than under the previous system.

There is of course a danger involved in gift-based ministry. What happens if church jobs remain unfilled? When that happens, it may mean one of two things. First, perhaps the job is really not necessary. When a church filled to find committee members for a church committee for two consecutive years, church leaders realized the committee had outlived its function. The second possibility is that a gifted member is hiding out in the church. As church members begin to understand the role of spiritual gifts in ministry, they will become more interested in discovering, developing and using their spiritual gift in ministry. A spiritual gift seminar or series of messages on different gifts by the pastor is often effective in helping Christians discover their spiritual gift and begin moving into significant ministries where they can serve God.

**SUMMARY**

As long as there have been people of God, there has been a Congregational Church. Sometimes it is called the low church in contrast to the Liturgical Church that we called the high church. At other times it was called the informal church in contrast to the Liturgical Church that was called the formal church. The Congregational Church has been made up of Pilgrims, Puritans, Brethren and Mennonites. It has been called the Free Church in Scandinavia, the Anabaptist in the Netherlands, the Descenters in England, and the Huguenots in France, and the Brethren of the Common Life in Germany.

The Congregational Church is simply the church of the people, by the people, and for the people. It is the people's church where they love God, serve God and worship God. And since God indwells the people, a Congregational Church is God's church.
CHAPTER 11

WHEN WE WORSHIP DIFFERENTLY
WHAT THE SIX PARADIGMS MEANS TO US

Christians worship differently. That's because we are different . . . different mixture of spiritual gifts . . . different callings . . . different personalities . . . different backgrounds. . . and different doctrine. We also have different methods of teaching and different ways to express worship. Our differences are a fact that produce as many different individual responses to worship as there are different expressions of worship. And the intensity of people's response to our differences in worship, is as deep as the differences among people.

WORSHIP EYES

Some have wide open worship eyes to see the various ways that people worship the Triune God. They rejoice in the diversity of worship as much as they rejoice in worship itself. They shout praises with the Renewal Church, they study the Word of God in the Bible Expositional Church, and they are quietly respectful in The Liturgical Church.

Others have clouded worship eyes. They only tolerate the differences in worship expression. While they would never shout "Hallelujahs," they conclude, "It's alright for them, but that's not my style." Some from the soul-winning Evangelistic Church will not criticize the quiet Liturgical Church, but tolerate them as long as their commitment to doctrinal purity remains true. Clouded eyes say, "live and let live."

Some have blinded worship eyes. Because they are blind, they criticize those who are different. They criticize others for several reasons, i.e. (1) others compromise scripture, (2) others neglect scripture, (3) others mis-interpret scripture, or (4) others wrongly apply scripture. This critical group is not saying those different from them are un-Christian or disobedient to Christ. They are not calling others heretics or cults. They are just critical of the way others worship God.

A last group has hardened eyes toward differences in worship. This last group sharply criticizes those who disagree with them. They claim that those who worship differently from them are wrong. Over the years, I have heard representatives from just about every worship expression claim,

"My way (of worship) is the best way because . . ."

And they give biblical argument to prove their scriptural method of worship. But their criticism of others usually goes a second mile. They attack others with the claim,

"My way (of worship) is the only way because . . ."
The critical group usually attacks others for being unbiblical or anti-biblical. They defend their way of worship as the method demanded by God (God does not demand a type of worship, but He wants the fact of worship). This group usually attacks others because they are forced by the totalitarian focus of their exclusive methodology to negate anything that is different from them.

The following principles will help you to interpret the various expressions of worship and put the controversy in perspective. These principles, while not exhaustive in application to all situations, can give guidance through the maze of "worship wars" and help you to understand what is happening in the world.

1. Some worshippers in different expressions probably have the same worship experience, even though they approach worship with a different form. The validity of biblical worship is not measured by the sincerity of the heart, or the outward form of worship. Biblical worship is valid when one worships God in spirit (total expression from the heart) and truth (according to the truth of God in scriptures). If outward sincerity were the only true measurement, those who sincerely bring their rice offering to Buddha, praying with weeping and anguish, may be just as effective as the Christian. But worshipping Buddha is not biblical. The legitimacy of worship is measured by one's relationship to God through Christ, not the sincerity of the worshipper.

2. Worship is legitimate when God is its focus. "What did God get out of the worship service?" may be a legitimate question. When God is worshipped in "spirit", i.e. with all of the heart: and God is worshipped in "truth", i.e. according to the principles of Scriptures; then God is magnified, glorified, and exalted. Technically, God cannot be magnified, because the Word "to magnify" mean to get larger or to grow in intensity. God does not change, He is immutable. So in that sense no worshipper can make God greater than what He is, nor can God grow to something beyond His present nature. To magnify God, is similar to one who uses eyeglasses to magnify the print on the page. Newsprint does not become larger, the print becomes larger in the perception of the reader. So when God is magnified, He becomes larger in our perception, as a result we are transformed and we live differently.

Worship is giving the "worthship" to God that is due to Him. When God is magnified or glorified, He is getting the glory that He deserves because of His nature, and He is lifted up in the adoration of His people because of what He has done.

In the rural Georgia church where they shout "Hallelujah" punctuating the sermons with "Amen", worshippers can have a high regard for God. The worshipper expresses gratitude to God when the Southern quartet sings, "I've Got a Mansion Just Up in Glory Land." The worshippers know their home in heaven is so much greater than their home on earth. They magnify the Lord for His provision. That act of worship can be just as uplifting as the Britisher who enters the cathedral, kneels in prayer, and as the sunlight streams through the stained glass window, he lifts his heart in gratitude for the greatness of God.
3. The expressions of worship are not hierarchical, but express a range of emotions and understanding in the heart of the worshipper. Hierarchical implies an organization of rank; each subordinate to the one above. In such a case the one who would rank the types of worship would say that the first is the best, or re-considering the perspective; they might say that the last is best. Obviously, some would think that the "twang" of a guitar and the Southern gospel quartet on Sunday morning is "corny" or superficial at best, because it reflects a type of culture they think is not as civilized as the music of Bach, Chopin or some of the other classics. There are some condescending Christians who would accept Southern gospel music in worship as infantile, wanting the people to have their taste in music uplifted and their enlightened understanding. Their opinion is that the more operatic the voice, i.e. the more the music sounds like an Italian tenor, the more pure music is; hence, God is magnified in a greater way. However, the quality of one's voice is measured by the hearer. Some think the best opera is Grand Ol' Opry. One's perception of quality does not determine the legitimacy of worship. Also included is skill, understanding of music, type of music and expression of art form. The validity of worship is measured by the expression of the heart, for they that worship God must worship Him in "Spirit", i.e. with their whole being, and in "truth," i.e. according to biblical principles. Therefore, there is no hierarchy in quality expressions of worship, and one is not better than another, nor does worship become more effective as one ascends or descends the six paradigms.

Some would claim that one form of worship is better because of numerical growth of the worshippers, the life of the worshipper becomes more holy, or some other form of empirical measurement, claiming their worship is better because their results are better.

Still others would claim that worship must express a type or system of biblical doctrine. Hence, they would apply a theological standard to determine a hierarchy of worship. Just because one can connect his worship experience with proper biblical terminology, does not necessarily mean that the worship experience is deeper or richer; or more biblical. The person of Jesus Christ can be just as real to the worshipper in The Renewal Church as He is to the worshipper in The Congregational Church. The system of theology and one's knowledge of theology may or may not determine the rank of worship to the worshipper or to God. The hierarchical question is not one of doctrinal purity, but the issue is the experiential indwelling presence of Jesus Christ in the life. Does Jesus dwell in the life of the worshipper? Does the worshipper magnify the Lord Jesus Christ with his life and lips? Is God being magnified with His worship?

However, doctrinal elasticity has its limits. There is a point of no return beyond which God can or cannot bless, and beyond which the person of Jesus Christ will, or will not indwell a person. This is the essential or fundamentals of the faith. Just as one cannot take away the essentials of an automobile and still have an automobile that functions, so, a person cannot take away the essential truths of Christianity and still have valid faith. Those who deny the essentials of Christianity, or are ignorant of them; that person cannot worship God in any valid way. Each person must examine his own doctrine and experience in light of Scripture.
Therefore, the question becomes one of personal perspective. I should not measure the worship of others to determine how close they are to God, or how close they are to me, or even if I think they are doing it right. I should be concerned with my own spiritual growth. Is Christ real to me? Am I magnifying God in my worship? How can I get closer to Him?

4. The strength that characterizes each worship expression are also found in the other expressions. Those who worship God in The Evangelistic Church, tend to think they are the most effective soul-winners because they may have an evangelistic outreach visitation program every week, or they may have soul-winning training for their lay people, and the sermons end with the gospel invitation where people may be invited to come forward to pray to receive Christ. Some in The Evangelistic Church tend to think that other churches are not as spiritual as they, because they do not focus on soul-winning. The problem with this attitude, is that they elevate themselves by minimizing the contribution of others or even negate the contribution of others.

The answer is that a quality of worship can be found in the other churches, i.e. all six worship paradigms. Just as no man is an island to himself, no worship expression has an exclusive handle on its strength. As an illustration, if a church sings the content of the gospel, preaches the Word of God and honestly prays, they will have some evangelistic outreach. While evangelistic outreach may not be the primary factor in a specific church, it does not mean that there is no evangelism in that church. Wherever the Word of God is communicated to the hearts of unsaved people; whether in a Bible Expositional message, a renewal message of motivation, or in the devotional sermon of The Liturgical Church; the unsaved person can see his sin, understand that Jesus died for his sin, and accept God's forgiveness in His Son Jesus Christ.

Each of the six worship styles has a dominant contribution to make to its worshippers, and to some degree or another, the qualities of that contribution are found in the other churches. (1) The Evangelistic Church, getting people saved, (2) The Bible Expositional Church, getting people taught the Word of God, (3) The Renewal Church, motivating people to holiness and obedience, (4) The Body Life Church, finding meaning through significant relationships, (5) The Liturgical Church, magnifying God in atmospheric worship, and (6) The Congregational Church, involving members in the local body of Christ.

As we view the above six contributions of the different worship styles, obviously the main contribution of each is also found in the other five worship forms. Probably, all New Testament churches have some manifestation of these strengths somewhere in its life and ministry.

So the question is not what church is right, or which church is better; the question is which church better meets your need, and which church can help you best express your worship to God?

5. No one worship experience has a corner on the market to the exclusion of the other worship expressions. The problem with this view is that people worship God differently in scripture. Isaiah saw the Lord, high and lifted up and was broken; "woe is me" (Isaiah 6:5). God met Jeremiah and had to build up the timid prophet's self-esteem (Jeremiah 1:4-10). Paul was
blinded and fell at the feet of Jesus (Acts 9:). Solomon stood in the temple (II Chronicles 6:12). David sat in the Tabernacle (II Samuel 7:18). John fell on his face (Revelation 1:17). The church elders knelt (Acts 20:36). The Bible doesn't tell how to worship, but exhorts us to worship with our hearts, hands, voice, mind, heart . . . with our total prayers, confession of sin, Scripture, affirming our faith, etc.

Obviously, I do not think that any one worship paradigm is the only expression, or that any one is better than another. They all express aspects of biblical methods or means.

In some cultures, a certain worship paradigm may express worship for a certain group of people better than another, and throughout history, some different worship paradigms seem to have been more effective than at other times.

6. Various reflections of worship may be characteristic by different times in a persons' life. Most people go through phases of life when they express their Christianity differently than at other times. There may be times when we spend more time in the Word of God, at another time we spend more time in prayer, and still at other times we feel a need to sing hymns and worship God. This recognizes the fact that we have changing needs, we grow in our understanding, as well as develop our emotional response to life. Because we have different spiritual needs, we will take advantage of different ministries from God to help us meet those needs. At times we need to reach out in obedience to the Great Command, "Love . . . our neighbor as we love ourself." At this time The Body Life service may better reflect our spiritual need better than anything else, so we grow in that type of church. Later, when we feel lethargy in our growth, we may need the excitement of The Renewal Church. And still later in life as we become more mature in our understanding, we want to become more involved in the life of our local church, so we move toward The Congregational Church form of worship.

Let us be careful about telling others that their experience is wrong or less effective because it is different from ours. It may be that God is using a certain experience to minister to a person in a certain time in his life. Later, he may have a different need and express his Christian worship differently.

7. The standardization of worshipping experiences in churches is a result of the gravitation of people with similar needs toward one another, so that they colonize together to meet their need. Larry Gilbert describes the colonization of spiritual gifts where people with similar spiritual gifts attend a church where gifts similar to theirs are honored and exercised. Those with the gift of teaching tend to go to a Bible Expositional Church, and those with the spiritual gift of evangelization go to The Evangelistic Church. The same thing happens with the gift of exhortation, those with that gift attend The Renewal Church, while those with the gift of mercy-showing might go to a church where their leader is a mercy-shower, i.e. a facilitator of koinonia; and their need of relationship is reciprocally given to others and accepted from them. They attend a Body Life Church. This does not mean that one church is better than another; it means that one church has a different ministry to the different needs of individuals, perhaps they're in different phases of their lives.
However, this does not mean that experience is everything and doctrine is secondary. All experience must be grounded in objective doctrine. But remember, many in one church with the same experience will tend to support others in their church, and seek to verify their experience by scripture. Once they have verified their worship experience, they codified it, and then they make it the standard for all others. As a result, both their doctrine and their worship experience becomes the predominant theme of their church, so they claim that doctrine is now the foundation of their worship, and worship is the expression of their doctrine. But many times, neither is true. Instead of exegesis, i.e. interpreting from the scriptures what is there; they're guilty of isogesis, i.e. reading into the scriptures what they want it to mean.

8. Churches from the same denomination may be found in all six worship experiences. As I have travelled the churches of America, I have been amazed at the type of worship I have seen in some denominations. Many times people think that Southern Baptist churches are homogeneous in nature, i.e. all their pastors preach a three point evangelistic sermon, followed by a gospel invitation. This is not so. Southern Baptist churches reflect each of the six worship expressions. However in my opinion, most Southern Baptist churches are found in the congregational worship style. On the other hand, some would think that all Presbyterian churches are liturgical in worship style. Again, this is not true. Many Presbyterian ministers who have graduated from Dallas Theological Seminary mold their worship services around Bible Expositional sermons. Their churches have become teaching centers of the Word of God, with a lesser commitment to liturgical expressions of worship.

9. There is a correlation between experience and doctrine even though it is difficult to see a cause and effect relationship. In the summer of 1960 I was the Executive Secretary of the Greater St. Louis (MO) Sunday School Association. One of my requirements was to visit all of the cooperating churches to organize the National Sunday School Association Convention that was held in October of that year. I visited and spoke in many pentecostal churches. I had preconceptions about what went on in Assembly of God churches, Church of God, Pentecostal Holiness, and other pentecostal type churches. My preconception was based on a bias that was reinforced by my Presbyterian roots and a fewpentecostals I had met in an inter-denominational Bible college. However, that summer I experienced pentecostal churches with high church liturgical services. I remember walking out of some of their churches shaking my head thinking, "They're just like Presbyterians." Over the years I have concluded that you will find all six worship expressions in churches holding pentecostal doctrine. Also, that summer, I changed my view of those churches that are holiness or pentecostal in doctrine and life-style. I came to love them and appreciate them as I do all who belong to Christ.

Therefore, I have come to believe that there is not a cause and effect relationship between church doctrine and church worship. Not all churches in any denomination or with a theological tradition will follow an expected worship model. However, there may be a correlation, (not cause and effect but similarity), hence more charismatic churches would use renewal worship than most other worship forms.
There has usually been a relationship between what a church taught and what it practiced in worship. By this I mean that most main-line denominational high-churches gravitated to a liturgical expression of worship. Also, most Baptist churches gravitated to congregational type of worship.

Historically, churches with deeper commitment to doctrine have tended toward less outward emotional experiences in their worship. These churches tend to emphasize thinking, rationality, insight and acting on what is known. On the other hand, those churches that have a deeper commitment to experiential Christianity such as found in holiness, soul-winning and pentecostal churches have tended to gravitate toward worship experiences that reflected feeling, sensitivity and intuitive experience. When this happens, it is difficult to determine if scripture is used to verify experience, or if experience is verified by scripture? However, both become foundational to the church's mission.

10. No one type of worship service meets all the needs of all of its members. The seeker-service may meet evangelistic needs, but people may leave not having felt the presence of the Lord, nor has God touched them. Also, contemporary worship may get people involved in worshipful expressions, but they go away hungry because they were not fed the Word of God.

11. Some believers begin at one experience and gravitate throughout life from one worship experience to another. While this process is not a scriptural exhortation, nor is it normative; it may represent some who are caught up in what experientialism or experimentation have done to some Christians. When a believer gravitates from one worship experience to another, it is not necessarily growth in grace, but it is growth in experience. It is probably not healthy for a person to continually change his worship experience. However, when a new worship experience makes Christ more real in their life, I am not against changing one's worship experience. But, when a person is motivated by love, it is easy to see how they constantly go deeper in his perspective, and go from one worship experience to another. A person may begin in The Evangelistic Church and sensing his shallowness of doctrine, gravitate to The Bible Expositional Church. Next, sensing a shallowness of feeling, gravitate to The Renewal Church. As his love is renewed, he feels a desire for closer harmony with other believers, hence he gravitates to The Body Life Church. This person always wanting to go deeper, begins looking for the next experience and finds a deeper warmth with God in The Liturgical Church whereby in silence, meditation, and deep awe; he worships God. Could this person finally end up in a Congregational Church becoming completely involved in the local Body of Christ? However, the Bible calls this type of person immature, " . . . children tossed to and fro . . ." (Ephesians 4:14).

Let's be slow to criticize those who change their worship experience. Christ may become more real to him, even though his experience reflects some aspects of emotional immaturity.

12. Some worshippers are converted within one worship experience and remain there throughout their lives. Those who open their heart to God and the teaching of their church, usually have the type of conversion experience that is suggested or expected by their church. Those who are converted in Renewal Churches, tend to have a deeply emotional conversion
experience. Those attending The Bible Expositional Church tend to be converted as they understand the propositional truths of scripture and respond with full intellectual belief.

Because a person is yielded to God and responds to the message that is preached from His local church pulpit, he/she does not seek alternate experiences from other churches or from other sources. This person remains within the framework of his home church (even though they change churches, they seek another that has the same worship style) hence they remain within one worship experience for their Christian life on earth. This is probably the history of most worshippers. When they find any internal yearning to change their worship experience, they may interpret their feelings as a temptation and reject it. They tend to remain true to the doctrine and worship style of their church. They tend to have a relatively solid experiential foundation for their Christian life, and they live and die in the faith in which they were first born again.

13. When you move geographically, seek a church that will maximize your strengths. There comes a time when we leave our church because our jobs move us, we retire, or many other valid reasons. We leave the worship experience we've had all our life, then we are faced with choosing another worship experience. You should be careful of choosing that which is novel, unusual, or just different for the sake of being different.

Know your spiritual gifts, and choose a church that will maximize your spiritual usefulness to God. Just as we instruct a Sunday School staff, "Use people where they are useable," so we would instruct those moving from one church to another, "choose a church that can maximize your strengths."

14. Recognize your contribution when God puts you in a worship experience that has different expectations than your giftedness. Sometimes a person will find himself in a church that is different from the method of worship that he/she has experienced, yet it will be difficult to change churches because other churches are not available. This could be a military family, a person who is on a temporary business assignment, or a person finds himself in a neighborhood where there is only one church. When you find yourself in a body of believers that worships differently than your strengths, begin by knowing yourself. You may find yourself in a typical Baptist congregational church, but you really desire a Renewal or a Bible Expositional Church. Rather than complaining about the present church, submit yourself to the congregation. Also, rather than trying to change their worship style, recognize what you can do; then use your strengths and giftedness in the church to accomplish the glory of God.

A person with strong teaching gifts may feel comfortable in a Bible Expositional Church, but finds himself in an Evangelistic Church. He should invest his teaching gifts to train as many as possible in the Word of God. The Lord would probably tell the person with dominant skills, "Bloom where you are planted."

15. Since methods of Christians' worship presents a problem to some people, don't emphasize the differences, but the unity we have in Jesus Christ. Even though we may use different expressions of worship, we still worship the same God from the depths of our
hearts. "There was one Body, one Spirit, just as you were called in one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, Who is above all, and through all, and in you all" (Ephesians 4:6).

Following this same theme, Jesus prayed, "That they may be one" (John 17:21). While he prayed for unity among Christians, which is a heart attitude of accepting one another as Christ accepted them, this unity does not mean union. Union means all believers must join the same denomination and do things the same way. Union is everyone doing the same thing, in the same way, at the same time, because we have to.

The secret of our unity is, "I in them and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one;" (John 7:17). Because Christ is in us, He is a common object of our love and worship. We are one in Christ. That does not mean we unite in relationship to do or give the same identical worship expression. Since Christ is in us, and Christ is in the other person, we both come to the worship experience with a unity of love, commitment and desire to magnify God. Even though some have different expressions of worship from us, we are not obligated to follow someone else's methods of worship. A method of worship, like all methods used in the church; is defined as, "The application of principle to culture." By this definition, our methods will change, because culture changes from age to age. This does not mean we change our doctrine, nor does it mean we change our principles. It means that we take eternal truth, which is our doctrine; and we apply the Word of God to minister to people where they are (in culture), so that they may worship God effectively.

Methods are many,
Principles are few.
Methods may change,
But principles never do.

This means that the content of our doctrine is not negotiable. As you read this book I am not asking anyone to change their doctrine. Also, principles are eternal. The principle of praying, teaching, evangelism and holiness cannot change. But what changes? Our methods change with time, and our methods change in culture.
What are some changes in worship methods? Some people worship God with a guitar. While I first became a youth minister, guitars were primarily identified with youth and the counter-culture movement; so no one brought a guitar into our church. At least into most Baptist churches I identified with. Guitars had always been used in pentecostal and holiness churches, and Salvation Army citadels; as well as minority churches where guitars were the dominant instrument of choice. The very fact that certain minorities used guitars, indicate that the use of guitars was a method, not an eternal principles and had nothing to do with doctrine. The same could be said for the use of candles, hymnbooks as opposed to psalters, or acoustical piano as opposed to electronic piano. These are cultural choices and fall in the realm of methods. They have nothing to do with principles and/or doctrine.

17. Most want to keep the worship traditions that made their church unique, hence they fight change because of its unsettling nature. Most Christians strive to remain faithful to God, by remaining faithful to their experiences when God first touched them in the past. They think by allegiance to their experiences (that grow out of doctrine), they are also being faithful to the purity of doctrine. Since the Bible says much about not changing doctrine, they view the change in worship expression with the same reservation.

The New Testament exhorts us to be faithful to doctrine, "Those things that are most surely believed among us" (Luke 1:1). Because of this Christian truth is quite often known as "sound doctrine." Paul notes, "Holding fast the faithful Word as he hath been taught, that He may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers" (Titus 1:9). And why do Christians fight over the differences in worship expression? Obviously, the exhortation to defend sound doctrine, is connected to defending worship that is attached to doctrine. "I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation . . . and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was delivered to the Saints" (Jude 3). After we begin contending for doctrine, it is easy to add to this, contending for one's worship style. Those who contend for a worship style thinks anyone who denies true doctrine was to be rejected. "Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God; he that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son" (II John 9). "Whosoever denieth the Son, the same hath not the Father" (I John 2:23). Therefore anyone who denies the fundamental doctrine of Christ are to be rejected.

18. Be wary of the elitist who despises worship that is different from his/her own type of service. An elitist usually views his life and works far superior to others, and some elitists see their worship as better than others. This becomes a dangerous practice, for the elitist introduces the temptation to, (1) judge, (2) set oneself over another, (3) the pride of superiority, and (4) the sin of despising another brother. The very elitist who would elevate himself into the heart of God, usually blinds himself to the presence of God because he has succumbed to the sin of the Scribes and Pharisees who, "Thought themselves to be something."

19. Most of the "worship wars" break out into battles because leaders have not taught people how to worship, when to worship, and "why" to worship. When we better educate our
people about worship, everyone can worship in a more meaningful way. Also, most will perhaps be more tolerant one of another.

Leaders should keep the worship experience elevated so that the non-church attenders may appreciate and understanding the dynamics of what is happening. I am not sure that we should plan Sunday morning for only the un-churched, nor should we have a worship service that excludes the unsaved. A service for both has been called "the blended service."

We should be sensitive to the unchurched, and help them enter with the proper attitude and focus. Specifically, the unsaved should realize that worship will not save them. However, God does not reject the "worthship due Him" from unsaved church attenders. When the Psalmist cried, "Worship the Lord all ye lands" (Psalm 100:1), he was commanding the unsaved nations (Gentiles) outside Israel to worship God. Also, in the final Judgment Day the unsaved will worship God, but then it will be too late to become converted. But nevertheless, "Every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father" (Philippians 2:11).

Everyone must worship, it is not an option. Worship must come from our heart and must be consistent with Scripture. However, there is a choice in worship, it is a choice of how we will tell God we love Him.

WHAT TO TAKE AWAY

After we have explained several attitudes toward the six worship expressions, there is a second phase that needs to be explained. There are five things every person must do.

1. Learn tolerance. Because of the biblical nature of each of the six worship expressions, all worshippers ought to be tolerant of those who apply New Testament worship differently. If in fact they are worshipping God the Father according to the scriptures, and they are worshipping Him with all their hearts; they are not disobedient believers. We must all recognize the biblical basis for each worship paradigm.

2. Work toward balance in the Body of Christ. When a church emphasizes a certain strength in worship expression, it should also recognize its weakness. When a congregation over-emphasizes one worship expression, it is probably de-emphasizing strengths found in other churches. There is strength in every weak and in every weak there is strength. When we see our weaknesses in the mirror of our strengths, we should strive for a well-rounded local Body of Christ, that reflects all spiritual gifts. Ideally, all churches should be well-rounded, which is another way of saying all churches should be similar. But that is not the case. We live in a world made up of different people, from different ethnocentric minorities, with different perspectives on life. While there is a homogeneity in human nature and personality, the cultural differences drive us to diversity. Therefore, we should all strive for a well-balanced worship service that involves all believers, and all of their spiritual gifts; so that everyone gives the "worthship" to God that is due to Him. However, the diversity of individuals accounts for the many expressions of worship. When all people can and will worship God from their heart, and in the comfort of their cultural expressions; God can touch them and direct their life.
3. Recognize the strengths of the church where you found Christ, and what that church has done to formulate your basis view towards Christianity. Almost everyone remembers the church and the worship service where they found Christ. Also the place where they were grounded in their faith will always have an enduring influence in their perspective. Since you can't re-write history and you can't undo experiences, you have to grow according to the roots that have been planted in the soil. Therefore, know yourself, know your background, and worship the way you have to worship.

4. Know your spiritual gifts and worship from strength. Part of worshipping properly is to properly know your spiritual gifts. Because many churches represent a colony of spiritual giftedness, you ought to know both your dominant spiritual gift and the dominant gift in the church where you are attending. This will help you maximize your strengths to the church, and it will help you understand what contribution the church will make to your maturity and growth in grace.

5. Know the contribution of a church to you where its dominant spiritual gift is different from yours. When God leads you to a church that has a worship expression that is different from your expectation, you should not fight it, nor try to split the church, or even lead people out of the church. If you have to remain in a church which has a worship expression that is different from your expectations, try to learn what you can about the church and grow in grace. Then, recognize how you can make your best contribution to that church. If it is an evangelistic church and your gift is Bible teaching, don't agitate for sermons that are Bible teaching in reflection. Try to determine how you can use your spiritual gift of teaching to strengthen the church in which God has placed you.
CHAPTER 12

THE FUTURE OF WORSHIP

The core of worship can never change. God will always seek worship (John 4:24) and there will always be a centrifugal force drawing people to God, so there will always be a yearning in the heart to worship God.

As long as men live on the earth there will be worshippers of God, and as long as man lives in the limited body called flesh, man will never perfectly worship God.

- Man's thinking is not accurate.
- Man's response is not perfect.
- Man's love of God is not complete.
- Man's godly desires are not without flaw.

As a result . . .

- Worship will be reflected in different ways.
- Worship music will be sung to different tempos.
- Worship voices will be lifted in different harmonies.
- Worship hands will be joined in different expressions.
- Worship buildings will have a different feel.

When I speak of the future of worship, I am not trying to predict what will happen in the future, nor am I predicting a new expression of worship to join the six expressions I've described in this book. Trying to predict the future of worship is like predicting where lightning will strike and what pattern lightning will make the next time it strikes. Both lightning and worship are dynamic . . . energetic . . . powerful . . . flashing brilliance. Both lightning and worship flash from one pole to another. Lightning flashes in an electrically changed cloud to a receptive condition on earth. Worship flashes between God and man, the finite human giving to God the worthship that is due to the infinite Creator and Owner of the universe. And in the act of worship, men receive power and energy to carry on his life on planet earth.
THE FUTURE OF WORSHIP

1. **A thirst for God.** There seems to be a desire to know God . . . not to know about Him . . . but to know Him. More and more people want to bless God . . . not just to get Him to bless them. He seems to be the growing focus of more and more Christians. They are carrying out the passion of Paul, "That I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection" (Philippians 3:10).

2. **The thirst of worship.** There seems to be a growing hunger on the part of Christians to encounter God and revel in His presence. More than The Renewal Church or Liturgical Church, God's people crave a real divine encounter.

   Obviously, attendance is up at the worship services of evangelical churches. At the same time Sunday Schools, fellowship hours, evangelistic crusades, or the many other meetings conducted by the church are declining in attendance.

   Worship has an awe that attracts worshippers. It has mystery that intrigues those who don't know God. It has passion that many empty-hearted people need. Attendance at worship services has grown because of what you become. Worship has some teaching, as does Sunday School, but Sunday School is declining. Worship has fellowship as other organizations offer fellowship, but they are not effective. Worship is growing while others are not, because in worship alone, the created human mirrors God in whose image he/she was created.

3. Worship is more spontaneous in America today than it has been in many years. Some of this spontaneity is being driven by culture where Americans become more responsive to television, video games, and life in general. Another driving force of spontaneity is new expectations in worship. Pastors expect people to become more involved than ever before. The term "user friendly" means bringing the person into the market and the market into the person; the key phrase for both Bible teaching and worship.

   The worship service is no longer a well-designed sequence of events that is controlled by the pastor. More often than not, the audience is given opportunity to respond, read, lift hands, share, or actively pray.
4. The Holy Spirit is inspiring and releasing whole-hearted worship in people of all expressions. Whether you attend a Renewal Church, a Liturgical Church or even the Congregational Church; the Holy Spirit seems to be working in people today as they become involved in worship services.

For years pastors have prayed for the anointing of the Holy Spirit and/or the filling of the Holy Spirit. Whether they are looking for atmospheric worship, atmospheric revival or just an answer to God's promise, "I will pour out My spirit upon all flesh," they are seeking the presence of the Holy Spirit in their worship services. In response, most churches today have a more vibrant worship because believers are allowing the Holy Spirit to work through them.

5. There is a growing emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit. This growing emphasis has come from several sources. First, is the influence of pentecostalism, also named the First Wave. It brought a focus of the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer. The Second Wave brought tongues into many churches, i.e. non-pentecostal churches developed a charismatic expression of prayer language. This Second Wave focused the attention of the evangelical world on the Holy Spirit. The Third Wave describes the growth of Power Evangelism, a manifestation of "signs and wonders" in certain churches. This also brings attention to the Holy Spirit. But beyond the Charismatic/Pentecostal phenomena that brought new focus on the Holy Spirit, for years dispensationalist Bible teachers have called the Church Age the age of the Holy Spirit. They have focused on the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the study of Scriptures. Then beginning in the 60s and 70s there was a growth of attention on spiritual gifts, spiritual gift inventories and preaching to help people find their spiritual gifts; this attention is found in both charismatic or non-charismatic churches, and has brought the Holy Spirit into new attention and to new focus in many churches.

Since, "No man can say that Jesus is Lord, except by the Holy Spirit" (I Cor. 12:3 NKJV), we see a growing influence of the Holy Spirit in all types of worship services.

6. Worship is becoming more celebration, than a program. Whereas in the past, many have looked at worship as a "service" i.e. a program of events; worship is becoming free-flowing, i.e. a celebration which involves healing, understanding and a commitment of the will. People are clapping, shouting, lifting hands, singing contemporary songs of praise, and judging from the view on their faces, they are enjoying it more. Whether one agrees with the fact that worshippers are enjoying their worship, it is happening more and more.

7. Worship is flowing from the total person; intellect, emotion and will, or to use the biblical expression Spirit, soul and body. The Christian must, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might and with all your strength" (Mark 12:30 NIV). And how do we love God, but to worship Him involving all of these abilities of ours?

It seems that as people know more about worship, they feel deeper about worship, and they are responding in decisive acts of the will.

8. Worship is becoming more demonstrative in affect. While this point has been noted in previous observations, people are largely becoming more expressive of their worship.
This involves kneeling at the altar, so more churches are adding "kneelers" not just Liturgical Churches. People are asked to bow, making it a decisive act of their will, people are asked to lift hands, or to clap in show of appreciation. Whether you agree with the expressions, "Let's give Jesus a hand . . ." it is a response to the biblical admonition to, "clap your hands." To these demonstrative acts add shouting, praising God, and to these even add prayer excursion, prayer journeys, and prayer walking. Whatever the response, these are expressions that reflect the depth of worship that many Christians are now feeling.

9. The atmospheric presence of God is felt in worship. Many have used the phrase atmospheric revival, and atmospheric worship, to describe that which was "felt" in a particular meeting of Christians. Whereas revival is defined, "God pouring Himself out on His people," the phrase atmospheric revival expressed when people feel the presence of God. The phrase atmospheric worship implies the successful worship of God, so that He comes as the object of worship and receives worship that is directed to Him; hence people feel His presence.

Psalm 22:3 is often used to describe this phenomenon, "Oh, thou that inhabiteth the praises of Israel," meaning God lives in the praises of His people. Since that is so, then people can produce atmospheric worship by praising God, because God's presence will come into the presence of His people when He is praised.

People have always believed in the omni-presence of God, i.e. that God is always present equally, at all places at all times. Add to this the transcendence of God, that He is high and sovereign, He is beyond all of us, for God dwelleth in the heavens. But to this add the imminence that He is always close to everyone of us. In the atmosphere of worship, He who is close to us is worshipped, even though He is the sovereign Lord of the universe. In the act of worship we bring the sovereign Lord into our presence so we can feel His presence.

CHANGES IN CHURCH

The changes in the way the church is organized and conducted will make changes in worship. And the changes of society and culture will change the church, because the church must reach out to touch culture and change culture. And in the process of taking its place in culture and incorporating the people of culture into its membership, then culture will influence the church.

1. Multi-use buildings. In the past the church sanctuary was a sacred place, and the colonists built their church before constructing any other community building. But the day of the restricted sanctuary maybe is passing. The cost of property and construction has forced the church to multi-use of its facilities.
   
   • The Sanctitorium (sanctuary and auditorium)

   • The Gymnatorium (gym and auditorium)

2. Multi-services. Because of zoning laws, parking restrictions and financial limitations, many churches have added multi-services to use the sanctuary and parking more than
once. Ward Presbyterian Church, Livonia, Michigan, has four worship services on Sunday morning. Grace Baptist Church located in Simi Valley, 40 miles north of Los Angeles, California, has six worship services a week in its auditorium that seats 225 worshippers (Wednesday night, Friday night, Saturday night, two Sunday AM services and Monday night).

Some use the multi-services to conduct different types of worship services. Stephen Hower, St. John's Lutheran Church, West County, St. Louis, Missouri, had the traditional Lutheran liturgical services, plus a seeker sensitive service. Realizing that different expressions of worship attract people of different cultures, age, or class background, the multi-service worship programs will influence worship in the church. It will (a) make the church more tolerant because we reach people according to their background, and (b) segregate the church into divisions, because we keep people with their own rather than putting them with people of different backgrounds to enrich them.

3. Multi-cultural. As more and more cultural groups immigrate to the United states, their presence demands the church to reach and evangelize them. Many churches, specifically urban churches, are having a church service in a different language or if in English; targeting different ethnic-linguistic minorities. These are specific worship services for Hispanics, Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, Laotians, Cambodians, etc. According to C. Peter Wagner, professor at Fuller Theological Seminary, the number of Korean language churches in the United States has grown from 200 in 1980 to approximately 4,000 by 1995. The number of Korean language theological seminaries in the United States has jumped from 0 to approximately 50 during the same time.

The presence of minorities in America that represent a different culture and different language, will force the traditional American churches: (1) to reach out to them, (2) to incorporate them, (3) to involve them in ministry to their own, (4) to adapt to their culture, and (5) to let them change us or we change them. The presence of minorities will change the expression of worship, even the face of worship. Their musical instruments, their dress and the way they phrase their ideas will influence our worship. Their food, the way they related to one another and their customs will influence the way we fellowship with them and incorporate them into the local body of Christ.

4. Multi-media. America has moved from a print society to an electronic society. Worshippers have evolved from getting most of the data by reading to getting most of their information from television, the computer and the Internet. The way young people learn about the world and God will influence the way they worship God. Since they are used to learning by experiencing, seeing, touching, feeling, and doing; we no longer can reach them with lineal educational experiences, i.e. reading and talking; which are the traditional methods of worship.

Since they learn by multiple methods, the church is turning to multi-media in worship. They learn by watching activities, events and daily life on television. The church is using drama, skits, characterization and shorts plays in worship services. Since they are influenced by music during the week, the church is using contemporary music to attract, teach, involve, entertain.
Churches will use more video filmed announcements, testimonies and even "short subjects" to reinforce the sermon. Churches will continue to use overhead or slide projectors for music and scripture reading. Some pastors are getting outstanding sermon support from rear screen projection to enhance communications, including sermon outlines, maps, pictures, landscapes, time lines and other eye-appealing helps.

5. Urbanization. The American church has been driven by rural values and thinking. Of course the worship service was held at 11:00 AM because of the cows. In the olden days the farmer had to get up early to milk his cows or they would go dry. Then he fed the stock, did his chores and by the time he ate breakfast and took a bath, it only gave him time to get to church for 9:45 Sunday School and 11:00 AM church service. Today, most urban churches hold worship at 11:00 AM, but there are no cows, only a rural tradition continues.

Much of America church tradition is steeped in rural tradition, and as our nation is becoming more urbanized, metropolitan city values are influencing the church. More and more Bible study is being done in cell groups instead of adult Sunday School classes. Rather than sitting in folding chairs, lined up in rows, listening to a Bible lesson, contemporary America prefers the informality of a home TLC (Tender Loving Care) group. Rick Warren, pastor of Saddleback Church, Mission Viejo, California, says, "Put a guy in a tie and coat, sit him in a classroom and he'll never say a word." Then pastor Warren who uses cells effectively observes, "Put the same guy on a couch in someone's family room, give him a cup of coffee and he'll talk your arm off." The dynamics of Body Life worship will continue to grow as Americans can't build large educational buildings and won't attend structured classes. As our nation continues the trend toward informality, cells will grow in popularity. As the by-product of urbanization--anonymity--continues to grow, the attractiveness of Body Life services will attract more and more.

6. Multi-expression. Sunday morning worship will continue to vary from street to street, from ethnic community to ethnic community. One church will remind you of an eighteenth-century European service, and across town there will be the up-beat "mod" church service that is free-wheeling and contemporary.

Some will meet in humble frame buildings on dirt streets. Others will meet in soaring cathedrals with spires and magnificent stained glass windows. Some will have a "do-it-yourself" variety of worship with lay preachers and a simple format. Other churches will reflect traditional America mainline protestant forms. Still others will reflect the emerging church that reflects "Body life" and koinonia fellowship.

Religious intensity will continue to vary from apathy in some churches about to die to the fervency of revivalistic preaching in fundamentalistic churches. The not-so-traditional ethnic sect (i.e. Mennonite or Amish) will reflect its family traditions. The cathedral will demand reverence and those worshipping in a close-knit family living room will shows hospitality and friendliness. The emotional charismatic churches will generate excitement, and the mystical quiet churches will demand meditation and reflective worship. The only thing we will know for
sure, is that churches are different from one another, and they worship differently from one another.

Religious feelings will be as different as the intensity each reflect. Some churches will always feel like a New England Puritan congregation with a few hymns, prayers, followed by a sermon. Other churches feel like school with people taking notes and the pastor explaining the Bible with an overhead projector. Some churches feel like a self-help therapy session with listeners searching for healing of wounds and reconciliation of relationships. The minister is the counselor with the spiritual gift of mercy-showing. Still other churches will sing the songs of their culture, they will sway and play the tambourine. Some will smile to the strumming of a guitar, or the ultimate, a mariachi band. Still some of the people shout, chant and the preacher is like a cheer-leader, guiding the congregation in praises and participatory response.

The differences in churches are deeper than the differences in doctrinal distinctives or the separation between denominations. There are cultural and social differences that affect the way they worship. There is such a vast cultural difference between people, that we would only expect they would worship differently.

Each past generation has fought its own theological battle. This means that theological issues that divided the church were carefully examined by the church. Good men examined them carefully, disagreed passionately and finally exhausted every shade of meaning. Thereafter, the issues may still divide good men, but then they understood the implications that divided them and they accepted one another, and went their separate ways. They stopped fighting over their disagreement. They loved one another in their diversity.

That battle today is over worship.

FINAL WORD

Why is it when leaders get their hands on religion, one of the first things they want to do is to use religion to control people. First, religious leaders want to put people in their place, and second, they want to keep them in their place. Too often the church is guilty of manipulation and coercion to bring people into line. And the church uses worship to control people, rather than allowing worship to release people and give them freedom.

Jesus did not come to set up an organization with rules. He is life, and came to give us life, freedom from addiction and the excitement of having our sins forgiven. Jesus did not come to force people to conform to outward laws, but Jesus came with a radically different approach. He offered people escape from selfishness, pettiness and sin, to live free in Christ. The church's purpose is not to make people outwardly conformed, even to conform to worship. Jesus gives us a new desire to fellowship with God and to worship God. Jesus offers His followers the privilege of touching God in worship and having God touch them.

We must invite everyone to worship God, to touch God, and have God touch them.
The New Testament is different unlike the rule-keeping ways of the Old Testament. Jesus made people want to serve Him, rather than demanding outward conformity. The new translation of scripture called *The Message* translates it, "I tried keeping rules and working my head off to please God, and it didn't work. So I quit being a "lawman" so that I could be God's man. Christ's life showed me how and enabled me to it. I identified myself completely with him. Indeed, I had been crucified with Christ. My ego is no longer central. It is no longer important that I appear righteous for you or have your good opinion, and I am no longer driven to impress God. Christ lives in me. The life you see me living is not "mine" but it is lived by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me." (Galatians 2:19,20, *The Message*, Eugene H. Peterson, "Colorado Springs, Colorado; Navpress Publishing Group, 1993.)

Sometimes our young people are rebels. They rebel in church because they don't like our outward services. They mock a hymn that they don't understand. Because they read about a minister that has fallen, they have questions about the pastor down the street. Because they don't get anything from the sermon, they call it boring and uninteresting. Because they are angry when the man of God preaches against sin in their lives, they lash out at the church.

Why is it so natural for young people to be rebellious? They baby is born with a clenched fist, and its cry seems to say, "No!" Like a rock on a string that is flung around the head, with centrifugal force they fly away from God. Yet at the same time, God's compelling love is a centripetal force that pulls people back into harmony with God. Like water that flows toward the center of a whirlpool, people are pulled into the presence of God.

And so young people rebel, and are confused as they cast off restraints. Their nature and culture pull them away from God, while inner thoughts and fears drive them to seek God.

The young rebel would like Jesus Christ. He was as anti-bureaucratic as they are. He condemned religious sham of His day, as young people condemn the empty worship sham of their day. Jesus was anti-establishment and anti-form. In both His teaching and His life, He cut through man-made form to get back to the simple relationship of God and man. But the problem is that the revolution of Jesus Christ against the dead formalism of His day has forgotten its revolutionary roots. The movement that was to become Christianity has become outwardly a monument.

The church that should be anti-establishment and revolutionary has become what it was originally against. Jesus took His movement out of the buildings (i.e. the Temple and synagogues) and made it a movement of the streets. Now we have taken it back into buildings and hidden it behind stained glass barriers. It's not that buildings are wrong, for these must be protection from the elements and there must be a location for the ecclesia to assemble, but, we've made the constructed buildings the central core of who we are and what we do.

Christianity is not its buildings, nor is it religious meetings, or our forms of worship. Jesus would still tell us,
It's who you are and the way you live that count before God. Your worship must engage your spirit in the pursuit of truth. That's the kind of people the Father is out looking for: these who are simply and honestly themselves before Him in their worship. God is sheer being itself--Spirit. Those who worship Him must do it out of their very being, their spirits, their true selves, in adoration." John 4:22-24, The Message, by Eugene Peterson, Colorado Springs, CO.: Navpress Publishing Group, 1993.
APPENDIX ONE

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ADMINISTRATION, GIFT OF

Administration is the management of human, physical and financial resources through planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. Planning involves projecting the future; establishing objectives; developing policies, programs, procedures, and schedules for accomplishing those objectives; and budgeting adequate resources for the task. Organization involves developing an organizational foundation, delegating responsibilities, and establishing interpersonal relationships. Leading involves making decisions; communicating ideas; and selecting, enlisting, training, and motivating people. Controlling involves establishing performance standards; then measuring, evaluating, and correcting performance on the basis of those standards. Those who are gifted in administration are effective managers.

AGENT OF REGENERATION

The Holy Spirit is the agent of regeneration, i.e., the Member of the Trinity most active in the actual regeneration of the believer.

ANOINTING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

When a believer yields to God, and in faith asks to be filled with the Holy Spirit (Eph. 5:19) God will give power to accomplish a task. The filling of the Spirit is also called the anointing of the Spirit. The anointing is directed as a preparation for a specific task. It is a divine enablement for a specific act of service. The implication of this designation is that of repeated anointings. This is illustrated by David who was anointed more than once. service.

BIBLE EXPOSITIONAL CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry which emphasizes a strong Bible teaching ministry from the pulpit often reflected with an expository Bible teaching emphasis in other aspects of the church ministry.

BODY LIFE CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry which emphasizes fellowship relationships between Christians usually nurtured through an extensive cell group ministry at the core of all the church does in ministry.
BRIDGING GROWTH

The increase of the church membership through the process by which new churches are planted in cultures different from the culture of the base church; represented in two degrees: first degree (designated as E-2 evangelism)—in cultures somewhat different from the base church; second degree (designated as E-3 evangelism)—in cultures greatly different from the base church. Cross-cultural church planting.

CARRIERS OF REVIVAL

The phrase "carriers of revival" has been coined to describe the means by which the spirit of revival may be transferred from one place to another. There appear to be at least three types of carriers may be identified and utilized to create a desire for revival. These include (CR-1) individuals who have themselves experienced revival, (CR-2) authentic accounts of revival experiences, and (CR-3) anointed literature which uniquely motivates others to begin working toward revival.

CELEBRATION

The gathering of the church collective in its primary function of worship and praise to God; the sum total of worshipers represents the whole church family. Also used to describe the quality of contemporary worship in contrast to other worship styles.

CELL

The foundational unit of a church's infrastructure, sometimes called a kinship circle. A cell is a small group of 8-12 believers functioning in a manner to establish spiritual accountability and provide intimacy in fellowship. Most generic cells have a secondary function such as Bible study, prayer, training, etc. A technical cell usually meets outside the church building and not on Sunday to carry out its task of ministry.

CHURCH

An assembly of professed believers, in whom Christ dwells, under the discipline of the Word of God, organized to carry out the Great Commission, administer the ordinances, and minister with spiritual gifts.

CHURCH GROWTH, TYPES OF:

1. Internal - growth of Christians in grace, relationship to God, and to one another.
2. Expansion - growth of the local congregation by the evangelization of non-Christians within its ministry area.
3. Extension - growth of the church by the establishment of daughter churches within the same general homogeneous group.
4. Bridging - growth of the church by establishing churches indifferent cultural areas.

CHURCH EXTENSION

Church growth through a strategy of planting new churches.

CHURCH GROWTH

The discipline that investigates the nature, function, health and death of Christian churches as they relate specifically to the effective implementation of God's Commission to "make disciples of all the nations" (Matt. 28:19). Church growth is simultaneously a theological conviction and an applied science, striving to combine the eternal principles of God's Word with the best insights of contemporary social and behavioral sciences, employing as its initial frame of reference the foundational work done by Donald McGavran and his colleagues.

CHURCH GROWTH: SOCIAL SCIENCE

In the past twenty years the Church Growth movement has grown into public recognition for several reasons. First, superchurches have emerged on the scene and become influential in determining and applying Church Growth strategy. Second, there is a growing interest in the science and practice of church planting. Third, there seems to be more exposure by media to growing churches in general than two decades ago. At the same time the Church Growth movement has become a discipline, and it has become more sophisticated as it uses both theological and sociological research to examine churches to determine principles of growth.

Church Growth is a behavioral science. As such, it follows the scientific method of inquiry as do the other natural sciences, i.e., psychology, sociology, etc. The scientific method involves five steps. First, data must be gathered by the Church Growth researcher. This involves finding all of the facts about one source of church growth, or all the facts why there is no growth. Second, the data are examined for causes and effects. At this place the researcher determines if when the facts are repeated, they will bring about the same results in growth. If it does, it leads to the third step where the researcher suggests a hypotheses is found. This is a suggested principle or law that causes church growth. (The word hypotheses comes from hypo meaning "to propose" and theses meaning "an unproven law.") The fourth step is to test the suggested law to see if it is functional, workable and produces the same results in all situations. When the results are consistent, the fifth step leads to establishing the results as a law or principle that will produce evangelism and church growth, or when the law is broken, will cause a church to plateau or deteriorate.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF REVIVAL

The six major classifications of revival based on the apparent causal factors of that revival include (R-1) revivals which may be a response to the discovery, comprehension, and application of a particular doctrine, (R-2) revivals which may be led by a charismatic leader, (R-
3) revivals which may be a response to a problematic condition, (R-4) revivals which may be a response to a revived core of believers, (R-5) revivals which may be attributed to interventional prayer, and (R-6) revivals which may be a response to "signs and wonders."

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry which places emphasis on lay people to carry out worship, Christian education, fellowship and evangelism in its ministry strategy. Often congregational churches are small, single cell churches because of the de-emphasis on leadership and the high emphasis on lay-ministry.

CONVERSION

Participation by non-Christians in a genuine decision for Christ, a sincere turning from the old life and sin, and a determined purpose to live as Christ would have people live.

a) Individual Conversion - the evangelization of one person at a time in individual counseling time.

b) Multi-Individual - many people participate in the act, each individual makes up his/her mind, debates with others and decides to either accept or reject Christianity.

DISCIPLING

Bringing people to a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. A more refined classification follows:

D-1 The turning of a non-Christian society for the first time to Christ.

D-2 The turning of any individual from non-faith to faith in Christ and his or her incorporation in a church.

D-3 The teaching of an existing Christian as much of the truths of the Bible as possible, helping them grow in grace.

EVANGELISM, DEFINITION

Evangelism is communicating the gospel in an understandable manner, and motivating a person to respond to Christ and become a responsible member of his church.

EVANGELISM, GIFT OF

Evangelism is communicating the Gospel in the power of the Holy Spirit to unconverted persons at their point of need with the intent of effecting conversions. These conversions take place as individuals repent of their sin and put their trust in God through Jesus Christ, to accept Him as their Saviour. Normally, those who are converted determine to serve the Lord in the
fellowship of a local church. Those who are gifted in evangelism are effective in making disciples of various types of people through their personal evangelistic efforts.

EVANGELISTIC CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry which views evangelism as its primary reason for being and seeks to accomplish the Great Commission through unique outreach efforts to specific target groups in its community.

EXHORTATION, GIFT OF

Exhortation is urging others to act on the basis of their faith in God, advising others how to accomplish specific goals in life and/or ministry, cautioning others against actions that are potentially dangerous and motivating others in the Christian life and ministry. Those gifted in exhortation usually develop simple strategies to accomplish goals and effectively encourage and motivate others to remain faithful in their service for God.

GIFT ASSIMILATION

Many Christians will be saved in a church or will begin attending a church where the dominant spiritual gift in the church is different from the Christian's dominant spiritual gift. Then because of example, influence, teaching and other factors, the Christian begins to assimilate a spiritual gift that was not indigenous or dominant to him/her.

GIFT COLONIZATION

Because of information about types of worship styles that is available and the accessibility of that church worship style because of improved transportation, believers tend to gravitate to a worship style that reflects their dominant spiritual gift and the church becomes a colony of like-gifted believers.

GIFT GRAVITATION

In the American culture that is dominated by information (the Internet) and transportation (the Interstate), people began attending a local church where the dominant spiritual gift that is exercised in the congregation is their dominant spiritual gift.

GIVING, GIFT OF

Giving is investing financial and other resources in ways that further the purposes of God through individuals and/or ministries. Givers are inclined to be generous in financially underwriting a wide variety of ministry projects.
HOMOGENEOUS UNITS/GROUPS

A group of people with a similar social trademark, which necessarily bonds them together as a whole.

INSTRUMENT OF REGENERATION

The Scriptures are the instrument of regeneration, i.e. the tool used by the Holy Spirit to produce new life in the believer.

LITURGICAL CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry which seeks to draw from a rich tradition of historic expressions of worship including ancient hymns, creeds and prayers. Liturgy comes from *latrevo* which means "to serve or minister." In a liturgical church God is the center of worship and worshippers minister to Him, not primarily themselves. Liturgical churches are most often found among the main-line Protestant denominations.

PEOPLE MOVEMENT

Results from the joint decision of a number of individuals all from the same people group, which enable(s) them to become Christian without social dislocation, while remaining in full contact with their non-Christian relatives, thus enabling other segments of that people group, across the years, to come to similar decisions and form Christian churches made up primarily of members of that people group.

PROPHECY, GIFT OF

Prophecy is communicating and applying biblical truth to a specific situation or circumstance. An individual "speaks edification and exhortation and comfort to men" (1 Cor. 14:3) through exercising this gift. Also, this area of giftedness appears to involve some measure of the enabling gift of faith (Rom. 12:6). Those gifted in this area are usually able to discern problems and apply appropriate biblical principles to help alleviate the problems.

RECEPTIVE PEOPLE

Those who are positive toward the gospel message as a result of social dislocation, personal crisis, or internal working of the Holy Spirit. They are open to hearing and obeying the gospel of Jesus Christ.

REDEMPTION AND LIFT

A phenomenon which occurs when a person or group becomes a Christian and thereby is lifted out of their former environment and separated from it in social and economic respects. This causes a gap between the new Christian and their unsaved friends.
RENEWAL CHURCH

A unique worship style paradigm for church ministry usually characterized by informality in worship and the wide use of contemporary praise choruses in their worship services with a view of reviving the worshipper. The renewal church believes worship is a two-way street. When God is worshipped, His presence will enter the worship service and in the presence of God, the needs of the worshipper are met.

REVIVAL

An evangelical revival is an extraordinary work of God in which Christians tend to repent of their sins as they become intensely aware of His presence in their midst and manifest a positive response to God in renewed obedience to the known will of God, resulting in both a deepening of their individual and corporate experience with God and an increased concern for the spiritual welfare of both themselves and others within their community. The popular description of revival is, "God pouring out Himself on His people." Revival is an experience that is taught in Scripture and has a historical precedent in the Christian Church. It is a state of spiritual enthusiasm or excitement for Christ. Yet the experience of revival is not a continuing experience. The normal church, no matter how spiritual, tends to need a revival of interest, a revival of soulwinning, or a revival of believers. Revival is a return to one's original Christian experience, or a return to original Christianity as found in the book of Acts.

SERVING, GIFT OF

Serving is discerning and meeting the spiritual and physical needs of individuals. Those gifted in this ministry are supportive of others and concerned with helping them in any way possible. They usually enjoy manual tasks.

SHEPHERDING, GIFT OF

Shepherding is compassionately caring for others in your sphere of influence through providing spiritual guidance, nourishment, and protection from potentially destructive individuals or influences. Those who have this gift readily express their concern for others and are often looked to for spiritual counsel and guidance.

SHOWING MERCY, GIFT OF

Showing mercy is discovering emotionally stressed and distressed individuals and ministering to their emotional needs. Mercy-showers express sympathy, empathy, and spiritual ministry to help alleviate the inner pain that is causing a person's dysfunctional emotional response. Those gifted in showing mercy tend to be drawn toward hurting people and are somewhat effective in helping others rebuild their lives.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS  SEE ALSO SPECIFIC SPIRITUAL GIFTS

When Paul addressed the Corinthians on the subject, he used five different Greek words to describe the nature of spiritual gifts (1 Cor. 12:1-7). First, he used the word *pneumatikon* which is translated "spiritual" (1 Cor. 12:1). This adjective describes the character of these gifts as spiritual. Next, he used the word *charismata* which is translated "gifts" (1 Cor. 12:4). This term emphasizes gifts as God's free and gracious gifts. The word *diakonia* is the third term used to describe gifts. This word is translated "ministries" (1 Cor. 12:5) and reveals gifts as opportunities for ministry. Fourth, the word *energema*, translated "activities" (1 Cor. 12:6), suggests that gifts are an endowment of God's power or energy. Finally, the word *phanerosis*, translated "manifestation" (1 Cor. 12:7), means that gifts are evidence of God working through us.

When the various biblical lists of spiritual gifts are examined, there appear to be three kinds of spiritual gifts. First are the miraculous gifts such as tongues and healing. Then there are four enabling gifts which each Christian appears to have to some degree (discernment, faith, knowledge and wisdom). These gifts enhance the third group of spiritual gifts, the task-oriented gifts. Task-oriented gifts are our tools for effectiveness as part of the ministry team and include evangelism, prophecy, teaching, exhortation, shepherding, showing mercy, serving, giving and administration.

SUPER CHURCH

Churches which have demonstrated a strong desire and ability to growth, that have many agencies for growth (synergistic approach to evangelism), that are located on a large church campus, and that have a varied staff of professionals. Super churches usually number in the thousands.

TEACHING, GIFT OF

Teaching is communication biblical principles in the power of the Holy Spirit to others and demonstrating the relevance of those principles to the specific needs represented. Those gifted in the area of teaching tend to be diligent students of the Scripture, who have accumulated a thorough understanding of biblical principles as a result of their consistent study habits.

WINNABLE PEOPLE

Those who are considered receptive to the gospel; those who will respond.

WORSHIP

Worship is a face-to-face encounter with the living God based on a regeneration experience, prompted by the Holy Spirit, and resulting in the exhaltation of God's glory. Simply speaking, worship is giving the worthship to God that He deserves because He is God. Therefore, worship should be an emotional intellectual, and volitional response to God. Because
of the relationship between worshipper and God who is worshipped, worship is a growing thing and a dynamic entity. Worship is personal, and true worship cannot be divorced from the worshipper. Worship, we might say, is an earnest effort to re-create the conditions and experiences that have been found to deepen a person's relationship with God.

Worship involves the intellectual process, but it is more than mere knowledge of God. Worship stirs the emotions, but is more than the expression of passion. Worship comes from a person's choice to surrender his/her will to God, but is more than a mere decision. The heart is moved by biblical facts to re-create the fundamental human experiences of praise, adoration and exaltation of God for who He is and what He has done for humans in general and the worshipper in specific.
APPENDIX TWO

BIBLICAL WORDS FOR WORSHIP

An important step in developing a biblical theology of worship involves an examination of the words used to describe worship in Scripture. The Greek and Hebrew words used in Scripture tend to emphasize various dimensions of the worship experience. Only as these terms are understood can the concept of worship be more fully understood. The Old Testament uses--- Hebrew words to describe the worship of God. In the New Testament, four Greek terms are used to describe this same experience.

WORSHIP IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

The Old Testament uses four Hebrew terms and one Aramaic word translated "worship." The root idea of these terms is that of a reverential attitude of the worshipper, often expressed physically by the act of bowing or prostrating one's self before a superior. Also implied in these terms is the idea of adoration, obedience and service.

1. **Shachah**. The Hebrew word *shachah* literally means "depress," "bow down" or "prostrate" and is used ninety-five times in the Old Testament to describe people in worship (Ex. 4:31). The root idea of this term for worship is that of humbling one's self before God or someone else.

2. **Tsaghadh**. The Hebrew word *tsaghadh* and Aramaic term *tseghidh* are based on the idea of falling down and prostrating one's self (Isa. 44:15, 17, 19; Dan. 3:5-7, 10, 15). Also implied in the meaning of these terms is the idea of humble service.

3. **'Abhadh**. The Hebrew word *'abhadh* is based on a root describing work, labor or service. It is used in the Old Testament to describe both pagan worship (2 Kings 10; 19:21ff.) and the worship of God (Isa. 19:21, 23).

4. **'Acabh**. The Hebrew word *'acabh* is translated "worship" once in the Old Testament (Jer. 44:19). This word means to carve, fabricate or fashion and is used to describe the making of objects of worship, i.e. idols. In the context of the Old Testament, this is a clearly inferior expression of worship and not part of the legitimate worship of God.

WORSHIP IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

In the New Testament, there are four principle Greek terms used to describe various aspects of the worship experience.

1. **Proskuneo**. The Greek word *proskuneo* is a compound composed of *pros* meaning "toward" and *kuneo* meaning "to kiss." The word means to make obeisance or do reverence to and is most often simply translated "worship" in the New Testament. J. N. Darby used the expression "do homage" when translating this term in His English translation of the Bible.
The Use of *Proskuneo* in the New Testament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reverence to God:</th>
<th>Matt. 4:10; John 4:21-24; 1 Cor. 14:25; Rev. 4:10; 5:14; 7:11; 11:16; 19:10; 22:9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverence to a Man:</td>
<td>Matt. 18:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverence to the Dragon:</td>
<td>Rev. 13:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverence to the Beast:</td>
<td>Rev. 13:4, 8, 12; 13:15; 14:9, 11; 16:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverence to Demons:</td>
<td>Rev. 9:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverence to Idols:</td>
<td>Acts 7:43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Sebomai/Sembazomai**. The words *sembomai* and *sembazomai* are related terms and convey the idea of revering with an emphasis on a feeling of awe or devotion often associated with worship. This sense of awe or devotion is so strongly implied in these words that four times in the New Testament the word *sebomai* is translated "devout" (Acts 13:43, 50; 17:4, 17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devotion to God:</th>
<th>Matt. 15:9; Mark 7:7; Acts 16:14; 18:7, 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devotion to a goddess:</td>
<td>Acts 19:27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Devotion to a Creature: | Rom. 1:25 |

3. **Latreuo**. The word *latreuo* means to serve or render religious service or homage. Although this word is often translated "worship" in the New Testament, it is most often translated "serve" and is related to *latris* which means a hired servant. This word tends to emphasize worship as a service to God on the part of the worshipper.
4. *Eusebo.* The fourth verb used in the New Testament to describe worship is *eusebeo* meaning "to act piously toward." The Apostle Paul claimed the Athenians "worshiped" the Unknown God in this way when addressing them on Mars Hill (Acts 17:23). The same Greek word is also used by Paul to identify the obligation of children and grandchildren toward their widowed mother or grandmother (1 Tim. 5:4). The root idea of this word in both places where it is used seems to be that of showing honor toward one who should be honored.
APPENDIX THREE
CHRISTIAN LEADERS ON WORSHIP

Wonder is the basis of worship.

Thomas Carlyle

There is a use for ritual in a man's religious life. When a man is in a right relationship to God ritual is an assistance; the place of worship and the atmosphere are both conducive to worship.

Oswald Chambers

Reverence towards God makes men natural and simple to each other. There is a modest yet unabashed naturalness of manner which occasionally distinguishes spiritual persons, into whatever company they are come. A man will hardly ever be awkward in public, who in secret pays habitual reverent court to God. Habitual reverence is the high breeding of the spiritual life.

F. W. Faber

It is commonly assumed that, provided only we repair to our church or chapel, the performance of the work of adoration is a thing that may be taken for granted. But the work of Divine Worship, so far from being a thing of course even among those who outwardly address themselves to its performance, is one of the most arduous which the human spirit can possibly set about.

Gladstone

Worship is an opportunity for man to invite God's power and presence to move among those worshiping Him.

Jack W. Hayford

Take heed, then, often to come together to give thanks to God, and show forth His praise. For when ye come frequently together in the same place, the powers of Satan are destroyed, and his "fiery darts" urging to sin fall back ineffectual. For your concord and harmonious faith prove his destruction, and the torment of his assistants.

Ignatius of Antioch

All Christian worship, public and private, should be an intelligent response to God's self-revelation in his words and works recorded in Scripture.

D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones
May all who use these hymns experience, at all times, the blessed effects of complying with the
Apostle Paul's injunction (Eph. 5:18, 19), "Be filled with the Spirit, speaking to yourselves in psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord." Yea, may they anticipate, while here below, though in a humble and imperfect strain, the song of the blessed above, who, being redeemed out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation, and having washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb, are standing before the throne, and singing in perfect harmony with the many angels about it (Rev. 5:9-12 and 7:9-14), "Worthy is the Lamb that was slain, to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing, for ever and ever. Amen!"

Moravian Hymnal (1789)

The true ideal of worship is that of man communing with God.

G. Campbell Morgan

Again, it is not a thing which man can decide, whether he will be a worshiper or not, a worshiper he must be, the only question is what will he worship? Every man worships - is born a worshipper.

Frederick W. Robertson

The best public worship is that which produces the best private Christianity.

J. C. Ryle

In the act of worship, God communicates His presence to His people.

J. Oswald Sanders

We evangelicals do not know much about worship. Evangelism is our specialty, not worship. We have little sense of the greatness of Almighty God. We tend to be cocky, flippant, and proud. And our worship services are often ill-prepared, slovenly, mechanical, perfunctory and dull. . . . Much of our public worship is ritual without reality, form without power, religion without God.

John R. W. Stott

To worship is to quicken the conscience by the holiness of God, to feed the mind with the truth of God, to purge the imagination by the beauty of God, to open the heart to the love of God, to devote the will to the purpose of God. All this is gathered up in that emotion which cleanses us from selfishness because it is the most selfless of all emotions - adoration.

William Temple
Worship is the exercise of the mind in the contemplation of God in which wonder and awe play an important part in stretching and enlarging our vision, or in opening up our conceptual forms to take in that which by its nature far outruns them.

T. F. Torrance

What is worship? Worship is to feel in your heart and express in some appropriate manner a humbling but delightful sense of admiring awe and astonished wonder and overpowering love in the presence of that most ancient Mystery, that Majesty which philosophers call the First Cause, but which we call Our Father Which Art in Heaven.

A. W. Tozer

The worship of God is nowhere defined in Scripture. A consideration of the above verbs shows that it is not confined to praise; broadly it may be regarded as the direct acknowledgement of God, of His nature, attributes, ways and claims, whether by the outgoing of the heart in praise and thanksgiving or by deed done in such acknowledgement.

W. E. Vine

The worship of God is not a rule of safety - it is an adventure of the spirit, a flight after the unattainable.

Alfred North Whitehead

Worship is the believer's response of all that he is - mind, emotions, will, and body - to all that God is and says and does. This response has its mystical side in subjective experience, and its practical side in objective obedience to God's revealed truth. It is a loving response that is balanced by the fear of the Lord, and it is a deepening response as the believer comes to know God better.

Warren W. Wiersbe
APPENDIX FOUR

A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WORSHIP

Written to help churches rediscover the jewel of worship in the local church setting, the book defines and describes various aspects of the worship service and provides practical guidelines for those responsible for planning worship services.

Written from a liturgical perspective, this book includes practical advice for worship leaders to help them communicate more effectively.


Helpful in planning worship times for youth meetings.


Valuable for those involved in developing drama ministries as part of their worship services.

Focusing on personal worship, the writer discusses practical concepts of worship drawn from Revelation and other parts of Scripture.

Two theological essays on worship, as well as in-depth reflections on current worship practices in South America, South Africa, and Europe.

Addresses the theology and practice of worship from a British perspective.

Attempts to help the worshipper make the worship time in church more meaningful.


Defends traditional liturgical worship and is critical of contemporary praise music in worship.


Written from a liturgical perspective, a valuable resource on the history of worship, meaning of various worship terms, and the practice of worship among various denominations.


A seminary text in hymnology which is helpful for those responsible for selecting hymns for the worship service.


A Southern Baptist pastor/seminary professor presents his synthesis of worship in a nontechnical style. An approach rich with pastoral observation and experience.


A standard work by the author of several popular worship choruses outlining his view that worship is the key to people recovering God's intended purpose for their life and having personal needs met by God.


Written by three respected worship leaders representing three different evangelical denominations, this book describes both personal and public aspects of worship. The chapter "Adding Creativity without Loosing the Congregation" may prove helpful to many pastors seeking to be innovative in planning their worship services.


A well researched volume discussing the history of evangelical worship in various contexts with an emphasis on the role of culture and its influence on various worship expressions.

Hustad, Donald P. *Jubilate II: Church Music in Worship and Renewal*. Carol Stream: Hope Publishing


A practical handbook designed to help improve various technical aspects of the worship service.


Study of various words describing and examples of worship in Scripture.


A study of worship as a total life orientation, an "engagement with God."


A study of the biblical teaching on worship from a sacramental perspective.


Includes a chapter addressing worship as a means to achieving greater intimacy with God.


A study of the history of worship, especially in the liturgical tradition.


A traditional approach to worship from a Congregational Church perspective.


Includes practical ideas on planning aspects of worship including advice on developing a blended worship service.


Beginning with the premise that worship is an encounter with God, this book provides numerous
suggestions to help guide a worship team through the process of planning meaningful worship services.


Sermons on worship from various 19th century preachers.


Putting an end to worship wars. Putting an end to worship wars. Elmer Towns.